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ABSTRACT 

Several problems are addressed herein. They are 1 oosely connected 

by the theme o f  resonant t r i a d  in te rac t ions .  The main t op i c  i s  the 

f i n i t e  amp1 i tude evo lu t ion o f  weakly unstable, 1 i near e i  genmodes i n  a 

meri d i  ona l l  y vary i  ng version o f  Phi 11 i ps ' two-1 ayer model . It i s shown 

i n  chapter fou r  t h a t  i n te rac t ions  between neut ra l  modes and the unstable 

mode s t rong ly  i nfluence the evo lu t ion o f  the 1 a t t e r  and are capable o f  

s t a b i l  i sing i t  before s i g n i f i c a n t  changes occur i n  the zonal ly  averaged 

flow. The evo lu t ion of the unstable wave i n  the absence o f  such resonant 

t r i a d  e f f e c t s  i s  a lso considered and i t  i s  shown by example t h a t  the 

combined in f luence o f  changes t o  the mean f low and higher harmonics of 

the unstable wave i s  s u f f i c i e n t  t o  e q u i l i b r a t e  the unstable wave. (The 

h i  gher harmonics are unimportant i n  the meri d i  onal l y  uni form version o f  

t h i s  model). The enhanced importance o f  neutral  sidebands and the 

d e t a i l s  o f  the evo lu t ion are i n t e rp re ted  as being consequences o f  the 



s t r uc tu r e  6f the eigenmodes of t h e ,  1 i near problem. I t  i s  shown i n  . 

chapter th ree  t h a t ,  near minimum c r i t i c a l  shear ,  meridional va r ia t ion  of 

the potential  v o r t i c i t y  gradient  of t he  bas ic  flow can introduce dramatic 

changes i n the s t r u c t u r e  of the  normal modes. 

Some aspects  of  resonant t r i a d  dynamics i n  a meridionally uniform, 

ve r t i c a l l y  sheared, two-1 ayer model a r e  considered i n  chapter  two. I t  i s  

shown t h a t  non-1 i near i n te rac t i  ons between a resonant tri p l  e t  of neutral  

waves can l ead  t o  ba roc l in ic  i n s t a b i l i t y .  I t  i s  a l s o  demonstrated t h a t  

resonant in te rac t ions  between a sl igh t ly  supercri  t i c a l  unstable 1 i near 

mode and two neutral  waves can d e s t a b i l i s e  the  weakly f i n i t e  amplitude 

equi l ibra t ion of t he  unstable mode t h a t  would occur i n  the  absence of the  

sidebands. T h i s  demonstration i s  1 imited t o  the  case i n  which the  bas ic  

s t a t e  i s  not  c lose  t o  m i n i m u m  c r i t i c a l  shear. Final ly ,  the work of 

Loesch (1974) , who examined the  evolution of a weak1 y unstable mode and a 

pai r  of neutral  waves i n  a bas ic  flow t h a t  i s  c lose  t o  minimum c r i t i c a l  

shear,  i s  repeated w i t h  the d i f ference t h a t  c r i t i c a l  l aye r  e f f e c t s  a re  

included. 

Thes-is supervisor:  Joseph Pedlosky, Senior S c i e h t i s t  

Department of Physical Oceanography 

Woods Hole Oceanographic ~ n s t i t i t i o n  
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CHAPJER 0 

O. Introduction 

The work. in this thesis addresses some problems in the general area 

known as the theory of barocli";c instability. The purpose of this intro

ductory chapter is two-fold. to give a succinct statement of the problems 

dealt with in the remainder of the thesis and to provide a setting and 

motivation for those problems by briefly describing the phenomenon of 

barDcli";c instability and some of the the techniques used to analyze it. 

We will tackle the second objective first. 

The main driving force behind the recognition and subsequent explora

tion of bareeli"ic instability has been the study of meteorology. It was 

recognized that, for a model Earth consisting of a rotating, spherical 

pl anet surrounded by a vertically~ but stably~ stratified atmosphere~ a 

possible equilibrium response to the meridionally asynwnetric net input of 

solar radiation was a steady~ axisymmetric~ convective circulation. To 

some extent thi s resembles the average properties of the tropospheric 

circulation. The mean winds are predominantly zonal and there is usually 

a large-scale meridional circulation in lower latitudes, the Hadley cell. 

However~ there are many pOints of difference between the theoretical equi

librium circulation and the terrestrial troposphere. The real atmosphere 

is unsteady. Large, planetary scale waves may be seen standing or slowly 

propagating zonally in the height fie:,lds of the upper air. pressure sur

faces. The equator-pole temperature differerce on the Earth is substan

tially less than that predicted by the equilibrium model, suggesting a 
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mel"'idional heat transport that is stronger than that associated with the 

meridional circulation of the equilibrium model. 

It was shown by Charney (1947) that steady equilibrium flows liKe that 

of the model above tend to be unstable. Such a state contains a larger 

amount of potential energy than would a resting atmosphere in which the 

isopycnals lay parallel to the geopotential surfaces. The excess poten

tial energy is often referred to as available potential anergy (Lorenz, 

1967). Charney sl1o\'led that there is a class of wave-like perturbations 

to such an equilibrium which can convert the potential energy of the equi

librium state to ldnetic and potential energy of the wave. These waves 

can then grow at the ex.pense of the equilibrium flow and are therefore 

known as baroclinically unstable perturbations. As the potential energy 

of the equilibrium flow is depleted, the isopycnal surfaces must become 

more nearly parallel to the geopotentials, i.e., the meridional tempera

ture gradient is reduced by the growing perturbations. As it grows, the 

unstable perturbation produces a meridional flux of density down the 

horizontal density gradient, or equivalently. a meridional heat flux. 

Such an instability mechanism can go a considerable way toward 

explaining the existence of unsteady wave_lik.e motions superposed on the 

general zonal circulation, the reduced equator-pole temperature differ

eree, and the reduced zonal velocities of the general circulation. Suf

ficient evidence seems to have been accumulated for it to be undeniable 

that the mechanism of baroclin;c instability plays an important role in 

maintaining the average circulation of the Earth's troposphere. A descrip

tion of such a role in tne context of a general circul ation theory can 
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be found in the discussion by Charney (1959.) of an idealized model 

atmosphere. 

By dynamical analogy, there are some envirorments in the ocean which 

may support bareel;n;c instability by virtue of the available potential 

energy of the flow. These include vertica11y sheared boundary currents 

such as the Gul f Stream, open ocean currents such as the North Equator; a1 

Current and the Antarctic Circumpolar Current, and broader areas of ver

tically sheared now such as the recirculation regions adjoining the Gulf 

StreilTl and the Kuroshio. Direct evidence for the existence of bareel;nic 

instability in the ocean is scantier than in the atmosphere and the role 

that baree,;nic instability might play in the circulation of the ocean ;s 

less clear-cut. Since a down-gradient eddy heat flux. is a symptom of a 

baroclinic conversion mechanism in the act of depleting the available 

potential energy of a larger scale flow, some investigators, notably Bry

den (1979 and 1982) have looked for such fluxes as evidence of baroclinic 

instability. Bryden seems to have found such energy converting fluxes in 

the Antarctic Circumpolar Current in the neighborhood of Drake Passage 

and in the Gulf Stream recirculation area. 

The general circulation of the ocean is neither as well observed nor 

as well understood as that of the atmosphere, and one cannot say with 

certainty whether baroclinically active eddies are responsible for sig

nificant meridional transports of heat across the main ocean basins. It 

is, however, known that the main ocean basins contain a substantial amount 

of energy at scales of the order of the internal deformation radius (e.g., 

Dantzler , 1977). In the interior of the subtropical gyres, this eddy 
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energy dominates the kinetic and available potential energy of the larger 

scale, slow, mean c irculation. The question of what are the sources of 

this eddy activity is an intriguing one. One candidate for supplying 

part of this may be barce l;nic instability of the st ronger current and 

recirculation regions. 

In recent years a considerable effort has been made to construct 

numerical models of the #lind-driven c irculation in idealized ocean 

basins. that are capable of resolving eddies on the 100 kIn scale (e.g ., 

Holland, 1~7S). These models. which have had some success in reproducinlJ 

featu res such as western boundary currents that subsequently separate and 

the strong recirculation regions as,saciated with them, also show the pro

duction of an active eddy field. some of whi:h is converting available 

potential energy of the larger scale flow into eddy energy, 

One last possible area in which baroclini: instability may be a fea

ture is in the dynamics of the large rotating dust c louds that are pre

cursors of galaxies and galactic c lusters . 

Theoretical studies of barocl;nic instability have had several goals: 

to elucidate the physical mechanism responsible for the instability . to 

discover which types of equilibrium state are unstable, to detennine the 

distribution of the heat flux associated with the wave and to be able to 

describe how an initially small, unstable disturbance may evolve. Given 

the rather turbulent nature of the atmosphere and ocean. it is of i nter

est to discover which horizontal scales are preferred by gro .... ing disturb

arces and how thi s energy; s transferred to other scales to set up the 

.observed energy spectra. 
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The usual starting pOint for theoretical investigations has been to 

take an equilibrium flow of simple fonn, which sati sfies the equation of 

moti on; for ex amp 1 e, a steady, uni-directi onal, non-di vergent flow, and 

to study the evolution of small disturbances to this state by linearizing 

the equations of motion about this equilibrium solution. The linear prob

lem can then be treated either as an initial value problem (Farrell, 1984; 

Pedlosky, 1964) or as a nonnal mode problem. Solutions in which the en

ergy of the perturbati on increases wi th time are then cl assed as unstabl e. 

The phi losophy behi nd such an approach is that if one starts with a very 

small perturbation to the equilibrium state, then the effects of the omit

ted non-linear tenns will, at first, be small. The time scale for :hanges 

produced by the action of the non-linear tenns will therefore be long. 

If the intrinsic properties of the linear solution are such that the en

ergy of that solution can increase on a finite time scale, then one can 

claim that the linear dynamics will give a good approximation to the evo-

1 uti on of the unstabl e perturbati on for as long as its energy is suffi

ciently small that the time seale of non-linear effects remains larger 

than the 1 i near growth time seal e. One expects that if the growth is 

sustained, then, after some initial period, the linear dynamics will 

become invalid and any consistent description of the subsequent evolution 

must also include non-linear effects. Several investigators have develop

ed techniques to follow the solution beyond the linear first phase. 

Although the li near theory cannot tell us about the stabil ity of an 

equilibrium flow to arbitrary disturbances of finite amplitude it appar

ently provides us with very useful infonnation. It tells us something 
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about which flows will be stable to a class (but not all) of small per

turbations (more precisely, it tells us about the ability of flows to 

support instabilities which have a finite value for the inHial growth 

rate in the limit that the initial amplitude of the perturbation tends to 

zero). It describes what spatial structures disturbances which belong to 

this class adopt. In some cases it tells us that a particular horizontal 

scale will grow more rapidly than others. It can even provide some idea 

of how a growing disturbance in this class will try to modify the equi

librium flow, if we calculate the quadratic flux.es of momentum and dens

ity that are associated with the growing disturbance by using the linear 

structure of that disturbance. 

What linear theory fails to tell us about disturbances of weak initial 

amplitudes ;s whether there are types of small amplitude disturbance that 

do not possess any "linear" means of extracting energy from the equilib

rium state (in the sense that they do not contain an unstable nonnal mode 

of the linear system), yet nevertheless, by virtue of the non-linear terms 

in the equation of motion, can extract energy from that state. One would 

expect that any such disturbances would exhibit initial growth rates that 

are slower and slower as we make the initial amplitudes smaller and smal

ler (the linear limit). Yet is seems that from a phYSical point of view. 

such disturbances might be important since in studying the stability of 

physical equilibria. one ;s concerned with stability to physical pertur_ 

bations which will have a finite 'amplitude. even if this is small . . f\ 

second property that one might speculate upon for instabilities in which 

the energy extraction process depends on the non-1 inear rather than the 
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linear terms in the perturbat{on equations of motion, is whether the 

growth rate wi 11 not ; ncrease as the di s turbance grows 5 i nee the re 1 a the 

size of the non-linear terms, and hence the extraction rate, will increase 

as the square of the disturbance ampl itude, Such an effect might make 

the instability of one of these weak, non-linear instabilities, whose 

development would be initially rather slow, ultimately rather powerful. 

For the normal mode instabilities of linear theory. we have the 

unphysical result that the growing wave increases its amplitude at the 

same exponential rate forever and that no mechanism for diminishing the 

lack of stability of the underlying basic state ;s included. From the 

point of view of circulation modelling, one would like to know what 

changes the growing wave induces in the mean flow that is supporting the 

instability. One can obtain some insight into this by adopting a quasi-

1 i near approach (Ph; 11 i ps. 1956; Charney. 1959). In th is. the structure 

of the unstable wave is taken from linear theory. an amplitude for this 

wave is assigned or determined. the quadratic eddy fluxes are calculated 

and the resulting changes in the mean circulation are computed. Omitted 

in Phillips· theory is the feedback mechanism associated with the fact 

tha t, as the grow; ng eddy fi e 1 d modi fi es the mean flow. so the ins ta

bility properties of the mean flow change and the growth characteristics 

of the eddy field are altered. If the modifications to the mean flow are 

such as to reduce its degree of ; ns tabi 1 i ty. then the feedback loop is 

negative and one has a way of restraining the growth of the eddy field. 

The fully non-linear problem which one would have to solve in order 

to follow the evolution of an unstable disturbance whose growth time 

scale according to 1 inear theory was of the same order as the time scale 
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for the advection of tIle disturbance by the mean flow. would be extremely 

complicated. Charney (1959) simplified the problem by making the ad hoc 

assumption that the shape of the unstable Fourier component is unchanged 

by the non-linear interaction process. However, studies by Pedlosky 

(1970), Drazin (1970) and Pedlosky (1979) have shown that there is a class 

of non-1; near eva 1 uti on problems wh1 ch are tractable. The techn i que tha t 

they exploit;s to examine the evolution of a norr,lal mode whose linear 

growth rates are slow in comparison to the advective time scale. Over much 

longer time scales, relatively weak non-linear interactions can compete 

with the linear instability. Non-linearity therefore becomes significant 

when the unstable wave is still small and one can develop a theory utiliz

ing perturbation methods, centered around the linear solution, in which 

the probleli1 has two intrinsic time scales, the time scale of advection by 

the mean flow and the longer evolutionary time scale over which the 

disturbance amplitude changes. It is in this small amplitude limit that 

Charney's shape assumption becomes justified. 

By using such a "weakly finite amplitude" theory, one can explore the 

mechanisms by which non-linear effects curb the growth of an unstable 

disturbance once it reaches some sort of equilibrium amplitude (here and 

subsequently, the idea of an equilibrated amplitude will include the case 

of a state in which the disturbance amplitude fluctuates yet remains at a 

constant order of magnitude). This is not equivalent to a fully finite 

amplitude problem." If the tendency of a growing instability to push the 

mean f10w towards "stability persists into more strongly non-linear re

gimes, then one might expect a natural tendency for an unstable flow to 

linger close to a stable state, i.e., be only moderately supercritical. 
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In such a situation, the degree of supercriticality '..,ould depend upon the 

forcing foY' the basic state and the dissipative mechanisms operating. 

This preference for a small degree of supercriticality would depend cruc

ially on the power of the wave-mean flow interaction mechanism. Stone 

(1978) has pOinted to observations which suggested that the mean state of 

the troposphere is not too far removed from neutral, suggesting that 

weak.ly finite amplitude theories may be more relevant than just giving a 

mechanistic insight into the operation of non-linear processes. 

Spectral transfers of energy must a1 so be taken into account when 

dec; di n9 how a grow; n9 di sturbance equil ibrates. If the disturbance 

reaches an amplitude at which interactions between the unstable wave and 

neutral waves transport energy away from the unstable wavenumber at a 

rate comparable with that of the extraction of energy by the unstable 

wave, then the wave must eventually stop growing. For a statistically 

steady state to develop by such a means. one again requires either dissi

pation at some range of space scales. for example. small scales, to mop 

up the cascade of energy ultimately released by the agency of barocl;nic 

instability , or the modification of either the mean flow or the structure 

of the unstable and neutral wave modes in such a way that baroclinic en

ergy conversion is inhibited. An adequate model of the continuous spec

trum of waves that results from wave-wave interaction processes as a 

resul t of the barocl inic instabil ity of a range of wavenumbers does not 

seem to have been developed. Instead, mechanistic models of how baro

c1 inic instabil ity can couple to wave-wave interaction processes have 

been constructed, e.g •• Loes-ch (1974). 
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The problem that I have attempted to address in this thesis is that 

of the non-linear evolution of a weakly. baroclinical1y unstable wave when 

the unstable equilibrium flow has a special type of meridional structure 

tha t makes the mer; di ana 1 potential vort; c; ty grad; ent of the bas i c s ta te 

exhibit a minimum within the channel. This sort of basic state has some 

of the features that a jet flow in a geophysical situation might exhibit 

and as such seems a worthwhile departure from the rather artificial merid_ 

;ona11y uniform states studied by Phillips, Charney and Eady. A study of 

the linear problem, Chapter 3, shows that the presence of a potential 

vorticity gradient, of the form described above, imparts some distinctive 

features to the weakly unstable normal modes of the basic flow that are 

not observed in the meridionally uniform counterpart of this model. When 

one attempts to formulate the finite ampl itude evolution of these weakly 

growing modes (Chapter 4), one discovers that the peculiar nature of the 

linear modes affects the way in which the finite amplitude evolution pro

ceeds. In particular, the effects of wave-wave interactions between the 

unstable wave and neutral eigenmodes of the linear problem can exert a 

more powerful restraint on the growth of the unstable wave than the alter

ation to the mean flow that the growing wave produces. Because of the 

prominent role played by wave-wave interactions in this non-linear model, 

some aspects of the interpl ay between wave-wave interactions and baro

clinic instability are explored in Chapter 2. In particular, we note 

there that disturbances conSisting of non-linearly interacting triads ·of 

neutral modes of the linear problem, with small amplitudes, can release 

potential e'nergy from the equilibrium flow. These furnish an example of 
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a non-modal fonn of baroclinic in stabi lity . In Chapter 1, we present a 

synopsis of some works whose content will be relevant to the research 

subsequently di sc ussed. 
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CHAPTER 1 

1. Background Theory 

1,n thi s chapter we will rev; ew some of the theoretical results pre

sented in four papers which deal with material germane to the work of 

Chapters 2, 3 and -L These papers both serve as introductions to the 

ideas exploited in the later chapters and furnish results with which the 

material of this thesis can be compared. The aim is not to present a 

comprehensive SUil\nary but to select some of the most pertinent details. 

At the same time we will introduce some of the notation that will be used 

later. The four papers in question are those of Phillips (1954), which 

looks at the linear theory of baroclinic instability in a meridionally 

unifo~n two-layer model; Pedlosky (1370). which looks at the finit2 amp

litude development of the slowly growing modes of ?n i1lips' model; 

Longuet-Higgins and Gill (1967). which discusses resonantly interacting 

triads of neutral waves in a barotropic model and of Loesch (1974) who 

examines the interaction of a gro'..,ing baroclinic instability in Phillips' 

mode l with two neutral Rossby waves. 

Ph i llips (1954) presents, as part of a theoretical study of the gen

eral circulation of the atmosphere, the properties of linearized pertur

bations to a quasigeostrophic model of a zonal baroclini: jet. This 

idealized model allows only two degrees of freedom in the vertical by 

3.dopti ng a very coarse. finite-difference represerytation of the vertical 

structure. Such a model can be re-interpreted in tenns of a system 

compri sing . two homogeneous layers of fluid. the second slightly more 
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dense than the first and lying beneath it. The two-layer and two-leve l 

models can be shown to be equivalent (Flier', B7B). and in an earlier 

work Phillips (l951) chose a two-layer approach. Since the layer model 

can be realized physically and since the investigations of Pedlosky (1970) 

and Loesch (1974) were couched in tenns of the two-layer model, we wi11 

adopted the layer fonnalism. Before continuing with Phillips' paper, we 

will pause to describe the model in the notation that will be used 

subsequently; n thi 5 thes; s. 

The tit«) layers of fluid are confined in a channel between rigid boun

daries at latitude circles y :: 0 and y = L, and heights z = a and z = 2H. 

Thi s channel is assumed to be of infinite zonal extent and to be in a 

frame of reference which rotates with an angular velocity 1/2 f about a 

vertical axis. We desire to model geophYSical flows whose width Lis of 

the order of, but smaller than, the radius of the Earth. Following Rossby 

(1939), we choose to include the dynamical influence of the Earth's spher

icity by using the s-plane approximation with f = fa + sy. We are 

therefore constrained to working in mid-latitudes, where fa is signifi

cantly non-zero, and in a channel of limited meridional extent, such that 

LB/ fO « 1. 

~e consider motions which have intrinsic and advective time scales 

that are long in comparison to the inertial period. Such motions include 

the traveling cyclone disturbances observed in the atmosphere and the 

synoptic scale eddying motions of the ocean. We adopt, as a filtering 

approximation. the quasigeostrophic approximation of Charney (l943). A 

detailed discussion of this and of the anci11ary approximations that are 

used is given in ?edlosky (1979b). 
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The qua s i geos trophi c potential vort i ci ty equa ti cns for the two-l ayer 

model of Phi 11; ps are 

j = 1, 2 

+ (-I)j ,2 (~1- · ~2) + 6Y] .0 

(1.1 ) 

where QUI'" notation is closer to that of Loesch and Pedlosky than Phillips. 

Pj fO ~j ;s the pressure in the jth layer, where 1 is assumed to refer to 

the upper layer, hence ~j is a streamfunction for the geostrophic flow in 

layer j. J is a Jacobian operator ·J(a,b):: ax by - ay b
x

' ),2 is given by 

(1. 2) 

where tp is the density difference between the two layers. We have used 

the Boussinesq approximation. In accordance with Phi11ips treatment, no 

bottom relief has been included and the interface between the two layers 

has been taken to lie at z = H when the fluid;s quiescent, i.e., the lay

ers are of equal nominal depth. H. LO = ~- 1 is a dynamical length scale 

inherent to the system. often known as the internal deformation radius. 

Following the several treatments of Pedlosky and others, we shall 

non-dimensionalize (1.1) at the outset. We do this by scaling: x and y 

with LR, z with 2H, t wi th LR/UR and ~ with URL R, where LR and UR are 

characteristic length and velocity scales of the motions of interest. 

Equation (1.1) then becomes 

= 0 (1. 3) 

A 

- ~2) + s Y 0.4 ) 
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I n (1.3) and (1.4) ~j are scaled and di~ensionless. qj is the potential 

vort i c ity of f1 ui d co 1 umns in the j th layer a fter the 1 a rge but constant 
A 

tenn fa LR/UR has been subtracted. F and B are two dimensionless cons-

tants. The first is an internal Froude number and Fl/2 is the ratio of 

the intrinsic scale of the motions LR, to the dynami ca l scale A- l . a;s 

given by B L~/UR and is a ratio of the planetary vorticity gradient to 

the relative vorticity gradient of the fluid motions. We wil l make the 

assumption that, relative to the Rossby number, R = UR/(LR fO)' both F and 

'. . a are 0(1). We wlll also drop the ca ret from B. It is convenient to use 

a channel whose width is comparable to the ho rizontal scale of the motions 

of interest so we will set LR :: L. The horizontal boundaries are there

f ore located at y :: 0 and y = 1 ; n thi s non-dimensional system. The phys

i ca l condition applied at the lateral boundari es is one of no nonnal flow 

whi ch can be shown (Phill i ps, 1954) to imply that 

~j x = 0 at y = 0, 1 (1. 5a) 

and 

'y' t J dx ~j = 0 at y = 0, 1 (1.5b) 

where IdX is to be interpreted as Urn (1/2L) Lc dx and we have assumed 
L~ ~ 

that ~j is uniforml y bounded. Boundary conditions at z = 0 and z = 1 are 

not explicitly required, but they are impl i cit in the derivati on of (1.1). 

We have used the condition of no nonnal flow through the hod zontal boun

daries. Dissipative and direct f orci ng mechanisms have been excluded. 

In particular, no Ekma n layers have been included at the horizontal 

boundari es. 
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Phillips (1954, Section 5) has described the properties of linear 

disturbances to a basic flow which consists of a uniform zonal velocity 

Uj in each layer. In our notation, the linearized vorticity equations 

for the perturbation are 

q. I 

J 
(1. 6) 

Here the total streamfunction for each layer is decomposed into a basic 

flow plus a perturbation 

~. = - U.y + ~.I 
J J J 

and qjl is the potential vorticity of the perturbation. Phillips looks 

for normal mode solutions of the form 

and finds that the phase speed, c, of these modes is given by 

In this expression, a2 = k2 + n2 ~2 is the total wavenumber of the the 

perturbation, U = 1/2 (U1 + U2) is the mean velocity of the basic state 

and Us = (U1 - U2) is the vertical shear of the basic state in terms of 

the limited vertical resolution of the two-layer model. In general, there 

are t\'10 values of c for each wavenumber, a, corresponding to the two ver-

tical modes possible in this system. The vertical structure ·of these 

modes is represented by the coefficient Yj which is given by 
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(1.8) 

The system is insensitive to a uniform zonal translation of the reference 

frame so we may choose U2 = 0, U1 = U wi thout any loss of general i ty, 

whence U = 1/2 U and Us = U. 

The disturbance mode grows exponentially in time when c is comp1ex 

with ci = Im(c) positive [for the conventional choice of positive k. 

Note that only k2 occurs in (1.7) and (1.8)]. These unstable modes 

will have a complex Yj and it can be shown that for each unstable mode 

This phase lag between the upper and lower layer means that the heat flux 

associ ated wi th the perturbation, when averaged over a wavel ength and 

integrated across the channel, i.e., 

is posi tive. It is thi s meri di onal transport of heat that is the mech

anism by which potential energy is released from the mean flow and con

verted into energy of the perturbation. 

Phillips found that the contours of constant growth rate for the dis

turbance take the form shown in Figure 1.1. In Figure 1.1, the contours 

of constant growth rate are mapped on a plane with axes corresponding to 

the basi c shear and the di sturbance wavel ength. There are several fea-
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Fifure 1.1: (After Phillips, 1954, Fig. 1) Contours of growth rate as 
a uncti on of zonal wavel ength L and vert; cal shear dU/ dz , where L = 
27f/kO and dU/dz = U*/H. The numbers on the contours indicate the 
doubling time (in days) of the gravest unstable mode in Phillips' 
two-layer model. The parameters of the model were chosen so that: 

H = 4.08 km , LO = 930 km , 8 = 1.6 X 10-11 m s-l 
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tures of thi s graph whi ch we wi sh to note for future reference. There is 

a minimum critical shear below which baroclinic instability is not possi

ble. This is also the value of the shear parameter above which the two

layer model version of the sufficient criterion for stability derived by 

Charney and Stern (1962) is no longer satisfied. If one rearranges the 

dispersion relation, one can show that the boundary between neutral and 

unstabl e perturbati ons is determined by only two parameters a/FU and 

a2/F. Thus for fixed F, increasing U is equivalent, as far as stabil-

ity properties are concerned, to decreasing a. Thus, if we view F and U 

as fixed, the stability threshold noted above corresponds to a minimum 

critical a above which instability is not possible. In subsequent chap

ters, this is the view which we will adopt. This should not be allowed 

to obscure the fact that what we are really doi ng is varyi ng the dynam

ically significant parameter a/FU which, in the dimensional variables, is 

The asteri sks are to denote true dimensional quantities and LO is the 

internal deformation radius defined earlier. The stability threshold 

amounts to requiri ng that the vertical shear Us* exceed a val ue deter

mined by the strength of the restoring force for vorticity oscillations, 

represented by a* and the inertia of the system to internal oscillations 

represented by L~. 

For val ues of the shear above the cri tical threshol d only a 11mi ted 

range of wavenumbers ;s unstable; both a long and a short wave cutoff are 
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present. Near the critical value of U, the marginal curve (i.e., the 

stability bo'undary in Figure 1.1) is parabolic. The growth rate tends to 

zero as one approaches the stability boundary, i.e." the modes close to 

the marginal curve grow only slowly with time. 

Using the analytically determined forms of the linear eigenmodes, 

Phillips went on to compute the eddy heat flux associated with the 

unstable mode and thence the secondary meridional circulation and the 

changes to the mean zonal flow that these fl uxes woul d have produced 

after a certain time had elapsed. Phillips' aim in using this quasilinear 

theory was to estimate the redistribution of heat and momentum that the 

barocl i ni c eddi es mi ght produce when they had grown to ampl i tudes that 

mi ght be typi ca 1 of the Earth' s atmosphere. Because such a theory does 

not include any feedback between the changes induced in the mean flow by 

the growing waves and the instability properties of the waves, the choice 

of wave ampl itude used in such a calculation is, in a sense, arbitrary. 

Phillips chose the wave amplitude by requiring that the rate at which the 

heat transported by the eddi es warmed the northern half of the "northern 

hemi sphere", that hi s model represented, match the estimated diabatic 

cooling rate for the same region. Phillips provided a rather successful 

theoretical model of some of the qual itative effects of eddies on the 

mean circulation that had been postulated by Jeffreys (1926, 1933). But 

thi s model still 1 eaves uncl ear the answer to the question of how the 

growth of the unstable eddies is curtailed. However, the seeds of a pos

sible mechanism are contained within this model. The alteration to the 

mean flow calculated by Phillips as a consequence of the growing waves 
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was such as to reduce.the average vertical shear of the mean flow. The 

linear results indicated that the mean flow was less unstable (the growth 

rates at a given wavenumber were 1 ess) at small er shears, so that thi s 

second order effect should be stabilizing. The non-linear analysis 

required to incorporate ttli s feedback mechani sm in the general case of 

initial parameters that corresponded to an unstable wave whose growth 

rate was 0(1) seems rather intractable. Charney later refined Phillips' 

model (Charney, 1959) and i ncl uded thi s stabi 11 zi ng mechani sm ina heur

istic way by balancing the rate at which energy was released from the 

modified mean flow against the rate at which perturbation energy is dis

sipated. Pedlosky (1970) recognized that under some circumstances, the 

non-linear analysis could be simplified and this feedback mechanism 

successfully included in a more rigorous fashion. 

The essence of Pedlosky's method is to look at a single unstable wave 

whose growth rate is small because one has chosen val ues of S/FU and 

a2/F that lie close to the position of the marginal curve. We shall 

describe the case for whi ch s/FU does not correspond to the posi ti on of 

mi nimum cri tical shear but rather a2/F and s/FU are such that the poi nt 

they define on a stability diagram such as Figure 1.1 lies near to one 

side of the marginal curve. The original basic flow is then only slightly 

unstable for a disturbance at the wavenumber described. As the initially 

linear unstable eigenmode grows, it produces a correction to the mean flow 

that is proportional to the square of the eigenmode amplitude. This re

duces the mean vertical shear. However, since the original mean flow was 

only slightly unstable, only a relatively small'modification is required 
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to stabilize the mean flow. Thus while the unstable wave is still fairly 

weak, it has succeeded in choking the mechanism that was allowing it to 

grow. The fact that throughout thi s process the unstable wave has never 

reached a large amplitude enables one to develop the non-linear solution 

as a perturbation series in the amplitude of the unstable wave or, more 

conveniently, in the distance below the marginal curve that the initial 

value of a/FU lies, since it is this that controls the amplitude that the 

unstable wave can reach. 

The above is a rather sketchy summary of the basic mechani sm operat

ing in the non-linear model considered by ?edlosky. The detailed picture 

is somewhat more involved and one should refer to the paper in question 

for the precise nature of the evolution. Pedlosky's analysis shows that 

the growth of the unstable wave is halted by the mean flow modifications 

and that, in the absence of friction, the amplitude of the unstable wave 

vacillates in a regular, periodic way. Because the parameters are such 

that the unstable wave lies close to the marginal wave, the e-folding 

time scale of the linear unstable eigenmode is long in comparison to the 

periods of most of the neutral waves. This fact is used in the method of 

analysis, which considers separating the dynamics that occur on the two 

time scales. The amplitude vacillations of the unstable wave are charac

terized by the longer, e-folding time scale. 

In choosing to site this weakly finite amplitude analysis close to 

the side of the marginal curve rather than in the vicinity of minimum. 

critical shear, one is including an element of inconsistency in that, for 

the ,same value of a/FU, there are wavenumbers further into the interior 

of the unstable region which have larger, 0(1), growth rates that would 
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overpower the unstable wave on which the analysis has been concentrated, 

and to which the weakly finite amplitude analysis would be inapplicable. 

One situation in which this might be avoided would the case of a periodic 

zonal domain such as an annular channel in which the quantization was 

such that the only unstable wave which fit the domain was one close to 

the marginal curve. 

One would prefer to look at an unstable mode in the vicinity of mini

mum critical shear. For the meridional1y uniform model, the finite amp

litude problem in the neighborhood of minimum critical shear is a little 

degenerate and one finds a critical layer effect which alters the behav

ior of the problem (Pedlosky, 1982). Alterations to the mean flow can 

cause the unstable wave to equilibrate but the finite amplitude evolution 

is more complicated than a periodic amplitude vacillation and many zonal 

scales are stimulated (Pedlosky, 1982; Boville, 1981). The inclusion of 

meridional variation in the potential vorticity gradient or velocity 

field of the lower layer should remove this effect. 

It may at first seem something of a limitation to confine attention 

only to the weakly growing waves near the marginal curve, however, this 

is not so strong a constraint as it might appear. The weakly supercriti

cal waves are those which one first encounters as one gradually increases 

the mean shear to pass from the stable regime to the unstable regime. If 

the tendency of a growing baroclinic disturbance to stabilize the verti

cal shear is robust, as the work of Phillips would suggest, then one has 

a dynamical reason for the mean flow to lie not too far from critically 

stable conditions. 
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Pedlosky's model of non-linear equilibration has demonstrated a mech

anism for curbing the grol4th of a baroclinic instability that linear 

theory alone would not have predicted and shown how this pivots on the 

way in whi chthe growi ng wave modi fi es the mean flow. One of the reasons 

for being interested in the dynamics of finite amplitude eddies was their 

ability to transport heat. In the equilibrated inviscid model of Ped

losky (1370), the mean meridional eddy heat flux, when averaged over a 

vacillation period, is zero! However, the introduction of dissipation 

(e.g., Pedlosky, 1971) enables one to recover a non-zero average heat 

flux in a model Which retains the wave-mean flow interaction process as a 

method of containing the growth of an unstable perturbation. 

The model described above does not include any interaction between 

the unstable wave and neutral waves of the system. The inclusion of non

linear prOcesses allows the possibility of such interactions. Pedlosky's 

model is consistent in that, given initial conditions in which neutral 

Rossby waves are absent, they will not, in general, be forced by the 

dynami cs of the unstabl e wave at ampl i tudes that woul d be si gnifi cant. 

However, if such waves are included in the initial conditions, alongside 

the unstable wave, it is possible under some circumstances that they will 

interact with the unstable wave on the time scale of the weakly finite 

amplitude evolution theory. 

Such wave-wave interactions (as distinct from the wave-mean flow 

interactions present in Pedlosky's model) may be of interest for several 

reasons. They may, for example, allow the energy extracted from the mean 

flow by the primary baroclinic instaDi1ity to be transported to other 
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length scales that are not directly unstable. There may be significant 

transport of energy to shorter, more dissipative length scales. Such an 

effect might alter the size of the heat flux associated with the unstable 

wave in an lIequi 1 ibrated ll state. The forci ng of neutral waves havi ng 

amplitudes comparable to the unstable wave and fluctuating on the same 

timescale as the unstable wave would produce additional modifications to 

the mean flow of similar size to that produced by the unstable wave and 

so modify the equilibration process described by Pedlosky (1970). 

A general attempt to model interactions between a range of unstable 

waves and a spectrum of neutral waves woul d be extremely compl icated. 

However, models which included only one unstable zonal Fourier component 

and a small number of neutral Rossby modes would be more manageable and 

should give some insight into the interplay between wave-wave and wave

mean flow interactions. An attempt to construct such a model has been 

made by Loesch (1974). ~~ongst waves of weak amplitude it can be shown 

that the strongest wave-wave interactions occur between waves which form 

certain resonant multiplets. For the particular dispersive properties 

of the eigenmodes of the two-layer model, the appropriate multiplets are 

triplets. Before discussing Loesch's paper, it will be useful to briefly 

consider the dynamics of resonant triads. These are discussed, albeit 

for a different physical system, by Longuet-Higgins and Gill (1967). 

Longuet-Higgins and Gill considered interactions between Rossby waves 

in an equivalent barotropic model on an infinite B-plane in which there 

was no mean flow. Such waves interact most readily when three of the 

waves satisfy resonance conditions similar to 
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3 
~ '. [k., ( k. ) ] 
j=l ....)crj ....) 

(0, 0) 

where k. are the horizontal wavenumbers of the three waves and cr. (k.) are 
~ .' J ~ 

the frequenci es. I n the above paper , equati ons govern; ng the slow e'vol u-

tion of the amplitudes of three waves, satisfying these resonance condi

tions, are obtained for the case in which each of the waves is of small 

amplitude. If E, « 1, is a small number characterizing the amplitudes of 

the three waves, then the non-linear interactions between the elements of 

the resonant triad modify the amplitudes on a time scale, E-1• The 

evolution, in general, takes the form of a phase locked vacillation in 

the amplitudes of the three waves, where the relative phases are such 

that the energy of the triad as a whole remains constant. When the three 

waves satisfy 3. further constraint on their relative phases, Longuet

Higgins and Gill show that the amplitudes of the three waves may be 

described by Jacobian elliptic functions. It can be shown that this is 

also true for general relative phases of the waves. The authors also 

showed that in the case of the single layer model without any mean flow, 

the triad must conserve its total wave energy. They also calculated the 

amplitude of one of the waves non-resonantly forced by the non-linear 

interaction and showed that the small amplitude dynamics are consistent 

"when the ratio of particle velocity to phase speed is small for each of 

the three principal waves. 

Tne importance of this triad interaction phenomenon is that it indi

cates a preferred mechani sm for the transfer of energy between wavenum

bers in a weak wave-field. Each element of the triad would, in a more 
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realistic system, be involved simultaneously in triad interaction with 

other neutral modes. In a situation in which energy is being injected 

slowly and over a 1 imi ted range of wavenumbers, one mi ght expect that 

resonant triad interactions, at least initially, will be important in 

redistributing this energy over the wavenumber spectrum. If there is 

sufficient dissipation to allow an equilibrium spectrum of weak energy to 

be established, then triad interaction will continue to be important. 

Such a slow injection of energy at a narrow band of spatial scales could 

be the result of baroclinic instability under weakly supercritical 

conditions. 

Loesch (1974) considered a model in which a single baroclinically 

unstable wave, in a flow similar to that considered by Phillips (1954), 

was allowed to interact resonantly with a pair of neutral Rossby waves. 

The unstable wave was presumed to lie a small distance t:. below the mar

ginal curve so that in the absence of the neutral waves it would evolve 

according to the weakly finite amplitude theory of Pedlosky (1970, 1982). 

The two neutral waves were chosen to form a resonant triad with the mar

ginal wave adjacent to the unstable wave. Loesch showed that when the 

unstable wave was near one of the sides of the marginal curve, i.e., away 

from minimum critical shear, the dynamics of both the wave-mean flow 

interaction process and the resonant triad interaction would be signifi

cant (i.e., the time scales of changes in the amplitude of the unstable 

wave to wave-mean flow interaction and in the amplitudes of all three 

waves due to wave-wave interactions between the triad elements, are simi

lar and are comparable to the e-folding. time scale of the linear instabil-
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ity) when the amplitude of .the unstable wave is oqAI1/2),. where A is 

the supercriticality, and the amplitudes of the sidebands are O(IAl3/4). 

Loesch did not consider this case any further and moved on to the case in 

which the slightly supercritical mode lies just below minimum critical 

shear, showing that again the processes of wave-mean flow interaction and 

triad interaction could be equally significant. In this instance, the 

natural scales for the wave amplitudes are each O(lAl1/ 2). 

The two features of such a system are firstly that the energy of the 

"unstable" mode is shared with waves whose length scales are stable 

according to linear theory and secondly that the finite amplitude evolu

tion of the unstable wave is modified by the presence of the sidebands. 

However, we emphasize that the wave-mean flow interaction mechanism nev

ertheless remains an integral part of this evolution. This should be 

contrasted with the results that will be presented in Chapter 4. The 

numerical computations of Loesch did not allow for the critical layer 

effect noted by Pedlosky (1982) so we wi 11 not di scuss their resul ts 

here, but the discussion of amplitude scaling and hence the relative 

importance of the two non-linear interaction mechanisms remains valid. 
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CHAPTER 2 

2. Triad Interactions in Vertical Shear Flows 

Abstract 

Three related problems concerning the evolution of disturbances in 

Phillips· model are considered. Firstly, it is shown that non-linear 

interactions between a resonant triplet of neutral waves in a vertically 

sheared flow can lead to baroclinic instability. Secondly, we 

demonstrate that resonant i nteracti ons between a s 1 i ghtly supercri tical 

unstable linear mode and two neutral waves can destabilize the weakly 

finite amplitude equilibration of the unstable mode that wOllld occur in 

the absence of the sidebands. This demonstration is limited to the case 

in which the basic state is not close to minimum critical shear. 

Thirdly, we repeat the work of Loesch (1974) in examining the evolution 

of a weakly unstable mode and a pair of neutral waves in a basic flow 

that is close to minimum critical shear with the difference that critical 

layer effects are included. 

A feature of the finite amplitude analysis to be presented in Chap

ter 4 will be the inclusion of wave-wave interactions between members of 

a resonant tri ad. I t became c1 ear whi 1 e studying thi s materi a 1 that 

there were some i nteresti ng di fferences between resonant tri ad i nterac

tions in a shear flow and their counterparts in a fluid at rest. For 

that reason, we have included the brief studies that make up this chapter. 
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f\ simple envi ronmenti nwhi ch to observe the dynami::s of resonant 

triads, when embedded in a vertically sheared flow, is the meridionally 

uniform, two-layer model of Phillips (1954). Loesch's study of 1974 con

siders triad interactions in such a model in the case that one of the 

triad members is a slowly growing wave near minimum critical shear. In 

this chapter we shall consider this case further and also look at triads 

composed entirely of neutral linear modes. There will thus be three sec

tions. In the first we consider the dynamics of three neutral Rossby wave 

modes of Phillips' model, each of small amplitude, when they form a reso

nant triad. It will be shown that such a triad can exhibit a non-modal 

form of baroclinic instability, a finite amplitude instability that de

pends crucially on the weak non-1 inear interactions between the three 

waves. In the second section, we consider a resonant triad composed of 

two neutral Rossby waves and a weakly growing, baroclinically unstable 

mode which lies close to the marginal curve of Phillips' problem, but away 

from minimum critical shear. This was a problem mentioned by Loesch, but 

not considered by him in detail. We shall see that under some circum

stances, the presence of the two neutral sidebands can lead to a finite 

amplitude instability that the wave-mean flow interaction, which is also 

included in the model, is powerless to overcome. At first sight, this 

seems significant in that it had been generally thought that the single 

wave dynami cs of Pedlosky (1970), in whi ch a weakly growi ng mode was 

equilibrated by wave-mean flow interaction, would be fairly robust, in 

the sense that allowing parallel triad interactions would not remove this 

equilibration process. However, we are still in the unsatisfactory posi-
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tion of developing our analysis around a point on the marginal curve that 

is well away from minimum critical shear. In such a case there is, in 

addition to the weakly growing unstable modes, a range of wavenumbers at 

which there exist unstable modes with 0(1) growth rates. The evolution 

of these latter modes would overshadow our weakly finite amplitude prob

lem. For this reason we would like to consider the case of a triad con

taining two neutral waves and a slightly unstable mode that lies close to 

minimum critical shear. With the restriction that the neutral waves be 

dispersive modes, this is the situation that Loesch examined. Although 

Loesch did not include the complicated disturbance forced by critical 

layer effects, his model equations contained the direct interactions 

between unstable wave and the neutral sidebands which we would expect to 

be the cause of any finite amplitude instability, should one exist. Since 

Loesch did not find any finite amplitude instability, it seems unlikely 

that one would occur in a more complete model that included critical layer 

effects. In the third section of this chapter, we present the equations 

governing such a triad interaction near minimum critical shear, when crit

ical layer effects have been included. It is not possible to confirm that 

all solution trajectories of which these equations admit are bounded, but, 

in view of the sign restrictions placed on some of the more important 

coefficients in these equations, we conjecture that this is likely. To 

buttress thi s conjecture, we show exampl es of numeri ca 1 i ntegrati ons of 

this system for parameter values similar to those used by Loesch. 
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2.1: Non-Modal Baroclinic Instability 

In this section a class of non-linear instabilities of a vertically 

sheared zonal flow is discussed. This is a type of baroclinic instabil

ity that lies outside the purview of a linear eigenmode analysis of baro

clinic instability problems. The form taken by the instability is that 

of an ensemble of three neutral Rossby waves whose amplitudes are slowly 

modified by their mutual non-linear interactions. For a triad of small 

amplitude, these interactions introduce a weak, vertical variation of 

phase to the structure of the individual waves. This allows the generation 

of rectified heat fluxes and an exchange of energy with the mean flow. 

This instability exhibits explosive growth and spans a range of hori

zontal wavenumbers that exceeds the range that is unstable in the corre

sponding linear model. It is shown that the type of instability discus

sed can only occur when the model used is linearly unstable. 

The mechanism for the non-linear instability here discussed is 

believed to be fairly general and should exist also in the context of a 

hori zontally sheared flO\'/ where it woul d take the form of a barotropi c 

ins ta b i 1 i ty . 

Since the discussion that follows is fairly detailed, we will break 

it up into numbered subsections. Equations in this part of the thesis 

will only be numbered (n.m), where n is the subsection and m is the 

position of the equation within that subsection. 

2.1.1: Introduction 

Investigations of baroclinic instability generally fall into one of 

two classes. The first comprises linear models of baroclinic instability. 
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The majority of these, e.g., the studies of Charney (1947), Eady (1969) 

and Phillips (1954), take advantage of the linearity of the problem and 

the stationarity of the basic state being examined to pose the question 

of stability in terms of the time dependence of the normal modes of the 

stability problem. In such a case, instability is manifested as a normal 

mode whi ch exhibits a vertical phase shift and hence intrinsically pos

sesses a mechanism for extracting potential energy from the mean flow, 

namely its ability to produce a non-zero, zonally averaged, meridional 

heat fl ux. 

A second type of investigation of baroclinic instability consists of 

studies of the weakly finite amplitude evolution of slowly growing modes, 

e.g., Pedlosky (1979a), Drazin (1970) and Pedlosky (1970). These are non

linear but concentrate on the evolution of a particular unstable linear 

eigenmode as it is circumscribed by weak non-linear effects. 

Here, we wish to demonstrate another type of weakly non-linear model 

in which there appears a different version of the baroclinic instability 

mechanism. The model examines the evolution of a resonant triad of neu

tral Rossby waves, i.e., neutral eigenmodes of the appropriate linearized 

model, of weak ampl i tude, ina verti cally sheared flow. Al though each 

wave is neutral in the linear sense, and hence, as a linear mode, contains 

no vertical phase shift, we will discover that non-linear interactions 

between the waves will produce slight phase shifts that enable the modi

fied waves to generate non-zero heat fluxes, and so exchange energy with 

the mean flow. Note that a prerequisite for energy exchange between the 

waves and the mean flow is the presence of vertical shear in the mean 
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flolf/. We will shm'l further that there exist some triads for which the 

net effect of the heat fl uxes is an extracti on of energy from the mean 

flow by the tri ad. .A.s a can sequence, the tr i a d grows. I n genera 1, th is 

growth is faster than exponential. 

This phenomenon seems significant for two reasons. On the one hand 

there is the fact that, while the underlying mechanism for the instability 

is precisely that of linear baroclinic instability, namely, the extraction 

of available potential energy from the mean flow by the production of a 

davin-gradient transport of heat; the ~Jay in which this heat transport is 

brought about is inherently different. The instability is non-modal rather 

than modal, relying as it does on the non-linear interactions between Jin-

early neutral modes to generate the necessary phase shifts. The second 

reason for interest derives from the fact that, for the type of model 

that we will consider, the range of wavenumbers that are directly 

unstable in the linear, modal problem is finite. Non-modal instability 

will be shown to extend the range of wavenumbers that may increase in 

energy as a direct result of baroc1inic instability. (The implied con-
-

trast here is to wavenumbers that increase in energy because that energy 

is transferred to them from wavenumbers at \'Ihi ch acti ve barocl i ni c con-

version is proceeding.) 

It may be shown that for this particular type of non-linear baroclinic 

instability, the appropriate version of the Charney-Stern criterion ap

plies. Thus the type of instability to be described here can occur only 

when the linear problem is unstable. This, in itself, is of some inter

est since the theorem deduced by Charney and Stern was originally ,a lin

ear result. In part, the evidence for the applicability of. the aforemen-
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tioned stability condition relies on the fact that the instability does 

not require that the initial amplitudes of the three neutral waves exceed 

any finite threshold. There may still be other types of non-linear insta

bility which do involve such thresholds that can exist when the 

CharneY-Stern condition would predict stability. 

We will begin by considering, in Section 2.1.2, the evolution of three 

weak neutral waves governed by amplitude equations that are common to sev

eral wave problems. We establish a general property of the triads which 

determines whether or not they are unstable. We also indicate the general 

solution of the amplitude equations. In Section 2.1.3, we show that the 

Charney-Stern theorem can be applied to such di sturbances to yi el d sta

bility criteria for the basic state being considered. Here and in the 

remainder of the chapter we specialize to a two-layer model of baroclinic 

instability. Section 2.1.4 discusses the energy transfonnations involved 

in a growing triad instability. In Section 2.1.5, we show that there do 

indeed exist some triads which, according to the asymptotic theory of 

Section 2.1.2, will be unstable. Using the results of Section 2.1.2, we 

predi ct the evol uti on of thi s tri ad and then compare thi s to some non

asymptotic resul ts obtai ned by i ntegrati ng the full potenti al vorti city 

equati ons, after restricti ng the zonal spectrum to the three resonant 

neutral waves. Lastly, Section 2.2.6 illustrates the range of wavenum

bers that can be unstable to this mechanism. 

2.1.2: The Evolution of a Triad of Neutral Waves 

We first of all note that much of thi s secti on is taken from the 

existng theory of resonant triads which may be seen, for example, in the 
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work of f1cGoldrick (1955). Very little background material will be 

i ncl uded here so that any reader unfamil i ar wi th the idea of resonant 

triads is referred to McGoldrick's paper. 

There are a number of quadratically non-linear dynamical systems~ 

whose linearized versions support wave modes, that pennit certain groups 

of the linear waves to interact in a way that can be simply described by 

the equations to be presented below. An example of such a system will be 

given in Section 2.1.4. The linear modes of a stationary, three-dimen

s i ona 1 sy stem wi 11 genera 11 y take the form 

ht 
~ = 'fA (x) e A + c. c. 

where ~ is the di sturbance quantity, 'YA (~) the spatial structure of the 

eigenmode in question, and wA its frequency. c.c. denotes the complex 

conjugate of the preceding tenn while A is an index denoting the particu

lar mode chosen. For several systems of interest, a small amplitude dis

turbance consisting of a superposition of linear modes will behave almost 

as if these linear modes were interacting non-linearly in trios. This par

ticular form of non-linear interaction, which affords a way of transport

ing energy from one scale of motion to another, can be studied in detail 

be restricting the initial conditions so that only three of the linear 

modes were present. Subsequently, the disturbance field ~ is composed 

predominantly of these three waves plus some small corrections, i.e., 

+ c.cJ 
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where € is some small number characteristic of the smallness of the ampli

tude of the disturba.nce field and eAj is the amplitude of the jth 

wave. Because of the weakness of the disturbance field, the non-linear 

interactions between the three waves are very weak and only significantly 

affect the amplitudes of the waves on some long time scale, of O{I1-1) 

say, where 11 «1. If the frequencies and spatial structures of the three 

waves satisfy certain conditions, which amount to requiring that the non

linear interaction between each pair of waves produces a resultant ~hich 

contains a component that resonantly forces the third wave, then 11 can be 

taken to be e. Such a wave triad is usually referred to as being resonant. 

If these conditions are not satisfied, then the interaction time scale is 

longer. In a general weak wave fia1d, these resonance conditions act to 

select triads of waves which can readily communicate their energy. It is 

possible for a system to be such that the linear dispersion relations do 

not pennit any triad to satisfy the resonance conditions, e.g., Phillips 

(1960), in which cases higher order interactions become important. 

Defining a slow time variable by T = et one can show that, to a good 

approximation, the amplitudes of the three waves of a resonant triad can 

be treated as functi ons only of T and evo1 ve accordi ng to equati ons of 

the fonn 

* * AOT = i MO A1 A2 

* * (2.1) A1T = i M1 A2 AO 

* * A2T = i M2 AO A1 
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The superscri pted aster; sks denote compl ex conj ugat i on. The quanti ti es 

~~j a re constants whi ch depend on the }>arameters of the system support

ing the waves and on the particular waves chosen. We confine our atten

tion to systems for which the Mj are real. The physical example in 

Section 2.1.4 is such a system. We will note the solution of (2.1) for 

general initial conditions and then consider some properties of tha 

solution. 

From (2.1) one can deduce that 

j = 1,2 

and that 

(2.2) 

where 

} (2.3) 

We note that if MO' M1 and M2 have the same signs, then 0 2 and N are 

both positive for all initial conditions other than A1(O) = 0 = A2(O). 

Equation (2.2) is similar to that governing the weakly finite ampli

tude evolution of a slowly growing, baroclinically unstable mode found in 

the study by Pedlosky (1970). It may be solved by setting 

where Rand Q are real. From (2.1), 
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and, 

whence 

a constant determined by the initial conditions, and 

c: is another constant determined by the initial conditions. Initially, 

the leading sign should be chosen to correspond to the initial sense of 

Rr Thereafter, the si gn shoul d be reversed whenever the argument of 

the radical becomes zero. RT is always real. We will suppress this 

sign hereafter. 

Setting x = R2, we find 

1 1 3 2 2 2 1/2 
2'" xT = (2'" N x + [a - Nx ( 0)] X + ex - h ) (2.4) 

Thus 

x 

2T " 1 
x(O) 

[ 1 3 2 2 C 2] -1/2 
dx 2" N X + [a - Nx( 0)] X + X - h (2.5) 

(2.5) is an implicit statement of the fact that x(T) is a Jacobian ellip

tic function (Jeffries and Jeffries, 1956, Ch. 25). Such functions are 

tabulated. To complete the solution, it is only necessary to determine 
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.the (constant) parameters of the 'el U(l'tic function. These depend on C, 
h2, cl and N, and hence. on the initial conditions,and require the 

solution of a cubic polynomial which is tedious but straightforward to 

obtain, should one need to use the explicit solution. Here we will be 

content wi th (2.5). 

The amplitude equations (2.1) can be reduced to one of two canonical 

fonns. The first of these can be obtained when MO' Ml' and M2 each 

have the same sign. Applying the transfonnation 

reduces (2.1) to the form 

BOT 

Bn 

B2T 

(1 M M M 1)1/2 Bj 
012 

i * * = B1 B2 

* * = i B2 BO 

* * = i BO B1 

The second canonical form may be obtained when one of MO' M1, and M2 

has a sign different to the other two. Without loss of generality, we 

assume that M1 and M2 have the same sign while that of MO opposes this. 

Then the same transformation yields 

* * BOT = i B1 B2 

* * Bn = - ; B2 BO 

* * B2T = - ; BO 81 
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Within each system the variety of trajectories possible for the solution 

vector (BO' B1, B2) can be seen to be a consequence only of the variety of 

possible initial conditions. 

It is possible to obtain some general information about the solutions 

without having recourse to an explicit solution. In particular, we have 

the following results: 

(A) If MO' M1 and M2 are not all of the same sign then the solution 

always remains bounded. 

(B) If MO' M1 and M2 all have the same sign (positive or negative), 

then most initial conditions will lead to solutions which become infinite 

in a finite time. 

Statement (A) is simple to prove. Suppose Mo is of opposite sign to M1 

and~. From (2.1) 

for j = 1 and 2 

hence 

Thus 

and IMol(A (0)12] fM2T 2 
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To pr,o'le (B) we use a geometrical argument.which we give here. The 

end of this is denoted by a block, thus •. Equation (2.4) is equiva-

1 ent to 

(2.6) 

F(x) = x3 + 2 [~2 - x(O) ] i + 2 ~ x _ ~ (2.7) 

We except as a special case initial conditions in which only one wave amp

litude is initially non-zero. Equation (2.1) shows that this situation 

is invariant, albeit unstable, a result which we might expect in the case 

of Rossby wave propagation on a a-plane since a single linear Rossby wave 

is a solution of the fully non-linear potential vorticity equation. Thus 

we assume that at least two of the wave amplitudes were initially non-zero 

and that AO is one of them. Then, when MO' Ml , and M2 all have the same 

sign, 0 2 and N are positive. Thus F(O) = _2h 2/N < 0 and F --> + Ooas x --> 

+ 00. Thi s means that ei ther one or three roots of F(x) = 0 must be greater 

than or equal to zero and that for all x greater than the most positive 

real root, F(x) is positive. Let us label the three roots of F(x) = 0 as 

xl' x2' x3. If all of these are real, then let us order them so that 

If there is only one real root, let this be Xl. 

We seek to prove first that the initial condition, xO::.x(O), must 

satisfy 
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( 2 .8) 

We know that Xo must be such that F(xO) > O. We also know that x > O. When 

x2 and x3 are complex, F(x) > 0 for all x ~ Xl and F(x) < 0 for all 

x < Xl" Thus Xo ~ Xl' 

When x2 and x3 are real 

F(x) < 0 for x ~ x3 

F(x) > 0 for x3 ~ x ~ x2 

F(x) < 0 for x2 ~ x ~ Xl 

F(x) > 0 for Xl ~ x 

Since F(O) < 0 , we must have either 

In case (a) F(xO) ~ 0 and Xo > 0 implies that Xo ~ Xl" In case 

(b) we must be a little more subtle" We note from the form of F(x) that 

But (J2/N > 0, hence 

2 
{xO - (J /N) 

Thus Xo > x2" But F(x) ~ 0 when x2 ~ x ~ Xl and the inequality is strict, 

if x2 J Xl and x2 < x < Xl" Hence Xo ~ Xl" 
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What we l:rave .shown in proving (2.8) is that .the initial condittons, 

xO,lie on a portion of F(x) that intersects the axis, F(x) = 0, at a 

point xl ~ a to the left of Xo and tends to infinity to the right of Xo 

without recrossing the F(x) = a axis. Figure 2.1 shows possible forms 

that the curve F(x) may take to the left of xl. 

Consider now what happens as the solution evolves from the initial 

conditions. For all of the cases in Figure 2.1, if xT{O) > 0, then x 

will march rightward along the curve F(x). .I\fter some finite distances 

along the x axis, F(x) increases monotonically with x and is 

asymptotically proportional to x3• If we integrate (2.6), we find that 

the solution is given implicitly by 

x 
(2N)1/2 (T - TO) = J [F(x)]-1/2 dx 

Xo 

where TO is the initial time. Since F(x) - x3 as x -->00, we know that 
011 J [F(x)]-1/2 dx is finite, equal to:7, say. This means that x --> 00 as 
Xo 

T --> TO + :T(2N)-1/2. 

The other possi bi 1 i ty is that xT( 0) < O. Then we must di scrimi nate 

between Figure 2.1 (a) and (b), on the one hand, and Figure 2.1 (c) and 

(d) on the other. In the case of (a) and (b), the solution commences to 

march leftward from Xo until it reaches Xl. Since F(x) crosses the 

x-axis at a finite angle at x = Xl' the solution will reach Xl in a finite 

time, Tl' say. At x = xl' xT = 0, but xTT > a and so the solution turns 

around to proceed rightward in the direction from which it has come. It 

now behaves in the same fashion as the solution when xT(O) > 0 and 
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F (x) (a) F(x) ( b) 

x x 

F(x) I (c) F(x) I (d) 

I 
x x 

Figure 2.1: Possible forms of F{x) in the region to the right of the 
largest positive root, xl. In (a) and (b), F{x) intersects the 
x-axis at a finite angle. In (cl and Cd), xl is a double or triple 
root. 
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becomes -infinite at some finite T = TO" Th~ ·solution is given implicitly 

by 

Xo 
(2N)1/2 (T - TO) = ~ [F(x)]-1/2 dx 

x 

x 
(2N)1/2 (T - T1) = J [F(x)]-1/2 dx • 

xl 

C 
1 

[F(x)r1/ 2 dx 

[F(x)]-1/2 dx 

The instance of a curve shaped 1 ike Figure 2.1 (c) or (d), in which 

xl is a double or triple root of F(x) = 0, and an initial condition, 

XT(O) < 0, is a little different. The solution starts to move leftward 

approaching xl' but because of the multiple root at xl' r:0[F(X)]-1/2 dx 

--> co as x --> xl +, taking infinitely long to actually reach xl" The 

solution in this case is 

, . 
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Starti ng wi th an i ni ti a1 condi ti on XT( 0) = 0 corresponds to a case 

in which Xo coincides with xl. When F(x) has a shape as in 2.1 (a) 

or 2.1 (b), the solution leaves xl and proceeds to infinity. If F(x) 

has the shape 2.1 (c) or 2.1 (d), the solution will sit at xl forever. 

However, this latter case corresponds only to the initial conditions 

A1(0) = 0 = A2(0) which we have excluded. 

The shape of F(x) is determined by the full set of initial conditions 

for the three waves, i.e., the complex initial values of AO' A1 and ~, 

which determines 0 2, h, R(O) and RT(O). It is only for a rather special 

subset of the initial conditions that the positive most root of F(x) = 0 

will correspond to a double or triple root. We, therefore, conclude that, 

for most initial conditions, the solution will become singular in a finite 

time •• 

A particu1 ar examp1 e of a c1 ass of sol uti ons whi ch wi 11 be useful 

later, is the one in which the initial conditions are such that 

where 9 j (0) is the initial phase of Aj" Then 9 0,91 and 9 2 

remain constant and the amplitude equations reduce to the simpler form 

Equation (2.4) simplifies to 
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(2.9) 

n . 
Choosing n so that (-1) MO is positive, we can integrate (2.9) to obtain 

(2.10) 

and the solution becomes singular at T = Ts where 

(2.11) 

r dR [[R2 - (R~(O) - :~ R~(O~1[R2 - (R~(O) - ~ R~(O~ lr/2 

RO(O) 

If we restrict our initial conditions further, to the case where 

= 

then we can evaluate the integral in (2.11) to obtain 

ln 
RO (0) + [R6 ( 0 ) 

RO (0) - [R6 (0 ) 

(2.12) 
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MO 2 
> ~ R1 (0), 

1 
or 

(2.13) 

}) 

2.1.3: A Global Stability Constraint 

We can make an extremely plausible argument that a result derived by 

Charney and Stern (1962) for linear stability problems should extend to 

this particular non-linear problem of an unstable resonant triad, also. 

We will demonstrate this here in the particular context of a two-layer 

model although a more general result can readily be obtained. The theo

rem of Charney and Stern is really a constraint that the conservation of 

potenti al vorti ci ty pl aces on the possibl e cl asses of quasi -geostrophi c 

di sturbances to aquas i -geos trophi c flow. It shoul d be borne in mi nd 

that it does not explicitly consider the energy balance of the system as 

some other stability constraints do. 

We wish to consider the fate of perturbations to an equilibrium state 

in whi ch the upper and lower 1 ayers move wi th zonal vel oc; ti es U1 (y) 
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and U2 (y) when the depth ·i s assumed to be independent of x •. · Oecomposi ng 

the flow into a basic part plus a disturbanc~ 

the vorticity equations become, after dropping primes, 

(at + U1 ax) ql + 11'1y ~lx + J (~l' ql) = 0 

1 (3.1) 
(at + U2 ax) q2 + 11'2y ~2x + J (~2' q2) = 0 

tJow qj is the potential vorticity associated with the perturbation and 

11'. , the meridional gradient of potential vorticity associated with the 
JY 

equilibrium flow: 

where Us = U1 - U2. The potential vorticity of the equilibrium flow is 

just 11'j{y) in layer j. 

Provided that our initial perturbation is made in a way consistent 

with the conservation of potential vorticity, this conservation law 

implies that, for the subsequent motion 

q. = 11'. (y - 1'\.) - 'If·{Y) 
J J J J 

We will consider only disturbances whose streamfunctions and their first 

two derivatives are uniformly bounded on the interval - 00< x < co. Defin

ing a zonal averaging operation {~ by 
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z = Lim 
l --> 00 

L 

12l f d x z , 

-l 

this latter assumption guarantees that 

ax (any term involving multiples of n, d, u, v or q) = 0 

1 1 

1 dy v j qj = I dy 
o 0 

1 
dnj J ~ 1fJ. (Y-n·) - dy C 1f. (y) 
UI. J JX J 

o 

1 

= 1 dy 
o 

1 

= at I dy n· 1f. (Y-n·) J J J 
o 

But Jl dy v1ql = r1 dy ~ [2 ~ (~~ )] j Ix 1 + F 2 - 1 o 0 

1 1 

Simil arly I dy V2Q2 = J dy ~2x F~1 

Hence 

o 0 

r dy (V1Q1 + V2Q2) = 0 , 

o 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 
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which means that 

1 

k J [ 111 1T 1 (.Y - 111) + 112 1T 2 (y - n2 ) ] = 0 
o 

1 2 

(3.4) 

i.e. ,J dy ~ 11·1T· (Y-n·) is conserved by non-linear, quasi-geostrophic 
J J J J j=l 

motions. This result seems rather elegant, although it is not clear whe-

ther any very general global stability criterion may be deduced from it. 

However, for the particular triad instability with which we are 

concerned, we can make an educated guess at a gl oba 1 stabi 1 i ty cri teri-

on. In doing so we need to make use of a peculiar feature of the triad 

instability namely, that given an unstable set of initial conditions, the 

same initial conditions reduced by any factor A laad to a similar, though 

slower, instability. To see this we note that (2.1) is invariant under 

the transformation 

( A_ A. 1\ T) ( 1\ 'A_, ,-1 T) . u ' l' ~2' - - - -> ;\ AO' ;\ ~1' 1\. -l 1\ 

Such a transfonnation, since it affects each wave amplitude in the same 

way, leaves the spatial structure of the leading order part of the dis

turbance field unchanged. We can find perturbations that are as small as 

we please and yet vary smoothly in y, which are unstable and will grow. 

and 

Si nce 

1"1 
d i 
ITt j dy n·1T· (y- n· ) J J J 

o 
[ ~ 1 J1 

= h- J dy Tij 1T j (y) -

o 0 
~ 'jyIY) + •••• ] 



at Tlj = - Ii 

we have that 

. . . 

y (vjTlj) = -

= -
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17 
dy [at Z'" TlJ + dy 

~ 
(vjTlj)] 

. ( 17 
ay at 2" Tlj + ay 

1"""'3'" 
[at 0" Tlj + ay (vj Tl])]) 

If it could be proven that the perturbation solution that we have 

developed is a truly asymptotic solution with the amplitude as a small 

parameter, e:, say, then we could argue as follows. From the 

transfonnation noted above, for a particular choice of spatial structure 

for the leading part of the perturbation (i.e., a particular choice of 

wavenumbers and initial amplitude ratios, Al/Ao and A2/Aa) the 

right-hand side of the above inequality can be put in the form 

where R is a fi ni te positi ve constant independent of the ampl itude e:. 

The left-hand side may be written 
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3 1,2 f12 
e: aT Z" ~ l'1j 1rjy 

J=l a 

where 

2 l'1j = e: l'1j + a (e: ), t = e: T , 

and 

I Q I < a finite positive constant S, independent of e: 

Note that it is the assumed asymptoti c property of the pertrubation 

solution that allows us to assert that Sand R are independent of e:. 

We see at once that under such ci rcumstances that the equi 1 ibri urn 

flow cannot be unstabl e to small fi ni te ampl i tude tri ads of the sort 

discussed above if 1rjy does not change sign within layer j and both 

1r1y and 1r2y have the same sign. 

Unfortunately, I am unable to prove that the perturbation solution is 

also an asymptotic solution so that the applicability of the Charney-Stern 

result to this form of instability must remain a conjecture only. In more 

heuristic terms, we have said that, in view of the ability of the insta-

bility to persist for arbitrarily small initial conditions, we expect the 

stability theorems of linear theory to extend also to this class of dis-

turbances. Consequently, we can only expect to find unstable resonant 

triads of neutral waves in a case where the basic state al so exhibits 

linear normal mode instabilities. Note that we have not established a 

stability criterion for any types of finite amplitude instability which 

involve exceeding an amplitude threshold as a necessary condition for 

thei r growth. 
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2.1.4: Dynami c,s of a Resonant Triad ina Two-Layer t:1odel 

In this section, we will first of all demonstrate that the amplitudes 

of a re.,sonant triad of weak Rossby waves iXl a vertically-sheared, two

layer model do evolve according to equations of the form (2.1) and derive 

expressions for the interaction coefficients Mj which are given as (4.12) 

below. Since the principles involved are by now well established (see, 

for example, Longuet-Higgins and Gill, 1967) the presentation will be 

brief. After this, the discussion will turn to the energy balance in the 

two-layer system. 

We will consider a two-layer model similar to that discussed in Sec

tion 3 but without any meridional variation. Thus we will take hy = 0 

and look at the stability of an equilibrium flow in which the zonal veloc-

ity is uniform in each layer. For convenience we take, 

The perturbation potential vorticity equations become (c.f., Chapter 1) 

(4.1) 

with qj being the perturbation potential vorticity, as before. The 

eigenmodes of the linear problem are just (Phillips, 1954) 

( ~ ~) (1 ). ik(x-ct) "'1' "'2 = ,Y s, n n'll'Y e + C. C • (4.2) 

where 
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= :t 1 

Y = (a2 + F)/F - (8 + FU)/{U - C) (4.4 ) 

When B < FU, the potential vorticity gradient of tne lower layer be-

comes negative, the condi ti ons of tne CharneY-Stern cri teri on no longer 

hold and the flow need not be stable. The dispersion relation (4.3) shows 

that unstable modes do exist when 8 < FU provided that F > rr2j21/2, 

i.e., pr~vided the channel is not too narrow. 

We wish to follow the evolution of a triad of neutral waves of small 

ampl itude E and we expect the ampl itudes of these waves to vary on a time-

1 -1 sc a e E • Accordingly, we shall look at a disturbance of the form 

(4.5) 

sin n.rry + C.c. 
J 

(4.6 ) 

ik. (x-c.t) 
where each of the three waves (1, Yj) e J J sin njrry is a neutral 

mode of the linear problem. We have introduced a slow time variable T = 
Et and assumed that the ampl itudes of the waves· Aj (T) vary on the E-1 

time scale. If we insert (4.5) into the non-linear equations (4.1), we 
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obtain, since ~(O) is just a superposition of linear solutions, -

= • [- 'T qIO) - J [-IO). ql°)] ] + 0(.2) 

£ [a (q2~(1) + F [~(1)_~(1)]) + (6 + FU) ~(1)] 
til 2 2x 

where q~O) ='112 ~~O) + F (-l)j [~10)_~~0)]. 

(4.7) 

The linear operator on the left of (4.7) is singular, since we know 

it possesses non-trivial eigenmodes. In order that (4.7) be well-posed, 

the terms in 0(£) on the right-hand side must be orthogonal to the adjoint 

solutions of the linear problem. This amounts to a secularity condition 

ik (x-c t) [ e p p sin n ~y ~ [a q(O) + J (~(O) q(O»] 
p u-c Til' 1 

p 

(4.8) 

- ~ [a q(O) + J (~2(0), q2(0»]] = 0 cp T T 

ik (x-c) 
for each normal mode e p p sin np ~y (l,y ) of the linear system. 

p a 

Here J dx is to be interpreted as Lim ~L fL dx and I dt as Lim ~ £ a r£ dt 
L--> co -L £-->0. -a 

for some a, 0 < a < 1. . £ 

The x and t dependence of the Jacobian terms will be carried by terms 

proportional to exp[i i (kx-wt)]. Where the advection of one wave's 
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potential ·vorticity by the velocity field of a. second wave-, produces a 
'. 

component whose total hori zontal wavenumber and frequency match that of 

the thi rd wave, that component will be resonant wi th the thi rd wave and 

will be able to interact with it relatively strongly. It is this sort of 

dynamics that we wish to describe so we will assume that the three waves 

satisfy a trio of relations of the form 

no :t n1 :I: n2 = 0 (4.9) 

For simplicity, we assume that the trio satisfied correspond to the choice 

of positive signs everywhere 

k. = 0 
J 

(4.10) 

In general, not more than one of the possible trios of relations (4.9) 

will be satisfied and we will assume that the particular wave triad that 

we examine conforms to this generality. For a fuller description of the 

nature of resonant interactions between waves in' quadratic systems, the 

reader is referred to McGoldrick (1965). 
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For a ,triad satisfying (4.10) there are ,only three non-trivial, inde

pendent conditions of the form (4.8) which are obtained when kp = -k j , 

etc., j = 0,1 and 2. If we substitvte for ql°) q~O), _10) and _~O), 

in (4.8) and perform the integration with respect to t, these conditions 

may be wri tten 

-1 ·x 
\

1 ( 'k 
o dy J dx e J 

-ik x s+FU -ik,x )~ ] 
+ J (e m sin nm trY , e sin n trY 

lr-C"l ' 

y. [ FU ik.x 
+..l.. y. AJ' T s~. sin nJ. trY e J 

cj J J 

( - i k x - i k, x ) ] ] ) + J ems in nm trY, ~, e sin n,TrY) 

ik.x 
trY e J 

for each j = 0, 1,2, with' and m defined such that (j, " m) is a cyclic 

permutation of (0, 1,2). From this it is apparent that the secularity 

conditions will reduce to a form 
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j=O,1,2 (4.11) 

The Mj I S are real constants whi ch can be cal cu1 ated and take the form 

(4.12) 

x [ s + FU + 
(U-c. ) 2 

. J 

2 
Y j ]-1 
-2 (s-FU) (cm-c l ) 
c. 

J 

Note that (k 2n1 - k1n2) = (kOn2 - k2nO) = (k1nO - kOn 1). Thus Mj may be 

written 

independent of j, while 

M -_ Q R-.1 ( ) j J cm-c1 

s + FU 
2 (U-c . ) 

J 

2 y. 
+ J (8 - FU) 

?" 
J 

In this case we can verify the application of our stability criterion 

directly. Recall that the results of Section 3 showed that the resonant 

triad instability, corresponding to a triad with MO' M1, M2 all of the 

same sign, could not occur when the potential vorticity gradient was 

everywhere of the same sign, i.e., when (8 + FU) and (8 - FU) have the 

same sign. Under these circumstances, Rj may take only one sign, irre

spective of which wave j is chosen •. Since 
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it immediately follows that the Mj'S cannot all have the same sign. 

Energy Balance 

We can obtain an energy equation for the perturbation field by multi

plying the potential vorticity equation for the jth layer by ~j' sum

ming the two, zonally averaging, and then integrating between y = 0 and 

y = 1. The result is, 

1 1 

'T} r dy [)V6l + f 176212 + F (61 - "2)2] = UF I dy ill il2x 
o 0 

The term on the right represents the exchange of energy between the per

turbation flow and the mean flow via the baroclinic conversion of energy 

due to heat fluxes associated with the perturbation. To leading order, 

the perturbation energy is just the sum of the energies of the three neu

tral waves. Note that the net non-linear exchange of energy between these 

waves is zero, i.e., direct wave-wave i nteracti ons conserve the sum of 

the energies of the three waves. However, each wave in the triad can 

exchange energy with the mean flow through the baroclinic conversion 

mechanism. At first sight, this seems odd since each of the waves is a 

neutral solution of the linear problem, to leading order in E. A heur

istic explanation of what is happening goes something as follows. If we 

calculate ~(1), the solution of (4.7), we find that the non-linear 
...,j 

interaction between each pair of waves forces a small correction, 1(1), 

to the Fourier component of the streamfunction with the wavenumber of the 
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third wave. Thiswcorrection has neither the same phase nor the same ver

tical structure as the neutral mode of that wavenumber so that the sum of 

the neutral wave plus the correction term exhibits a small, O(e:), phase 

shift between the upper and lower 1 ayer streamfuncti ons. Thi sis pre

cisely the condition that the wave must satisfy if it is to have a non

zero heat flux associated with it, the latter being proportional to !61!62x' 

In the absence of any meridional temperature gradient (or equivalently, 

vertical shear) in the basic state, this heat flux does no work and so 

the tri ad as a whol e nei ther gains nor loses energy. However, when we 

have a meri di onal temperature gradi ent, the tri ad members can exchange 

energy with the mean state. Such exchanges can be either oscillatory, as 

when MO' M1 and M2 have differing signs, or can lead to a net extraction 

of energy from the mean state, when MO' Mi , and M2 have the same sign. 

By projecting the potential vorticity equations onto the three wave

numbers of the triad elements and then multiplying by that Fourier com-

ponent of the streamfunction, we can obtain equations for the energy 

balance of each Fourier component of the form 

at E. = v. + T. 
J J J 

1 

Here Ej =} I dy /v(jJ -i +l g U} -21 2 + F ((j}~l 
o 

energy of the Fourier component, (j)!6 • 

1 

(4.13) 

(j )!6 ) 2 i s the 
2 

FU ~ dy (j)~ (j)~ 
v j = lU1 lU2x is the rate at which the jth component 

a 

exchanges energy wi til the mean flow and 
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1 1 

T j = J dy (j ) (61 J (j) (~1' q1) + J dy (j ) (62 J (j) (~2' ~) 
o 0 

is the rate at whi ch the j th Fouri er component exchange energy di rect1y 

with the other wave components. J(j) (a,b) is the projection of J(a,b) 

onto eikjx. 

Ej is of 0(.:2) while Vj and Tj are of 0(.:3). Ej is changing on the 

long time scale 0(€;-1). If we rescale, Ej' Vj and Tj to be 0(1) (4.13) 

becomes 

To leading order the scaled E. = 1/2 en? 11"2 + k2 + F(1_y.)2J1A . 12 and its 
J J J J 

rate of cha nge may be calculated expl icitly, usi ng the ampl itude equa-

tions, to be 

(4.14) 

One can also calculate Vj and Tj to leading order. These are 

[ 11 11] x (s-FU)(- - -) Y.Y1Y - (s+FU) (;r-::- - ;r-::-) c l cm J m u-c l u-cm 
(4.15) 

i ]-1 
+ ~ (s-FU) 

c· 
J 

(4.16) 
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One can verify directly th<at T/Vj = 0T Ej" Note that although 1m (AOA1A2) 

occurs as a common factor, a three-wave state in which the sum of the 

phases of An, A1 , and A2 is an integer multiple of ~ cannot be a steady 

amplitude solution when MO' M1, and M2 are all of the same sign. (When 

MO' M1, and M2 have differing signs, one can find such constant amplitude 

solutions in which the phases of AO' A1, and A2 are steadily rotating.) 

Thus far we have noted a possible mechanism for triad growth and ex

plained that this cannot occur unless the triad is such that MO' M1, 

and M2 each have the same sign. We have not yet shown that it is pos

sible to find triads which satisfy this condition. 

2.1.5: An Example of an Unstable Triad 

To establ ish the existence of an unstable resonant triad, we must 

first locate a resonant triad using the dispersion relation of the linear 

problem in conjunction with the resonance conditions (4.10), and then cal

culate the values of Mj using the formula (4.12). This is a little tedi

ous, but if we do so, we can readily find examples of unstable triads. 

We will give one example here. 

For the choice F = 20.0, U = 1.0, 8 = 14.14, one can verify, from the 

dispersion relations that the following wavenumbers correspond to a 

resonant tri ad: 

Wave 0: k = ,-1.90624, n = 1, m = -1 

Wave 1: k = 5.27, n = 1, m = -1 

Wa ve 2: k = -3.36376, n = -2, m = +1 
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To distinguish between the two possible vertical modes corresponding to 

the choice of sign for the root in the dispersion relation (4.3), we have 

specified a "vertical wavenumber", m, equal to ± 1 where the sign matches 

that chosen in the dispersion relation. Using (4.2) one can calculate 

the interaction coefficients, these take the values, 

MO :: 10.381, Ml = 4.740, M2 = 1.745 

Each of these is positive, so this triad is an unstable triad. 

In view of the algebra involved it would be reassuring to have an in

dependent test of the results. Such a check was made as follows. Using 

a simple spectral scheme, the non-linear, quasigeostrophic potential vor

ticity equations were integrated directly after limiting the zonal Fourier 

spectrum to just three wavenumbers, the three listed above. The initial 

conditions used specified amplitudes for the three waves of the form 

AO = 21/2 N ei~/2 

Ai = (M 1M }1/2 N 
1 0 

A2 = (M 1M }1/2 N 
2 0 

where N was chosen to be 

(5.1) 

(S.2) 

The small amplitude theory of Section 2.1.2 predicts that, for initial 

amplitudes of the form (5.1), the trajectories controlled by (2.1) will 

become singular at a time Ts given by (2.12). Substituting (5.l) in 
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(2.12) and setting the initial ·time equal to zero, yields 

In view of (5.2) this means that Ts = 1000. Since Ts is significantly 

larger than the periods of the neutral waves, whic~ for the chosen triad 

are TO = 10.073, T1 = 6.660 and T2 = 4.00~we can expect that the numeri

cal results will start by following the asymptotic theory. Differences 

between the full integration and the small amplitude theory should only 

become apparent when the wave amplitudes, which are initially 0(10-3), 

become 0 (1) • 

Figure 2.2 shows the results of the numerical integration over the 

interval 0 < T < 950. The quantity plotted is the total energy of the 

perturbati on. The resul ts seem to bear out the predicti on of the small 

ampl itude theory rather well, the difference between the numerical and 

the asymptotic results being less than one percent at T = 950. 

An interesting feature of this triad is that the total square wave

number of wave 2, namely {3.36376)2 + 4~2 = 50.793 is larger than 2F (2F = 
40) and so thi s wave 1 i es outsi de the range of waves that are unstabl e 

according to linear theory, even when a = O. The triad instability allows 

not only stronger growth than the 1 inear theory but al so a 1 arger range 

of wavenumbers that can extract energy directly from the mean flow. 

2.1.6: The Range of Unstable Wavenumbers 

Because of the algebraic complexity, both of the resonance conditions 

and of the formulae for the interaction coefficients, it ;s difficult to 
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TIME (t) 

Figure 2.2: The evolution of the total perturbation energy of an 
unstable neutral wave triad over the interval 0 < T < 950. The triad 
is the one discussed in the text and the figure shows the results of a 
numerical integration of the potential vorticity equations. 
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calcul~te the extent of the range of wavenumbers that can be involved in 

unstable triads. Instead, we have chosen to map the extent of the unsta

ble domain in the case of two particular triads as an example of what one 

might expect. This was done by fixing F = 20.0 and U = 1.0, choosing a 

value of s between zero and the maximum value at which the triad insta

bility can occur, am = FU = 20, choosing a particular trio of merid

ional wavenumbers and vertical structures, and then computing the locus 

of resonant triads formed by these waves as one varies the zonal wavenum

bers. At the same time, the interaction coefficients were also calcula

ted. The regions in which one can find unstable resonant triads of lin

early neutral modes were then mapped on a plane whose coordinate axes 

correspond to total, squared, horizontal wavenumber, and s. These maps 

are shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.4. The marginal curve of linear theory is 

also shown. 

In Figure 2.3, the waves making up the triad have the following vert

ical and meridional structures: 

Wave 0 n = 1 m = -1 

Wave 1 n = 1 m = -1 

Wave 2 n =-2 m = +1 

In Figure 2.4, the vertical and meridional structures used were 

Wave 0 n = 1 m· = -1 

Wave 1 n = 2 m = +1 

Wave 2 n =-3 m = -1 
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SQUARE HORIZONTAL WAVE NUMBER (0 2). 

Figure 2.3: A map of the areas in the (8 , a2 ) plane in which may 

be found neutral Rossby waves that are elements of an unstable triad 

in which the waves have meridional structures given by n = {1,1,-2}. 
The vertical structures of the three waves are assumed to be given by 

m = {-1,-1,1}. Three regions are shown shaded, two of which overlap. 

Region O. corresponds to possible values of a}. Given a 

particula/ value of S, for each choice of a3 in OJ one can find 

a pair of values (a~ a~) lying in Ok X 01 ([j,k,l] = a 

cyclic permutation of [0,1,;1.]) which complete an unstable resonant 

triad. Note, for S < 12.95, there are no unstable triads with this 

meridional and vertical structure. 
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SQUARE HORIZONTAL WAVE NUMBER (a 2) 

Figure 2.4: A similar map to that in Fig. 2.3, but with n = (l,2,3) 
and m = (-1,-1,1). 

100 
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For each wave, a range of total wavenumbers that can be involved in an 

unstabl e tri ad is marked on the appropri ate fi gure. For each choice of 

wavenumber in the unstable domai n marked for a parti cul ar wave, one can 

fi nd an unstabl e tri ad for whi ch the hori zontal wavenumber of that wave 

has the value chosen. The horizontal wavenumbers of the remaining waves 

will then lie somewhere within the unstable domains marked for those waves. 

The distinctive feature of these plots is that the range of unstable 

wavenurnbers for the triad instability extends beyond the short wave cutoff 

of the linear f-plane theory. Since the cases considered are merely arbi

trarily chosen examples, it is likely that there are unstable triads, with 

different vertical and meridional structures, for which the range of un

stable wavenumbers extends even further into the short wave region. 

2.1.7: Concluding Remarks 

Linear theories of baroc1inic instability overlook a class of nonmodal 

i nstabi1 i ti es whi ch depend on weak non-1 i near i nteracti ons between "neu-

tra1 modes" of the linear theory for their ability to extract potential 

energy from the bas i c flows. These take the form of a growi ng tri ad of 

waves whose rate of increase is "faster than exponentia1", until the triad 

amplitudes reach 0(1) levels at which the small amplitude theory becomes 

invalid. These instabilities can be triggered by initial conditions of 

arbitrarily small amplitude although, unlike linear instabilities, the 

growth rates are proportional to the disturbance amplitudes and so are at 

first very small, if the initial conditions are weak. 

Although they are non-linear in nature, it seems likely that this 

class of instability is obedient to the CharneY-Stern criterion for 
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stability. Thus, for the two~layer model considered, the triad instabil

ity can only exist when linear instability also exists. It remains an 

open question whether there exist other foms of non-linear instability 

which are not constrained by the Charney-Stern result. For any such 

instabilities, there will probably be an amplitude threshold that must be 

exceeded before growth can occur. 

Of the two types of instability, the growth of linearly unstable modes 

with 0(1) e-folding time scales can be expected to overshadow the triad 

form of instability. Crudely speaking, if one starts with initial ampli

tudes of 0(&), then the linear mode will reach an 0(1) amplitude in a time 

of O[1n(l/&)], while the non-linear instability will take a time of 0(&-1) 

to achieve the same result. Triad instability, at least in the particular 

model di scussed here, is of on1 y secondary physi cal importance. However, 

it remains an interesting phenomenon by virtue of the novel mechanism 

responsible for the instability and of the more extensive range of wave

numbers that may be excited. 

Because of the quanti zati on of zonal wavenumbers present in annul ar 

models of baroclinic instability, it is only in very special cases that 

one would expect to see such triad instabilities. However, for a basic 

flow in which the zonal scale is much larger than the internal deforma

tion radius, one might expect such instabilities to occur. This has some 

consequences for attempts to numerically follow the finite amplitude evo

lution of an initial disturbance to such a flow \'1hen the flow is only 

weakly supercritical. In a spectral model of such evolution, the prac

tical requirement that one truncate the zonal wavenumber spectrum effec-
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tively imposes an artificial quantization condition which may go some way 

towards suppressing such instabilities. 

Although non-modal instability has been discussed here in the context 

of a baroclinic model, there seems to be no reason why growing triads can

not occur in cases of barotropic shear flow. 

For a particular triad, the domain of instability is bounded. In ef

fect, there is a boundary analogous to the marginal curve of the linear 

instability problem. For triads only slightly inside this boundary, the 

flow is, in a sense, only slightly supercritical and the growth of the 

triad should be less intense. We may, therefore, be able to construct a 

finite ampl itude theory of weakly growing triads, analogous to theories 

describing the weakly finite amplitude evolution of linear instabilities, 

such as that of Pedlosky (1970). It will be interesting to discover whe

ther alterations to the mean flow become significant for slightly super

critical triads and whether it is possible to find equilibrated solutions. 

For triads that are a 0(1) distance from a stability boundary, the correc

tions to the mean flow that are induced by the growing waves are unimpor

tant until the triad amplitudes become of 0(1). 

2.2: Interactions Between Two Neutral Modes and a Weakly Unstable 
--Mode Away From Minimum Critical Shear 

Loesch (1974) demonstrated that a slowly growing unstable mode that 

lay close to the marginal curve but at a point some distance from minimum 

critical shear, could interact with a pair of neutral waves, via a reso

nant triad interaction, on the same time scale as that of the fonner's 

interaction with the mean flow. This situation was not, however, consid-
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-ered in detail. We take up this topJc again here because we are curious~ 

about the "stab; 1 i ty" of the equil i brati on mechani sm studi ed by Ped10sky 

(1970). l\s we noted in Chapter 1, in that work Ped10sky demonstrated 

that a slowly growi ng mode cou1 d be equil ibrated as a resu1 t of the 

changes in the mean flow wrought by the evolution of the unstable wave. 

Thi sis a rather important demonstration: The question we w; sh to pose 

here is, how this equilibration is affected by the presence of neutral 

Rossby waves. We will show in this section that, away from minimum crit

ical shear, the presence of Rossby waves can destabilize this equilibra

tion process. However, in the more physical case in which the unstable 

wave lies close to minimum critical shear, which we shall consider in 

Section 2.3, we shall see that this sort of destabilization seems 

unlikely. 

2.2.1: Evolution Equations 

The two-layer model we will use is exactly the same version of Phil

lips' model as that used in Section 2.1, the potential vorticity equations 

for which were given by (4.1) in Section 2.1.4. We will consider a dis-

turbance dominated by three zonal Fourier components. The leading order 

part of each of these will correspond to a normal mode of the linear sys

tem and the amplitudes will be taken to be small so that non-linear inter

actions between the components are weak (although non-negligible). We 

choose a value of 8 that is less than the maximum critical 8 (8m say) 

for instability, and decompose this as 

8 = 8 - bC 
(1.1 ) 
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Here Be is 0(1), a < A «1 and Be < Bm~ We take one of the pri n

cipal zonal wavenumbers, kO' to correspond to a mode which is mar

ginal when B = Bc so that for the value of B given in (1.1) this mode 

is sl ightly supercritica1 with a growth rate of 0(A1/ 2). The remaini ng 

two pri rx::ipa1 zonal wavenumbers, kl and k2' we take to correspond to 

neutral waves lying a 0(1) distance from the marginal curve. 

The evolution time scale of the slowly growing wave is 0(A-1/ 2) so 

we define a slow time variable, T = A1/2t, and treat the perturbation 

quantities as functions of both t and T. We therefore replace at by 

at + Al/2 aT" Loesch showed that the natural scales for the three 

waves were as follows: the amplitude of the unstable wave should scale as 

Al/2, while the amplitudes of the sidebands scale as A3/4. 

With our definitions of B and the time variables, the potential 

vorticity equations become 

(1.2) 

We expand the streamfunctions in the forms 

... 
(1. 3) 

(j l~ = [Apl [(j trl (yl, (j l'i'2(y)] + .112 [(J l_P l(y ,n, (J l_~ 1) (y, Tll] 

ik.(x-c.t) 
e J J + * for j = 0, 1, 2 
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In what follows, we obtain equations for the evolution of the Aj'S. These 

may be found as Equations (1.15) below. We assume that the three princi

pal waves are resonant and that their wavenumbers and phase speeds satisfy 

the following relations 

(k., k.c.) 
J J J = (0, 0) (1.4 ) 

A third constraint, which deals with the meridional structures of the 

waves, must also be satisfied for the resonance to occur. This will be 

discussed later. We make the assumption that combinations of the wave

numbers and frequenci es other than those appeari ng on the left si de of 

(1.4) do not simultaneously sum to zero and satisfy the meridional con

straint, an assumption that ',oIill generally be true. The non-linear terms 

in the vorticity equations will give rise to both resonant and non

resonant forei ng. We have negl eeted the non-resonant! y forced components 

in writing the streamfunction expansions (1.3) as tnese do not affect the 

evolution of the Aj'S on the O(~-1/2) time scale. 

We substitute (1.3) into the vorticity equations (1.2) and obtain a 

series of differential problems at different orders in~. At 0(~1/2) 

we have a linear problem for the meridional structure of the unstable wave 

(U - cO) [(a2 
y k2 

- 0 - F) (0)1'1 + F (0)1' } 
2 

+ (6 + FU) 
c 

( 0 ),t. 
1 = 0 

(1.5 ) 

- Co [(a 2 
Y 

2 
- kO - F) ( O)'t, 

2 
+ F (O)'f ] 

1 
+ (6 - FU) (ott: - 0 c 2 -

whose solution is 
(0)1 = (1, yo) sin nO 'lfY 
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2 222 where aO = kO + nO ~. We will restrict our attention to the case where 

the marginal mode has the gravest possible meridional structure, nO = 1. 

At this order, the perturbation potential vorticity associated with 

this Fourier component is given by 

( {0)Q1' (O) (l3c + FU (O) I3 c - FU (0)"'2) 
Q2) = - 0 - Co 9S1 ' Co 'fI 

At 0{~3/4) we find a linear problem for the meridional structure of 

the two neutral waves. Their modal structure is given by 

{j)"I' = sin no ~y 
J 

2 I3 c/FU + 1 
YJo = aJo/F + 1 - 1 70 - co 

J 
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Not~ tnat mj is a quantity analogous to a vertical wavenumber in this 

low vertical resolution system. It may take either of the values z 1 and 

one is free to choose which. Having arranged the zonal wavenumbers so 

that the resonance conditions are satisfied for a particular choice mj , 

one will not in general be able to satisfy the resonance conditions with 

the alternative mj • 

The meridional structures of the prinCipal waves are trigonometric, a 

consequence of the meridional uniformity of the basic state. In order 

that the non-linear interaction product of two ~aves should have a 

non-zero projection onto the third wave, an additional resonance 

.condition must be satisfied. There are several equivalent forms for 

this. We will take it to be 

We will jump ahead of ourselves a little and consider the vorticity 

equations at 0(~5/4). After projecting onto the Fourier component 

eikjx (j = 1,2) we obtain 

LJ. (j){6(1) = ~ 
_ l~j 

1 [ a (j)q (0) J ((0),,(0) (r )q(O» J ((j 1),,(0) (O)q (0»] I 
O-cj - T 1 - (j) P1' l' - (j) P1' 1 l 

1 [ a (j)q (0) J ((O),,{O) (jl)q(O» J ((jl),,{O) (O)q (O»J J ::c.- - T 2 - (j ) P2' 2 - (j ) P2' 2 
J 

where j'=3-j, 
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ik.x 
J(j)(a,b) ~s the projection of J(a,b) onto e J 

and 

2 2 ... /1 rJ; 13 C + FU f 
[i:ly - kJ. - F) Tl + F T'2] + ~--U - cj 1 

2 2 ,,/) ,,/1 I3 c - FU ..J.; 
[i:l -k.-F)'f2+Frl]- r2 

Y J Cj 

After evaluating the Jacobians, the equation for (j)~(l) becomes 

where 

0.6) 

1 ) 
a-cO 

Si rce Lj is a singular operator (1.8) is soluble only if the forcing 

sati sf i e s the secul ari ty condi ti 0 n 

1 f dy «j)'/'l (j)Rl + (jhf2 (j)~) = 0 

o 

from which we obtain an equation governing the evolution of Aj , viz. 

(1. 7) 
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where 

( 1.8) 

The potential vorticity equations at O(~), when projected onto eikOx 

give an equation similar to (1.7) for (0)~(1), namely -

The secul ari ty condition for this is empty, si nce Co corresponds to a 

margina 1 wave, and we can proceed to solve for (0)~(1). We normalize 

this solution by choosing (0) ~ (1) 
2 = O. Then 

8 - FU c 
F c 2 YO AOTsin nO ~y 

o 

The 1 i near operator i nthe full potential vorticity equations i nvol ves x 

and t derivatives at each term and so admits of a homogeneous solution 

~ = P (y, T) -

for a ~ of arbitrary dependence on y and T. We must include an homogene

ous solution of this format O(~) even though there is no direct forcing 

for it. We will see that it is indirectly forced by the secularity con

ditions of the 0(~3/2) problem. 
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It is at O([i.3/2) that the evolution o.f AO is determined. If we 

consider the ·0{t.3/2) part of the potential vorticity equations, we find 

that the non-linear terms and the slow time derivatives contribute two 

types of forcing that are resonant to the linear operator. The first of 

these consists of terms that are independent of x and t while the second 

type is composed of terms that are proportional to eikox• 

Collecting together the terms in the 0(~3/2) part of the potential 

vorticity equation that are independent of x we find that 

where Qj , = el~ i j + (-l)j F (i1 - i 2), is the potential vorticity asso

ciated with the correction to the mean flow. If we use initial conditions 

that consist only of the basic state and the three principal waves, then 

BC + FU 
= - n01l' 2 

(U-cO) 

Thus 

We have initial conditions i j = 0 at T = 0 and boundary conditions 

ely aT lj = 0 at y = 0 and 1, hence 
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We now go to that part of the OU,3/2) potential vorticity equation 

that is proportional to eikOx• This forms a forced linear problem 

for the 0(~3/2) correction to (O)~ which, abstractly, is -
L (0)~(2) _ i 
o _ -1'KQ 

[ [
8 + FU B + FU ] __ 1 __ -3 (O)q(l)+ c J ((1)~ ~2)~ ) + c J ((2)~, (1)~ ) 

U-cO T 1 U - c2 (0) 1 1 U - c1 (0) 1 1 
. - - .' 

[ J ((O)~(O) (O)q(1»+ J ((0)~(1) (O)q(O»] + ik (O)~(O) ] 
- (0) l' 1 (0) l' 1 0 1 

__ 1_[_3 (O)q(1)_[Bc - FU J ((1)~ (2)~ ) + Bc - FU J ((2)~ (l)~)] 
-cO T 2 c2 (0) 2' 2 c1 (0) 2' 2 

[ J ((O)~(O) (O)q(1» + J ((0)~(1) (O)q(O»] + ik (O)~(O)J 
- (0) 2"2 (0) 2' 2 ··0 1. 

Wri ti ng thi s as (1.10) 

and evaluating the several forcing terms we find that 
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Unlike the O{A) problem, the secularity condition for (1.10) yields a non-

trivial relation and provides us with an equation governing the evolution 

of AO' namely 

(loll) 

where 

(lo12) 
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KO = ~ kO (k1n2 - k2n1)(c 1-c2) cCc c ' '1'2 _c [
6 - FU a t FU ] 

~ 0 1 2 0 (U-CO)(U-C1)(U-C2) 

(1.13) 

1 222 1 
NO = 2" kO no 'IT -F -+---2-n....,.6:-'lT ..... 2 

U 

(1.14) 

Equations (1.7) and (1.11) form a closed set and determine the evolu

tion of AO' A1, and A2. For ease of reference, we collect them here. 

(1.15) 

In the 1 atter two equati ons of thi s set we recogni ze rel ati ons that 

are typical of the usual form of triad interactions between neutral waves. 

The first equation is similar to the equation governing the amplitude of a 

weakly growing wave in the single-wave theory, modified only by the inclu

sion of a forcing term arising from the non-linear interaction between the 

two sidebands, - KO A; A;. The constants NO and k6 c~ are independent of 

the choice of sidebands. They are the same cons~ants that occur in the 
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evolution equation of single-wave theory for a slowly growing mode at 

wavenumber kO• 

2.2.2: Asymptotically Unstable Trajectories 

From the single-wave theory of Pedlosky (1970), we know that the term 

-NoAa UAoI2_IAo(0)12) in (1.15a) represents the stabilizing effect of 

the alteration to the mean flow produced by the growth of the unstable 

wave. In the single wave theory, this effect is sufficient to ensure that 

Ao remains bounded and causes AO to vacillate in a regular, periodic 

fashion. One might wonder whether the inclusion of the interaction with 
* * the sidebands, i.e., -KO A1 A2, can destabilize this equilibration pro-

cess and lead to an unbounded increase of AO (within the current order

ing scheme). We will show that for this system, such a finite amplitude 

instability is indeed possible. 

Although the system of equations (1.15) looks fairly simple it is dif

ficult to obtain a general analytical solution. What we shall do in this 

section is show that there are solution trajectories which approach 

infinity and find the large-amplitude asymptotic form of these. In Sec

tion 2.2.3, we shall give an example of a numerical integration of (1.15) 

which exhibits a finite-amplitude instability and tends asymptotically to 

such a trajectory. Thi s establ i shes that the unstabl e trajectori es have 

some non-zero domai n of attract; on and hence represent a non-trivi al 

finite amplitude instability. 

We will look for trajectories along which AO' A1 and A2 approach in

finity as T approaches some finite value TO from below. We further assume 
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that, asymptotically, the A/S behave like inverse algebraic powers of 

(TO-T)' For simplicity, we will suppress unnecessary constants and 

minus signs by shifting the temporal origin to TO and reversing the 

sense of time.· Under this transformation we seek instability as T --> 0 

from above. The backwards equations are 

(2.1) 

2 2 2 
where (J = kO c;. 

By inspection, the leading order form of unstable trajectories 

T --> 0+ will be given by 

-1 + iQO 
AO - <l T 0 

-3/2 + iQl 
Al - ell T (2.2) 

-3/2 + iQ2 
A2 - <l2T 

where <l0' ell' <l2 are complex constants and QO' e l and Q2 are 

real constants. Substitution of (2.2) into {2.ll will provide us with 

detai 1 s of the <lj and Qj appropri ate to such trajectori es and wi 11 

furnish constraints which the constant coefficients in (2.1) must sat-

isfy, if unstable trajectories of this type are to be possible. These 

constraints may be found as inequalities (2.21) and (2.22) below. 
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putting (2.2) into (2.1) and retaining only the higher order terms 

yields 

Hence 

is. 
and setting aj = rje J, $ = So + sl + s2' we have 

(2.4) 

3 
i 01} = M1 rOr2 -i($ + 'lf/2) (- 2" + 

r1 
e (2.5) 

3 i02) = M2 rOr1 -i($ + 'lf/2) (- 2" + 

~ 
e (2.6) 

From (2.5) and (2.6) we have that 02 = 01' and we see that one of the 

restrictions on coefficients is that M1 and M2 must have the same 

sign. Define sign variables vo and v1 by 

KO = Vo I KO I 
M1 = v1 I M11 
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and set re ir = (-3/2 + i91), then (2.5) and (2.6) become 

re ir = IM11 
rOr2 - i( S+v 1'IF /2 ) 

r 1 
e 

re iy = I M21 
rOr1 -i(S+v1'IF!2) 

r 2 
e 

whence y + S + v1 'IF/2 = 2 n'IF (2.7) 

(2.8 ) 

(2.9) 

Returning to (2.4), it follows that 

and hence 

or f + S + 2- + va ~ = 2 n ''IF (2.10) 

and (2.11) 

From (2.7) and (2.10) we see that 
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(2.12) 

whether KO has the same sign as, or the opposite sign to that of M1, 

(2.12) is of the form 

f = y - ~ + mll' 

for some integer m and hence 

tan f = - cot y (2.13) 

Using the definitions of f and y, (2.13) affords us an equation determin

i ng 91' namely 

NO 2 NO 9 
(8 - ~) 9 1 = 2 + ~ 4 

1 2 1 2 
(2.14) 

We have already noted that a necessary requirement for a solution of this 

form is that M1 M2 > O. Equation (2.14) furnishes a second restriction, 

that 

(2.15) 

Provided that this holds, we obtain 

[ NO / NO] 1/2 
91 = s (2 + MiM2 9/4) (8 - MiM2 ) (2.16 ) 

This determines )and r and so by using (2.11), (2.8) and (2.9) we find 

that 

(2.17) 
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(2.19) 

The three phases 9 0 , 9 1 and 9 2 are given by (2.16) and 9 2 = 9 1, 90 = -291, 

The phases sO' sl and s2 are not uniquely determined by this asymptotic 

analysis, however, their sum must satisfy 

2 
L. s. = 
j=O J 

(2.20) 

We have found that trajectories approaching infinity after a finite 

time can exist when the constants in (2.1) satisfy 

(2.21) 

and 

(2.22) 

This suggests that the system (2.ll may exhibit a non-linear instability. 

To confirm this, we must first of all verify that there exist triads \'Ihich 

yield values of NO' M1 and M2 that satisfy (2.21) and (2.22). It 

will then be necessary to show that the unstabl e trajectori es can attract 

a set of solutions generated by some non-trivial set of initial condi

tions. The first step is simply a question of solving the linear dis-

persion relations to find resonant triads and then computing NO' M1 
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and I~ from the appropriate algebraic formulae. We will take a numeri

cal approach to the second step. If we find initial conditions for which 

a numerical integration of (2.1), with appropriate values of NO' Ml' 

and ~, yi el ds a sol uti on whi ch approaches a trajectory of the sort 

discussed above, then we will have established that the unstable trajec-

tories have a non-trivial attractive domain. These steps are taken in 

Section 2.2.3. 

It may at first seem odd that the coefficient KO which, in a sense, 

measures the extent to whi ch the non-1 i near i nteracti on between the two 

neutral waves forces the evolution of AO' does not appear explicitly in 

the stability conditions (2.21) and (2.22). The term -KO A; A; on the 

right of Equation (2.la) is clearly necessary, if AO is to grow without 

bound, rather than. follow the equilibration of the single-wave theory. 

We note that, were KO = 0, we could not deduce (2.10). 

that the ratios rOfrl and rOfr2 are proportional 

We a 1 so observe 

we reduce KO' we reduce the magnitude of AO relative to Al and 

~, in the ne; ghborhood of the s i ngul ari ty. In add; ti on, because we 

have used an asymptotic analysis, we have not obtained any expression for 

the time at which the singularity occurs for a given set of initial 

conditions. It seems likely that this will depend on KO (as well as 

the other constants) and will increase as I KO I is decreased. 

2.2.3: Examples of Triads Exhibiting Non-linear Instability 

We wi 11 look at two exampl es of thi s tri ad destabi 1 i zati on of the 

single wave equilibration process. For ease of reference, w~ will dis-
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tinguish them as examples A and B. In each case, we will follow the same 

procedure. After choosing the meridional and vertical structures of the 

two sidebands, we fix !3 at a subcritical value and determine a pair of 

zonal wavenumbers for the two neutral modes for which the triad is reso-

nant. We then compute the coefficients 2 
cr , KO' M1 , M2, NO and check to 

see whether (2.21) and (2.22) are satisfied. This was repeated for a num

ber of different values of 6, retaining the same choice of meridional and 

vertical structure for the sidebands. Finally, a particular value of 6, 

for which (2.21) and (2.22) were satisfied, was chosen and the amplitude 

equations (2.1) were integrated using values of 

appropri ate to thi s !3. The difference between exampl e A and examp1 e B 

lies in the choices of vertical structure for the sidebands. 

The above calculations were performed numerically. In Figures 2.5 and 

2.6, we have plotted the values of KO' M1, M2, and NO as B is varied, for 

the two cases. Figures 2.7 and 2.8 then show the evolution of the wave 

amp1 i tudes under the assumpti ons of weakly non-1 i near theory for the 

particular unstable examples selected. 

The meridional and vertical structures for the two cases are: 

A: Wave a nO = 1 

Wave 1 n1 = -3 

Wave 2 n2 = 2 

B: Wave a nO = 1 

Wave 1 n1 = -3 

Wave 2 n2 = 2 
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Figure 2.5: a) Plots of M1. M2 and NO as functions of B for a 
resonant triad consisting of two neutral modes and a marginal mode. 
The marginal mode corresponds to the left (long-wave) branch of the 
marginal curve. The meridional and vertical structures of the triad 
are n = (1,-3,2), m1 = -1 , m2 = 1 (case A in the text). 

b) KO as a function of B for the same triad as in Fig. 
2.5a. 
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Figure 2.6: a) As in Fig. 2.5a but with neutral modes of different 
vertical structures ( ml = 1 • m2 = -1 : case B in the text). 

b) KO as a function of B for the same triad as in Fig. 
2.6a. 
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In each case the margi nal· mode was chosen to 1 i.e on the 1 eft si de of the 

marginal curve. Given the particular choice of meridional structure this 

isa necessity, since for this particular triad only wave 0 has an unsta

ble domain that is contiguous to the marginal curve and then only to the 

left branch of that curve (refer to Figure 2.4). To examine the case in 

which the marginal mode lies on the right side of the marginal curve, one 

would have to consider another triad. Figure 2.5 shows how the interac

ti on coeffi ci ents vary wi th 8 for exampl e A. M1 and M2 have the same 

sign over the entire range plotted, but NO/M1~ is less than 8 only 

for values of 8 less than a threshold value, 80, of about 15.9. Fig

ure 2.6 is a similar plot for example B. 

In example A, when 8 = 13.0, the interaction coefficients are: 

KO = -49.49366 

M1 = -8.193586 x 10-2 

M2 = -13.91703 

NO = 5.719176 

while 0 2 = 7.446278 x 10-2 

Using these values, the amplitude equations (2.1), derived with weakly 

non-linear theory, were integrated numerically. The initial conditions 

were taken to be 
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Ao(O) = i x 10-2 

A1 ( 0) = 1 x 10-2 

A2(0) = l'x 10-2 

AOT(O) = a AO(O) 

(3.1) 

The subsequent evolution is shown in Figure 2.7. The solution approaches 

a singularity after about T = 17.49. The behavior of the solution near 

this trajectory 1s similar to that predicted for the asymptotic trajec

tories of Section 2.2.2. If we set T1 = 17.2, T2 = 17.3, and define 

Rj = Aj (T2)/Aj (T1) , then we find that 

RO = 1.54291 

R1 = 1.91666 

R2 = 1.91668 

R1/R03/2 = 1.00008 

R1/R03/2 = 1.00009 

These 1 atter two rati os are close to uni ty. For the asymptotic trajec

tories of 2.2.2 we expect these ratios to approach one as the singularity 

; s approached. 

Figure 2.8 represents the evolution of a similar triad corresponding 

to Case B. We chose s = 11.0, for which 
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Figure 2.7: An example of the evolution of an unstable triad (case A, 
B = 13.0). The amplitudes of each of the three waves is shown. Dur
ing the early part of the run (up to about T = 16), the scale at the 
left applies. After about T = 16, the three curves are rescaled to 
accomodate their rapid growth and one should refer to the right-hand 
seal e. 
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KO = -8.917685 

M1 = -0.4922978 

~ = -1.472019 

NO = 1.786117 

2 4.0630695 x 10-2 a = 

The initial conditions used were again those in (3.1). The non-linear 

growth of all three waves is again apparent. 

We have found that the single wave equilibration of a slightly 

supercritical unstable mode, located well away from minimum critical 

shear in parameter space, that is produced by the distortion of the mean 

flow, can be unstable to a multi-wave interaction involving an additional 

pa ir of neutral waves. We have al so observed that thi s growth can be 

rather powerful in that it can force the amplitudes of the three waves 

involved to become 0(1) within the 0(~-1/2) time scale. At such a 

stage the weakly finite amplitude analysis becomes invalid. 

In view of these results, it would be interesting to discover whether 

the equilibration process suggested for weakly supercritical instabilities 

near minimum critical shear, is also unstable. We turn to this question 

in Section 2.3 below. 

2.3 Three-Wave Interactions Near Minimum Critical Shear 

We have seen that the equilibration of a weakly growing unstable wave 

as described by single-wave theory may be unstable to interactions with 
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sidebands when the basic state does not lie close- to mini~um critical 

shear. In addition to weakly growing instabilities, a strongly super

critical flow possesses unstable modes with 0(1) growth rates which, 

unless absent for such reasons as zonal quantization conditions, wnl 

tend to dominate the evolution of the flow. A more significant question 

is whether interactions between a slowly growing mode and neutral waves 

can produce a non-linear instability that surpasses the ability of the 

wave-mean flow interaction mechanism to contain it, when the basic flow 

is only slightly supercritical. For such a flow, all of the unstable 

modes are weakly growing. 

While it is the discovery of the non-linear instability of Section 

2.2 which suggests looking at the interaction between a slowly growing 

wave and a pair of neutral waves in a slightly supercritical flow, we 

already know that the dynamics of this three-wave problem must differ 

somewhat from that of the one in Section 2.2. As Loesch (1976) pointed 

out, the appropriate scaling for the amplitudes of dispersive sidebands 

in a three-wave interaction near minimum critical shear are 0(A1/ 2) 

rather than O( A 3/4). This is in part due to the critical layer ef-

fect that is manifest at minimum critical shear. Instead of producing a 

secular forcing term at O(A), the interaction between the two sidebands 

produces a variable, O(A1/ 2) phase shift between the upper and lower 

layer streamfunction of the zonal Fourier compone-nt with the wavenumber 

of the uns-tabl e wave. -Thi s augments the phase shi ft due to the slow rate 

of change of the potential vorti ci ty of the 1 eadi ng order part of thi s 

Fouri er component: 
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The probl em descri bed above is just the one attempted by Loesch 

(1974), although in our development of it we will endeavor to include the 

critical layer dynamics described by Pedlosky (1982). Although Loesch 

omits these, the amplitude equations that he obtains form the core of the 

extended set of amplitude equations that govern the full system. In view 

of the consistently stable solutions found by Loesch, one might suspect 

that the extended system will also be stable. 

Amplitude Equations 

We will work with the same two-layer model used in earlier sections. 

We will take the basic flow to be only slightly supercritical and set 

B = FU - A == s - 6, m (2.3.1) 

For such a choice of s, only a small, 0(6,1/2), range of wavenumbers is 

unstabl e. We will assume F < 2 ..[21T2 so that only the gravest meri d

ional mode is unstable, then the unstable range of zonal wavenumbers is 

centered on kO where 

(2.3.2) 

Our aim is to follow the evolution of a trio of waves, each of small amp-

litude, as they slowly interact. One of these waves will be the slightly 

unstable mode at k = ko' with a meridional wavenumber nO = 1. The remain

ing pair of waves will be neutral Rossby waves whose wavenumbers are such 

that the triad as a whole is resonant., in the sense of Section 2.2. We 

noted earl i er the ampl i tudes for whi ch the wave-wave i nteracti ons, the 
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wave-mean flow interaction associated with the unstable w3.ve and the 

growth due to linear instability, all develop on the same time scale. 

Accordingly expand the streamfunction for the system in the form 

~ = fll/2 ~(O) + fl ~(l) + .... 
(2.3.3) 

~(O) 
2 (.) (.) ik.(x-c.t} 

= L. A.(T} [ J'i' (y), J i' (y)] e J J 
j=O J 1 2 

+ * 

where (j ttl (y) 
ik.(x-c.t) 

e J J are the three linear modes which form our main 

triad. As before, we expect the amplitudes to vary on a slow time scale, 

0(fl- l / 2} and have set T = fll/2t. As in 2.2, the meridional modal 

structure is trigonometric with 

The conditions that the triad be resonant are then 

(k ., k.c., n.) 
J J J J = (0, 0, O) (2.3.4) 

As is the case at other values of s, there are generally two distinct 

vertical modes at wavenumbers other than that of the marginal mode. How

ever, at minimum critical shear, one of these modes exhibits a peculiar 

feature, namely a loss of any dispersive characteristics. At minimum 

critical shear the dispersion relation may be written 
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c/U (2.3.5) 

where the choice of sign corresponds to the choice of vertical mode. 

Choosing the negative sign yields c = 0, whatever the value of the hori-

zontal wavenumber a, i.e., a non-dispersive mode. The marginal wave also 

has this phase speed. This phase speed is the same as the flow speed in 

the lower layer, which in this treatment has been taken to be zero. Thus, 

the non-linear interaction between any pair of non-dispersive Rossby waves 

will produce a resul tant that is resonant wi th a thi rd non-di spers i ve 

Rossby wave. For the present, we shall follow Loesch and consider only 

sidebands that are dispersive neutral modes, i.e., we will take the posi

tive sign in (2.3.5). Loesch shows that when 1f2/..fl'< F < 4//.[2 there 

is just one such pair of dispersive modes that satisfy the resonance 

conditions. 

Having chosen the triad we can substitute the expansion of the stream

functi ons into the potenti al vorticity equations and use a perturbati on 

technique to determine the evolution of the amplitudes of the three main 

waves. Since the analysis is really just a superposition of that of 

Loesch (1974) and that of Pedlosky (1982), we will not present it here. 

We shall just provide the evolution equations that result. 

One effect of the non-linear interaction between the marginal wave 

and each si deband is to produce a forci ng term resonant wi th the other 

sideband. Much as before, this gives rise to an amplitude equation of 

the form 
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for each sideband where jl = 3-j. 

The non-1 i near i nteracti on of the two sidebands produces a non- reso

nant forci ng of the same wavenumber and frequency as the marginal wave. 

This, together with the slow rate of change of the potential vorticity of 

the marginal wave in the upper layer, produces an O(A1/2) phase shift 

between the upper and lower streamfunctions of the Fourier component hav

ing the marginal wavenumber. This is an extension of the phase shift 

observed in linear theory. This phase shift appears as an O(A) correc

ti on to the streamfuncti ons of the marginal wave. Three other correc

tions to the streamfunctionfield as a whole are generated at O(A). The 

first is the familiar zonally independent correction to the mean flow. 

Unlike the case considered in Section 2.2, this correction is forced by 

both the weak phase shift associated with the near-marginal wave and the 

phase shifts associated with the sidebands as a result of their slow 

changes in amp1 i tude. The difference between the current probl em and 

that of Section 2.2 is that now the sidebands are O(A1/ 2) so that the 

heat fluxes associated with the sidebands are of the same order as those 

associated with the slightly unstable wave. 

The second correction consists of a collection of non-resonantly 

forced Rossby waves generated by the non-linear interactions between the 

three principal waves. Although these are not free modes of the system, 

their own interaction with the principal waves can produce weak O{A3/2) 

forcing j:hat is resonant. Part of the latter is a component that is 
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independent of x and t. It is at the 0(A3/2) level that the structure 

of the mean flow correction is determined. This component of the forcing 

contributes to the structure of the mean flow correction. However, forc

ing of this type only occurs in the potential vorticity equation for the 

upper layer. The potential vorticity in the lower layer associated with 

the mean flow correction is independent of the type of forcing discussed 

here. In so far as determini ng the evol uti on of the amplitudes of the 

three main waves is concerned, we need not explicitly calculate this sec

ond type of O(A) correction to the streamfunction fields. 

The third correction ari ses as part of the cri tical 1 ayer dynamics 

discussed by Pedlosky (1982). At minimum critical shear, any disturb

ances that propagates wi th a phase speed equal to the flow speed of the 

lower layer will be a homogeneous solution of the linear part of the 

potential vorticity equation for the lower layer, regardless of its hori

zontal or vertical structure. Since the flow speed of the lower layer is 

zero in this instance, such disturbances are those with no dependence on 

the fast time variable t. The linear part of the upper layer potential 

vorticity equation provides a constraint on the vertical structure of 

these perturbations. Thus we have that any disturbance of the form 

(2.3.6) 

where (2.3.7) 

will be a solution of the 1 inear part of the potential vorticity equa

tions. This is a class of so.lution that does not exist when the basic 
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flow does not correspond to minimum critical shear. In the current prob

lem, it represents another set of linear solutions which can be resonantly 

forced by the non-linear terms. Forcing of this type does indeed occur 

at O(~3/2), being produced by the interaction between the mean flow 

correction and the unstable wave. To maintain a non-secular solution, we 

must include a correction of the form given in (2.3.6) and (2.3.7). The 

slow rate of change of the potential vorticity associated with this cor

rection then balances the forcing at O(~3/2). We have not specified the 

horizontal structure of Xl and X2• The interaction between the unstable 

wave and the mean flow correction, mentioned above will directly force 
:i: ikOx 

components of ! proportional to e • However, the resultant of non-

linear interaction between these Fourier components of strength O(~) and 
;t2ik x 

the unstable wave includes terms of O(~3/2) proportional to eO. Since 

these have no fast time dependence, this forcing is resonant and its 

effect is to generate addi ti ona 1 Fouri er components as part of Xl and 

X2• We are forced to include an infinite set of Fourier components, 

both in x and in y, in the structure of X. ,..... 

In the preceding few paragraphs, we have given a heuristic account of 

the structure of the term _(1) in (2.3.3) that a more complete analysis 
'" 

would reveal. This may be summarized as 

where 
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represents a phase shift in the Fourier component with the same horizontal 

structure as the marginal wave. 

_j1) contains the non-resonantly forced Rossby waves. X = [X1(X,y,T), 

X2(x,y,T)] is the correction arising from the critical layer effect. We 

Fourier expand! so that 

ao imkOx 
Xl = 2: e si n n1fY J (T) + * 

m=l m,n 
n=l 

and X2 is given by (2.3.7). We will adopt the normalization condition 

that f1,1 =- o. 
I =i(y,T) is the correction to the mean flow. We will not determine -- .... 

f fully. Instead, we will define .... 

j = 1,2 

as the potential vorticity of the mean flow correction. Only Q2 is 

required in determining the evolution of An. We will expand 

Before continuing we note that the lower layer potential vorticity due 

to X is given by -
1 4 2 1 00 imkOx 2 ·2 2 2 2 2 

- t (V - 2F ) Xl = t res in n1fY [( m kO + n 1f) + 2F ] J m, n + * 
n=l 
m=l 
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To simplify subsequent equations it is convenient to define 

Because of certain symmetries in the system, it will further simplify 

matters if we define 

- B - 2m-1, 2n-1 and B2m , 2n • 

Note that half of the possible Bm nls are not included in these defini-
. , 

ti ons; those of the form B2m , 2n-1 and B2m_1 , 2n. It turns out that 

these are not forced by the dynamics and so need not be included provided 

that they do not form part of the initial conditions. (Note that this is 

similar to the idea used in the development of the single-wave theory of 

the finite amplitude evolution to discard the neutral modes. One could, 

if one wished, examine the stability of the evolution to be described 

below to disturbances with B2m , 2n-1 and B2m_1 , 2n non-zero~) 

The O(~3/2) terms in the perturbation expansion of the potential 

vortici ty equations pose a forced 1 i near probl em for 0 (~3/2) modifica-

tions to the streamfunction field. The linear operator is singular and 

the secularity conditions for this problem furnish evolution equations 

for AO' ! and~. These, together with the equations already derived 

for A1T and A2T form the closed system given below. 

(2.3.8a) 

(2.3.8b) 
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(2.3.8c) 

(2.3.8d) 

(2.3.8e) 

(2.3.8f) 

(2.3.8g) 

(2.3.8h) 

By definition, o 0 = C = C = C = ° O,n = m,O O,n m,O 1,1 

The constants appearing in the above equations are as follows: 

(2.3.9) 

where (j,l,m) is a cyclic permutation of (0,1,2). Because we are working 

at minimum critical shear 
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. 1/2 and YO = 2 - 1 

when the gravest unstable mode is chosen. 

For comparison, a set of equations equivalent to those integrated by 

Loesch may be obtained by fonnally setting D equal to zero. For the 

moment, let us do this. Assuming that Cm,n = 0 = 0m,n = Pn initially, the 

amplitude equations reduce to 

[ 2M 2 ] 
AOTT = AO (MOM1 + a~1r H ..Q.) IA1r 2 + M 1~1 IA 12 - H ~ rA 12 

jOl1 0 2 r 0_ 

(2.3.10) 

+ 

(2.3.11) 

(2.3.12) 

The constants a2 and H are both positive. One can see from the formul a 

for Mj [Equation (2.3.9)] that MO' M1 and M2 cannot all have the same sign. 

If M1 and M2 have opposing signs, then it follows from (2.3.11) and 

(2.3.12) that IA11 and IA21 are bounded. In (2.3.10), the effect of 

the term in Aol.AOI2 is' stabilizing because of its negative coefficient. If 

IAOI were to grow, the AoIAa/ 2 term in (2.3.10) must eventually overshadow 

the rem~ining terms on the right-hand side of (2.3.10) and we would not 
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therefore expect to see any unbounded growth of AO' If M1 and M2 have 

the same sign, then Mo~' MOM1 and MO/M1 must all be negative and so 

(2.3.10) will have the form 

where all of the XiS are positive constants. Any growth of J A1 r or I A21 

is going to inhibit the growth of AO' Furthermore, the -xO AO IAOl2 term 

alone will be sufficient to prevent Ao growing without bound. 

The above discussion makes plausible the conjecture that }Aol will be 

bounded whenever MO' M1 and M2 do not all possess the same sign. Con

versely, it is easy to see that IAol, lA11 and IA2 I can grow without bound 

for some initial conditions when MO' M1 and M2 all have the same sign. 

Since we know that MO' M1 and M2 have differing signs, we would not expect 

any finite amplitude instability to occur. Loesch's numerical integrations 

of (2.3.10)-(2.3.12) bear this out. It remains for us to see whether, when 

the critical layer dynamics are restored by taking a non-zero value of 0, 

the system remains bounded. 

Numerical Solutions 
We have attempted to answer the question of the finite amplitude sta-

bility of the system (2.3.8) by numerically integrating these equations 

for two val ues of F and a vari ety of i ni ti al condi ti ons. None of these 

integrations exhibited any unbounded growth in energy of the three main 

waves. Whi·le this does not guarantee the absence of any instability, it 

strongly suggests that the evolution of the triad is stable. 
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For F in the range of v2/~ <F < 2~v2, only one meridional mode can 

be unstable near minimum critical shear, namely, nO = 1. The work of 

Loesch (1974) has shown that for such values of F, there is only one pair 

of neutral waves capable of forming a resonant triad with the unstable 

wave. The meridional structures of. these waves are given by n1 = -2, 

n2 = 1. Loesch showed numerically that for F < 10.5, M1 < 0 while 

for F > 10.5, M1 > O. The coefficients MO and M2 are negative and 

positive respectively for all values of F. The remaining coefficients in 

(2.3.8) are all positive. There is, therefore, a structural change in 

the system (2.3.8) as F passes through the value 10.5. (One consequence 

of this can be readily predicted. When F is less than 10.5, a solution 

that starts with most of the initial energy in wave (0) and only small 

amp1 itudes for both sidebands will continue to have only small sideband 

energies. When F > 10.5, we would expect that a solution starting with 

very weak sidebands would exhibit growth of the sideband energies.) 

Our numerical analysis follows Loesch (1974). We choose two values 

of F. One, 8, less than 10.5, the other, 12, greater than this threshold. 

Fixing F fixes the zonal and meridional wavenumbers of the one possible 

resonant triad. For F = 8, the zonal wavenumbers are 

(kO' k1' k2) = (1.2017,2.6821, -3.8838) 

while for F = 12, these become 

(kO' k1' k2) = (2.6648, -0.7999, -1.8648) 

At a fixed F, the only freedom in generating solutions is the choice of 

initial conditions. Loesch, after making a number of numerical integra-
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tions. of (2.3.10)-(2.3.12) for different j nitial conditions, di scovered 

that the sol uti ons coul d be di sti ngui shed as bei ng" one of ni ne di sti nct 

types, four occurrl ng for F = 8 .and five occurri ng for F = 12. In the 

work already cited, Loesch exhibits a solution of each type and specifies 

the initial conditions necessary to generate each of these. 

Using Loesch's values of F and U, we have integrated the fuller sys

tem (2.3.8) for some of the same sets of initial conditions as those used 

by Loesch and compared these with Loesch's solutions. These will be dis

played below. In our integrations, the infinite set of equations (2.3.8) 

was truncated at either n = m = 8 or n = m = 16 as appropriate. Loesch 

refers to hi s canonical solutions as cases 1-9 of which cases 1-4 are for 

F = 8 and the remainder, for F = 12. The initial phases of AO' Al and A2 

are chosen so that ph(Aa) + ph(A1 ) + ph(A2 ) = ~/2, under which condition 

the three separate phases remain constant throughout the integration. We 

list the initial moduli of AO' AI' and A2 below for the four cases that we 

will consider, together with the size of the truncation. The subsequent 

figures show how the modul i evolve with time. It is necessary to specify 

an initial value for AOT" In each case we use 

where a is the linear growth rate of the unstable mode. 

Case IAo(O) I IA1(0)1 IA2(0) I Truncation 

1 .0707 .0177 0.0 16 
2 .03535 .03535 .03535 lQ," 
4 .03535 .0707 .0707 8 
9 .0577 .0144 •• 0289 16 
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Figures 2.9 - 2.12 show the results of our integrations. In each 

case t1e evolution of IAol, IAl I and IA21 are shown for both the 

system with critical layer effects excluded (the left side of the figure) 

and the full version of (2.3.8). The results on the left side of the 

fi gures are thus equival ent to those of Loesch al though the graphical 

format is di fferent. A perusal of the fi gures reveal s that the proper 

inclusion of the harmonics associated with the critical layer effect does 

not produce any recognizable tendency towards non-linear instability. 

The solutions remain bounded and are not terribly different from the solu

tions of Loesch. Those solutions of Loesch which contain relatively fre

quent zero crossings of IAol (e.g., Case 4) are hardly affected by the 

inclusion of higher harmonics. Those solutions with longer intervals 

between zero crossings are more noticeably affected. 

There is scope for a larger survey of the solutions of (2.3.8), but, 

in view of the form of (2.3.8), and the already noted fact that MO' 

Ml and M2 cannot all take the same sign, it seems unlikely that 

unstable trajectories exist. 
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Figure 2.9: The evolution of a resonant triad near minimum critical 
shear. The triad consists of the marginal mode and two neutral waves. 
(a) - (d) show the evolution when the critical layer effect is 
excluded, (e) - (h) include this effect. 

( a) and (e): AO 
(b) and (f): A1 
(c) and (g): A2 
( d ) and ( h): P 1 

( F = 8, ~(Ol = .0707, A1(0) = .0177, A2(0) = 0.0; case 1) 
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TIME ft) 

Firure·2.10: Similar to Fig. 2.9 but for F = 8, AO(O) = 0.0354, 
Al 0) = 0.0354, A2(0) = 0.0354 (case 2). 
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CHAPTER 3 

3. Baroclinic Instability in a Meridionally Varying, Two-layer Model: 
linear Theory 

We begin here the main investigation of this thesis, an examination 

of the nature of baroclinic instability in a system in which, to the fun

damental property permitting baroclinic instability, namely, a reserve of 

available potential energy, we have added a single complicating feature, 

the presence of meridional variation in the potential vorticity gradient 

of the equilibrium flow. Some reasons for wishing to do so will be given 

momentari 1y. Let us note here that thi s study wi 11 concentrate on the 

properties of slowly growing unstable modes and on the evolution of such 

modes. The presentation will be divided into two parts. The first will 

comprise this chapter and will look at a linearized model of instability. 

Chapter 4 will then deal with the subsequent evolution of weakly growing 

modes once they enter the finite amplitude domain. 

This chapter is composed as follows. An introductory section is fol

lowed first by a short formal description of the theoretical model under 

consideration and then a presentation of the behavior of the eigenvalues 

as determined by a numerical model. Next we discuss the spatial struc

ture of the unstable eigenfunction and its attendant eddy fluxes as they 

are revealed by the numerical study. A critical layer effect near the 

center of the channel is noted. In particular, ~2 is confined to a 

narrow regi on about the center of the channel. It is shown that the 

eigenfunction structure may be related to the horizontal structure of the 

basic potential vorticity gradient of the lower layer. An analytical 
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model, asymptotic in the supercriticality, is developed for the case in 

which the basic state is close to minimum critical shear. Some compari

son is made between the analytical and the numerical results. In a con

sideration of the energy balance for an unstable mode, some properties of 

the heat flux are emphasized, notably its confinement to the middle of 

the channel and the occurrence of both northward and southward fl uxes 

within this region which almost cancel. Finally, we draw attention to a 

class of slow neutral modes and point out their relevance to a weakly 

non-linear theory for the slightly supercritical model. 

The most frequently cited linear models of baroclinic instability, 

Eady (1969), Charney (1947) and Phillips (1954), examine situations in 

which the mechanism of baroclinic instability is isolated in a fairly 

pure form. The basi c flows possess only verti cal shear and have meri d

ional temperature gradients that are independent of y. In each example, 

the potential vorticity gradients of the basic flow are functions only of 

the vertical coordinate. The normal modes supported by each of these 

models can be obtained analytically. Thus one can determine the growth 

rates and ei genfuncti on structure of those modes that are unstabl e and 

find the boundaries between stable and unstable domains in the parameter 

space of the model (typical parameters being the Froude number, the 

vertical shear, the relative importance of s, etc.). 

In a geophysical system such as the atmosphere or ocean, we are often 

interested in the stability properties of relatively long, sustained, jet-

1 ike flows. Rather than bei n9 a flow that is uniform in the cross-stream 

direction, these geophysical jets vary significantly across their path, 
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from an i nteri or maximum to a small vel oci ty at the edges of the jet. 

The interior of the jet may include more than one maximum as is perhaps 

the case at times in the Gulf Stream. Typically one is interested in the 

stability of a feature that is both confined in the cross-stream direction 

and varying in that direction. A channel model will simulate the confine

ment of the feature of interest -- probably too well, since by preventing 

radiation perpendicular to the jet, rigid channel walls probably enhance 

the instability of a jet. However, confinement alone is not sufficient 

to reproduce a dynamically significant feature of a free jet, namely, the 

cross-stream variation of the cross-stream gradient of potential vorticity 

that will typically be present. Since the work already carried out on 

the nature of baroclinic instability, e.g., Charney and Stern (1962), has 

demonstrated the importance of the potenti al vortici ty gradi ent of the 

equilibrium state to the dynamics of unstable perturbations to that 

state, it seems worthwhile to study the effects of including a more 

realistic, varying gradient. 

A second consequence of the cross-flow variations that will generally 

be present in baroclinic instability problems taken from the physical 

worl d, is that the cross-stream structure of the 1 i near wave modes sup

ported by the equilibrium flow will not be trigonometric. This has 

important consequences for the non-linear interactions between these 

modes. The dynamical equations are quadratically non-linear. If we 

Fouri er decompose a di sturbance into 1 i near ei genmodes, then the evol u

tion of these modes is coupled through the non-l inear terms. In general, 

one can think of the modes as interacting in threesomes; see, for exam-
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ple, Pedlosky (1979b. Section 3.26). In the case of a flow whos.e. linear 

perturbation problem is separable in its spatial dependence, in order that 

three waves interact significantly, the product of the non-linear interac

tion between two of the waves must have a non-zero projection onto both 

the temporal and the three-dimensional spatial structure of the third wave 

(this interpretation of wave interactions is really appropriate only for 

a weak perturbation field). In particular, the cross-stream structure of 

the interaction product must not be orthogonal to the cross-stream struc

ture of the third wave. When a flow is such that the cross-stream struc-

tures of the linear eigenmodes are trigonometric, the quadratic interac

tion between two modes will give rise to a product that is orthogonal to 

all but two of the possible cross-stream eigenstructures. For example, 

if wave w1 has a streamfunction proportional to sin n1TY and wave w2, 

a streamfunction proportional to sin m1TY, an interaction like w1 x ay w2 

will produce terms proportional to sin (n~m) 1TY only. If the eigenmodes 

do not have trigonometric cross-stream dependence, then it will usually 

be the case that the cross-flow structure of an interaction product will 

be non-orthogonal to all or a large set of the possible modal cross-flow 

structures. In the non-trigonometric case many more interacting triads 

will be possible (e.g., Domaracki and Loesch, 1977). 

Thirdly, the meridional variations of the basic state will promote 

the influence of harmonics of the unstable wave. In Phillips' meridion

ally uni form model, the sel f-i nteraction of the slowly changi ngunstabl e 

wave generates a correction to the mean flow but not a second or higher 

zonal harmonic of that wave at any significant amplitude. This is a con-
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sequence of the very s impl e meri di onal structure of that model. In gen

eral, the introduction of a meridionally varying basic state will lead to 

the generation of higher zonal harmonics of the unstable wave in addition 

to the mean flow correction. When, in the latter part of Chapter Four, 

we examine the evolution of a weakly unstable wave against a meridionally 

varying background in the absence of triad interactions, we will find that 

these higher harmonics are as significant as the mean flow correction in 

their effect on the amplitude of the fundamental wave. It is not clear 

in advance, whether the effects of higher harmonics will be stabilizing 

or destabilizing. 

In the non-linear dynamics that is to follow in Chapter 4, we wish to 

examine not only the interaction of an unstable wave with the mean flow, 

but also its interaction with other linear eigenmodes. The enhanced var

iety of inter-modal energy exchanges that is made possible by the inclu

sion of meridional variation will be a factor in this. In the model that 

we intend to study, the streamwise direction will be the zonal direction 

and the cross-stream direction, the meridional direction. Although the 

description above suggested meridional shear of the zonal velocity field 

as a source of cross-stream variation it is both algebraically simpler 

and computationally simpler to introduce meridional variation via the bot

tom boundary condition, as a meridionally varying topographic slope. As 

well as reflecting a genuine physical source of meridional variation, this 

produces effects dynamically equivalent to those features of interest that 

were indicated above, namely the introduction of meridional variation into 

the potential vorticity gradient and non-trigonometric meridional depen

dence in the linear eigenfunctions. 
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A f~w mote general remarks are a,ppropriate here. Usually problems 

which, while retaining the vertical variation of the potential vorticity 

gradient necessary to support baroclinic instability, also include merid

ional variations of that gradient, are diffic'ult to solve analytically. 

They involve partial differential equations with coefficients that vary 

in y and z. Several investigators have examined the linear stability 

properties of such flows and have usually used numerical techniques (e.g., 

Pedlosky, 1964; Simmons, 1974; Brown, 1969). They have usually looked at 

such problems from a rather global point of view and have not explored in 

detail the nature of the slowly growing unstable modes lying close to the 

stability boundary. The main objective of the next chapter is to look at 

the finite amplitude evolution of weakly baroclinically unstable modes of 

one such flow when the flow is close to critical. As a prerequisite for 

this, we need to have a fairly detailed understanding of the linear prob

lem in a part of parameter space that corresponds to slowly growing un

stable modes. In what follows, we will present a numerical survey of one 

such region and then, by taking advantage of the fact that we are inter

ested in only a small region of parameter space, develop an analytic 

description of the properties of the unstable modes in that region. 

Model Description 

We wish to examine a model that (a) has a vertical structure that is 

as simpl e as possibl e yet capabl e of supporti ng barocl ini c instabi 1 ity 

and (b) contains meridional variations of the meridional gradient of 

potential vorticity yet cannot support barotropic instability. Conse-
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quently, we choose to use a two-layer model confined to a zonal channel 

(c.f. the two-level model of Phillips, 1954). The basic flow consists of 

a zonal velocity U in the upper layer and a resting lower layer. U is 

independent of y (the meridional direction) thus the model contains vert

ical shear but not horizontal shear. The height of the lower boundary is 

allowed to vary meridionally so that the topographic slope is a function 

of y, hy (y) • The contri buti on of the topographi c a-effect introduces 

meridional variation into the basic potential vorticity gradient of the 

lower 1 ayer, Triy• 

Making the usual quasi geostrophi c scaling assumptions (Pedlosky, 

1979b), the linear problem can be described in the following, non-dimen

sional fonn: 

2 at [(9 - F) ~2 + F ~1] + [a - FU + hy(Y)] ~2x = 0 (3.2) 

The layer depths have been taken to be the same, a and U are positive and 

the channel walls lie at y=O and. y=1. Subscript 1 identifies the upper 

layer. We will take hy to have the form: 

(3.3) 

Define 

TT1y = a + FU, the potential vorticity gradient 1n the upper layer. 

Tr2y = a - FU + hy(Y) , the potential vorticity gradient in the lower layer. 
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IT1y is uniform and positiv,e. re2y , which contain~ contributions,from the 

planetary vorticity gradient, the equilibrium slope of the interface, and 

the topographic slope, has a minimum~ymin = B - FU - h2' on the center 

1 i ne of the channe 1. "befi ne Bm;: FU + h2• When B > 8m, Tr2y is positive 

throughout the lower layer. The CharneY-Stern (1962) sufficient condition 

for stability is satisfied; the flow must be stable. When B < 8m, TT2y be

comes negative near the middle of the channel. It may now be possible 

for unstable modes to exist. When 8 = Bm - t:. where t:. is small and 

positive, W2y takes the form shown in the accompanying sketch. 

n:lJ 
/a'-

-+--------~----~~-A~--~~~ 

J o 

Before discussing the numerical results we note, for reasons that will 

become apparent later, the existence of a neutral mode that is completely 

trapped to the upper layer. The system possesses normal modes of the form 

(3.4) 

A particular eigensolution is the one: 

c = 0, ~1 = sinwy, (3.5) 

which occurs at a wavenumber k given by 

2' 2 k = (B/U - w ) 
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Provided only that 8 > w2U. this mode exists for both 8 < 8m and 8 > 8m 

and is distinguished by the fact that it is stationary in a frame moving 

with the velocity of the lower layer (which. in this exposition. has been 

chosen to be zero). 

Numerical Results 

After substituting the normal mode form (3.4) for _, the differential 

equations (3.1) and (3.2) can be transformed to normal form by writing 

them in terms of 

By representing -T and -c by a spectral expansion in sines and truncating, 

the differential problem may be expressed approximately as a matrix 

eigenvalue problem. The latter may be solved numerically using standard 

routi nes. 

The search procedure adopted was to fix F = 10.0, U = 1.0, h2 = 5.0 

and then to vary 8 and k2• The results will be represented in a two

dimensi onal parameter domain wi th axes correspondi ng to 8 and k2• For 

the parameters chosen, 8m = 15.0. Since 8 > 8m corresponds to a 

stable flow, we concentrate on 8 < 15.0. Numerically. we fi nd that 8 = 
8m is indeed a stability threshold. Given our predilection for weakly 

growing instabilities, our attention will focus on the region close to 

this threshold. 
. . 

Our first resul tis that, for val ues of 8 close to· but 1 ess than 8m, 

only values of k2 in the vicinity of k~ = 5.13 are unstable. The doma.in 

of instability is shown in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2. The unstable domain 
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Figure 3.1: The tip of the numerically determined marginal curve 
plotted in the (k2 , 8) plane. Case 1: F = 10.0, U = 1.0, h2 = 5.0 
(8m = 15.0). 
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Figure 3.2: The full marginal curve for the gravest unstable mode of 
Case 1. 
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2 2 . 
exhibits a cusp, the tip being located at a = am = 15.0, k .. = kO.= 5.13. 

The two branches of the margi nal curve that 1 eave thi s poi nt have some 

di sti ncti ve characteri sti cs. The 1 eft-hand branch corresponds to the 

curve k2 = (a/U - '11'2). In the v{cinity of the tip, the right-hand branch 

is fitted well by the curve 

Near the cusp tip the range of unstable wavenumbers is of 0(63/ 2) in width 

where, 6 = am - a, the distance below the tip. This interval lies to the 

1 eft of the criti cal wavenumber k6. Thus for a range of wavenumbers 

(approximately 2.2633 < k < 2.265), if one were to fix k at a value in 

this interval and increase a from zero, one would observe first instabil-

ity, then an interval of stability followed by an interval of instability, 

and finally stability for all a > (k2 + 'II'2)U. 

For a fixed value of 6 > 0, moving k across the interval of unstable 

wavenumbers, we find that there are a pair of modes whose phase speeds c 

are complex conjugates. Considering the variation in c = cr + ci for the 

unstable mode, the numerical results suggest that, as k --> k1(a), the 

left-hand branch of the marginal curve, c --> 0, while as k --> k2(a), 

the right-hand branch, ci --> 0, cr --> constant, cO(a), (see Fig

ure 3.3). As 6 is increased, cO(a) increases in proportion to 62 

(see Figure 3.4). The maximum value of ci attained in going between 

k1 and k2 seems commensurate with co(s). 
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Figure 3.3: The real and imagi nary parts of the phase speed, cr and 
ci, plotted against the square of the wavenumber. B = 14.96, 
~ = 0.04 (F = 10.0, U = 1.0, h2 = 5.0). 
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Figure 3.4: The phase speed along the right-hand branch of the 
marginal curve, co(s), plotted against the supercriticality 6.. 
(F = 10.0, U = 1.0, h2 = S.O). 
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Eigenfunction Structure 

The structures of eigenfunctions near the cusp point are typified by 

the example shown in Figures 3.5, which corresponds to B = 14.96, k = 

2.261. The upper layer streamfunction differs little from the shape of 

sin TrY. The lower layer streamfunction is much weaker than that in the 

upper layer and is concentrated in a thin region about the mid-line of 

the channel. As one increases ~ while keeping k near the center of the 

unstable interval, the lower layer streamfunction increases in amplitude 

(relative to the upper layer), the width of the central region broadens 

and the di fference in ampl i tude between the central zone and the regi on 

outsi de thi s becomes 1 ess marked. at the same time the shape of the 

upper layer streamfunction departs more from that of sin TrY. 

At a fixed value of ~, as k is moved closer toward the left-hand 

branch of the margi nal curve, the lower 1 ayer streamfunction becomes 

steadily weaker. 

Numerical results were also obtained for different settings of the 

'fixed' parameters, F, U, and h2• These results were qualitatively 

similar to those already discussed. For comparison, Figures 3.6 to 3.7 

illustrate some aspects of the case F = 6.6164, U = 1.0, h2 = 9.8836, 

for which Bm = 16.5. Here h2/FU is larger than the previous example 

and the relative meridional variation of Tr2y is correspondingly larger. 

As a result, the cusp of the marginal curve is more pronounced in Figure 

3.6 than in 3.2. The internal 1 ayer structure pecul i ar to the slowly 

growing normal modes can be seen at larger absolute values of the super

criticality parameter ~; for example, the structures of the streamfunc-
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Figure 3.5: a) The rna gn ; tu de of the lower 1 ayer s treamfunc ti on for the 
unstable mode ate = 14.96, k = 2.261 (F = 10.0, U = 1.0, h2= 5.0). 
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c) Zonally averaged heat flux (multiplied by F) as a 
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tions of the unstable normal mode at 8 = 16.3 (A = 0.2) and k = 2.544, 

which are shown in Figure 3.7, exhibit the same characteristic features 

as those in Fi gure 3.5. The 1 arger extent of the weakly supercri tical 

regime is also reflected in the values of the phase speed c which are 

smaller at a given small value of A for the current choice of F, U and 

h2 than for the earlier set of parameter values at the same A. 

For this second choice of parameters we have also calculated several 

diagnostic fields associated with the unstable linear mode. These are 

shown in Figure 3.8 and include: 

heat flux x F FVa 

upper layer momentum flux u1v1 

lower layer momentum flux u2v2 

upper layer Reynolds stress divergence -a y (u1 vi) 

lower layer Reynolds stress divergence -ay (u2v2) 

upper mean meridional velocity vi 

mean vertical velocity w 

upper mean zonal momentum tendency u1t 

lower mean zonal momentum tendency u2t 

mean temperature tendency 9 t 

The overbar denotes a zonal. mean. 
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For reference, the zero-crossi ngs of the basic potenti al vorticity 

gradi ent in the lower 1 ayer, Tr2y' whi ch is parabol i c in the 

neighborhood of y = 1/2, occur at y = 0.47 and y = 0.53. 

First, we note that the quadratic fluxes of temperature and momentum 

induce a three-cell meridional circulation in the sense sketched below. 

:J = , 

The central cell, which is thermally indirect, is stronger and wider than 

the two outer, d i rec t cell s. Note tha tin the sketc h, the meri di ona 1 

extent of the cell s has been exaggerated. The central cell is located 

wi thi n the IIi nner region ll defi ned by the peak of the lower 1 ayer stream 

function. Note that w does not quite return to zero at y = 0.5 in 3.8(h). 

This is a result of error accumulated during an application of Simpson's 

rule in the algorithm which computes v. 
The meridional eddy heat flux is concentrated in the middle of the 

channel in a strong poleward peak but there is a significant negative lobe 

near y = 0.42. The heat flux will be discussed in more detail later. The 

meridional eddy· fluxes of zonal momentum are antisymmetric about y = 1/2 

for this symmetric normal mode. Both show positive peaks within the inner 

region although the sharper peak is seen in the lower layer • 

• 
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The tendencies are related to the eddy fluxes and the mean meridional 

circulation by 

and V2 = -vi. In 3.8{e) and 3.8{f), we see that the divergence of the 

Reynold's stress in each layer exhibits a sharp positive central peak and 

a smaller negative lobe just outside this. The divergence is stronger in 

the lower 1 ayer' than in the upper. The senses of the divergences at the 

center of the channel are such as to accelerate the zonal flow in each 

1 ayer. However, the Cori oli s force on the mean meri dional flow in the 

upper layer is negative at the center of the channel, decelerating the 

mean flow. In the upper layer, the magnitudes of the effects of the mean 

circulation and the eddy fluxes are similar so that they cancel. As a 

result, the mean zonal flow tendency in the upper layer is nearly zero at 

the center of the channel, although it ;s weakly positive equatorward and 

poleward of this. Near the channel center, in the lower layer, the accel

erati ng effects of the mean meri di ona lc i rcul ati on and the eddy momentum 

convergence are ;n the same sense, although that of the momentum converg

ence is the stronger. The lower zonal flow is accelerated near the chan-

nel center. 
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Equatorward of about y = 0.47, the lower layer zonal flow is deceler

ated. This deceleration zone still lies within the lIinner region ll of the 

probl em. South of y = 0.39, the momentum tendency of 1 ayer two is very. 

small. The upper 1 ayer flow is decel erated south of about y = 0.45 and 

the deceleration band extends into the outer region. The magnitude of 

the upper zonal flow tendency is al ways much small er [by a factor of 

0(100)] than the similar lower layer quantity. 

The acceleration of the mean vertical shear is dominated by u2t • The 

shear is reduced near the center of the channel from about y = 0.47 to 

Y = 0.53 and increased in the regions 0.39 < y < 0.47 and 0.53 < y < 0.61. 

Recall that the mean potential vorticity gradient in the lower layer is 

where we have decomposed the mean zonal velocity in the upper layer into 

its basic state value U and a modification IT1• For y = 1/2 + n, n « 1, 

this is approximately 

1T2y h 2 2 (- -) -= - ~ + 2 2 1T n - F u1 - u2 - U2yy 

If we consider the TIl and u2 that would be generated by the eddy fluxes 

and meridional circulation based on the linear modal structure, then 

roughly speaki ng 

Thus -_ + h 21T2 n 2 u - ~ 2 'I - 2yy 
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In the region where ~2 < ~/2~2h2; i.e., where, for the basic state alone, 

~2y < 0; U2yy is negative. Outside this region, in the domain NO.6 ) 

1/2 + ~) N 0.53,U2yy is positive. Schematically, the effect of the 

corrections is both to reduce the degree of supercriticality in the 

central region and to flatten ~2y' broadening the scale of the inner 

region in which ~2y is small. 

In the non-linear discussion we shall refer to both of the choices of 

parameter settings that have been mentioned. For ease of reference, we 

shall label the values as follows: 

Case 1. F = 10.0, 

Case 2. F = 6.6164 

U = 1.0, 

U = 1.0, 

h2 = 5.0 

h2 = 9.8836 

(8m = 15.0) 

(8m = 16.5) 

Heuristic Explanation of the Meridional Structure of ~2 

There are some striking features in the numerical results. Firstly, 

as the maximum critical value of 8 is approached, the phase speed of the 

unstab 1 e mode tends to zero. Secondl y , in the same 1 i mi t, the lower 

streamfunction of the unstable eigenfunction becomes increasingly concen

trated near the center of the channel. Outside this region, ~2 --) 0 

as ~ --) O. The neighborhood of the center of the channel is distinguished 

by the fact that ~2y is approxi mately zero there. El sewhere ~2y is 

0(1). We can explain the qualitative structure of ~2 as follows. 

One can obtain a qualitative feeling for why the lower layer stream

function is concentrated near the ··center of the channel by considering 

the potential vorticity dynamics of the lower layer. The potential vor

ticity balance in the lower layer is given by 
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We have seen that ~2 is small so that, as far as an order of magnitude 

argument is concerned, we have that 

c F ~1 - 1f2y ~2 

(In the outer region, 2 
3y ~2 « ~1' and the suggested balance is not only 

correct in terms of magnitude but is also a good approximation. In the 

inner region, 3~ (62 - ~1 so that the above balance, in general, yields 

the correct size for ~2 but is no longer a good approximation. Note that 

the omitted term a~ (62 prevents ~2 from becoming singular at the two 

points in the inner region at which 1f2y = 0 as the above balance alone 
woul d suggest.) 

We can estimate the size of ~2 using 

~2 - c F (61 / 1f2y(y) 

In the outer region 1f2y is 0(1) so that 

~2 - 0 (c F (61) 

but in an inner region of width 0(~1/2) about the channel center, 1f2y is 

small, O(~), so that there 

(62 - 0 (~-1 c F (61) , 

-1 i.e., larger by a factor ~ • If we normalize (61 to be 0(1) and use the 

fact that c.ts n(~2), then we can see that ~2 will be 0(~2), in the outer 

region and O(~) in the inner region. 

-
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In Phillips· model, V2y is independent of y. As A -~> 0, V2y is then 

of O(A) over the entire channel while c N O{A1/2). There is therefore no 

mechanism similar to that above to force ~2 to be small over some part of 

the channel. 

Analytical Model 

Noting the relations between k, c and A suggested by the numerical 

results, one can construct an approximate solution to the equations (3.1) 

and (3.2) that is asymptotically valid as A --> O. This is not a com

plete solution in this neighborhood, being restricted to those modes for 

which c --> 0 as A --> O. 

Rewriting (3.1) and (3.2) in terms of normal modes yields 

(3.7 ) 

(3.8) 

We restrict attention to the case 4 v2 > Bm/U 2 > v • The numerical 

resul ts suggest that the 1 eft-hand branch of the rna rgi na 1 curve is the 

locus of the stationary neutral modes noted earlier, namely 

We look at wavenumbers close to this curve and set 

2 
- v , 

2 k1 = l/U 

Expand ... 
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.We divide the y-interva1 into inner and outer regions, the inner corre-

sponding to 

·1 y - } I - 0(.1/2); and define .1/2 n • Y - } 

The n~nerica1 results show that the unstable mode is symmetric about y = 

1/2 so we will restrict our attention to symmetric solutions. We expand 

the streamfunctions: 

Inner: 

(3.9) 

Outer: '" _ .JJ ( 0 ) + A 3/2 ... IJ (2) + A 2 AI, ( 3) + P1 - T1 u "r1+ u T1+ ••• 

(3.10) 
2J.,(1) + 

~2 = t:. T2 ••• 

In the inner expansion of ~1' we have included a term of O[t:.2 1n (i/t:.)]. 

When we examine the potential vorticity balance in the inner region, we 

will find no direct forcing for this term. However, when we attempt to 

match the inner solution to the outer solution, we will discover that the 

term in question is necessary to allow the two solutions to join smoothly. 

Note that~I2~n will be a homogeneous solution of the relevant inner 

problem. 

T~e potential vorticity equations become 

Outer: 

(3.11 ) 
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Inner: 2 2 l 
an ~1 = - ~ n ~1 - ~ F ~2 + 

(.~ + [1/c1 - (M/c1) n2]) ~2 = - • F ~1 + 

Boundary conditions are ~1 = 0 = ~2 at y = 1. 

From the outer problem we discover that 

l' ~ 0 ) = sin ny 

.... h (3) 
T 1+ 

c1 F sin ny 
= h2 (1+ cos 2ny) 

In the inner region, 

and 

where A and R(3) are constants. 

(3.12) 

. .. , 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.1S) 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 
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l' ~ 1) is determi ned by 

Rescal i ng 

thi s becomes 

where 

Except where v = 0, 2, 4, ••• this has a formal solution 

1/2 00 

(1) (c1 ) L 1 t 2 = - F 21M n=O v-2n 
2-n 1 

if!"" 

which, when v ~ 1,3, ••. , may be re-expressed as 

c 1/2 [t f'] t(1) = F( 1} r(-v) 0 a)I 0 (-r) + 0 (-J) 00 0" (JI) 
2 ilM (21T)1/2 v v v v 

-00 

(3.18) may be rewritten 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 
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As ! --> OCI 

The asymptoti c form of the inner sol uti on in the upper 1 ayer as 1 --> 00 

is then 

For the outer solution, as n --> 0, 

(3.24) 

... J 

Matching the terms proportional to A21 yields a dispersion relation 

(3.25) 
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By using an integral transform solution, of (3.19), valid for -1 < \I < 0, 
, . 

integrating to find the integral on the right-hand side of (3.25) and then 

extending the result to \I eC, \I ~ 0, 2, ••• , by. analytic continuation, 

one finds that 

2 2 ( ci\3/4 1 
k2 = 1f F fII) r (- z.) / r (Z" - z.) (3.26) 

The dispersion 

general, real k~. 

relation gives c1 as an implicit function of k~ for 

It becomes invalid in the limit k~ --> 00 since then 

\I --> 2n, where n = 0, 1, ••• , the operator on the left-hand side of 

equation (3.19) becomes singular and the forcing on the right-hand side 

does not satisfy the necessary secularity condition. Equation (3.26) is 

invalid also when k~ < O{A1/ 2) on all branches for which c1 -/-> a as k~ 

--> a because higher order terms, neglected here, become significant. 

However, Equation (3.26) remains valid as k~ --> a on those branches 

for whi ch c1 --> a at the same time. These 1 atter happen to be the 

branches that correspond to the growi ng and decayi ng modes. In both 

regions of invalidity, the expansion procedure can be reordered to obtain 

the correct extension of the dispersion relation to these regions. 

While it is difficult to plot the two complex branches of Equation 

(3.26) in order to compare them with the numerical work, we can reproduce 

some of the features of the numerical results. Regarding k~ as a 

function of ci ' we find that 

-
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In the neighborhood of this 

so that 

Thus, provided that d2k~/dc~lc1 ~ 0, k~ = k~ should correspond to a bi

furcation from a pair of neutral modes to an unstable and a stable mode. 
2 .... 2 

Thus k2 = k2 is a candidate for the position of the right-hand branch of 

the marginal curve. Looking at the numerical results in the neighborhood 

of the cusp tip we can estimate that branch as 

where 4.34 

Similarly, we may find numerically that the phase speed of the marginal 

modes on the right-hand branch of the marginal curve is given by 

- 2 c = c1 ~ where c1 = 0.0258 

The numerical and theoretical values for k~ and C1 are in close agreement. 

Energy B a 1 ance 

From the theoretical results, we know that in the outer region 
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while in the inner region 

where f(I) is a function satisfying [a: + (\I + 1/2 - 1/4} 2)] f = - .(i/2. 

For the unstable mode, the argument of c1 is generally 0(1) and e: (0, 

~/2). The phase shift between the upper and lower layer streamfunctions 

is 0(1) over both the outer and most of the inner region. 

The energy equation for the unstable mode may be put in the form 

where E is the sum of the kinetic and potential energies of the two layers 

averaged over a zonal wavelength and integrated over the channel width. 

Energy is released by the baroclinic conversion mechanism as the pertur

bation generates a net rectified heat flux down the meridional temperature 

gradient of the basic state. 

We can decompose the source term into contributions from the inner and 

outer regions and indicate the scale of the various terms in the energy 

equati on 

-
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= k UF J * + k UF J * at E 1m (-1 -2 ) 1m (-1 -2) 
&f inner &f outer 

! 1 1 t t f 1 t 
0(~2) 0(1) 0(~1/2) 0(1) O(~) 0(1) 0(1) 0(~2) 

h t . t 
p ase sh,ft phase shHt 

= 0(1) = 0(1) 

We see that, locally, the heat flux in the inner region is relatively 

strong, O(~). The width of the inner region is 0(~1/2) but most of the 

heat flux cancels when integrated across the inner region so that the net 

energy release in the inner region is 0(~2). The energy released in 

the outer region has a similar order of magnitude,0(~2), thus both the 

inner and outer regions are important in the release of available poten

tial energy to the perturbation. 

Figure 3.5(c) shows the heat flux, multiplied by F, as a function of 

y, that is associated with the unstable mode whose streamfunctions were 

plotted in Figures 3.5(a) and (b). Figure 3.7(c) shows F times the heat 

flux for the unstable mode of Figures 3.7(a) and (b). In each case, one 

notes that next to the central positive maximum there 1 ies a negative 

minimum of the heat flux. These two extrema, which are both associated 

with the inner region, largely cancel when the heat flux is integrated 

across the channel. 

In addition to the heat fluxes, there are weak, divergent, horizontal 

Reynolds stresses associated with the unstable mode. In the upper layer, 

these exist in both the inner and outer regions and are 0(~2). In the 

lower layer, the horizontal Reynolds stress is 0(~2) in the inner region 
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but 0(1I4) in ,the outer [see Figure 3.8(b) and (c)]. Because of the ab~ 

sence of horizontal shear, there is no net barotropic energy conversion 

associ ated wi th these divergent stre"sses. Had the meri di onal vari ati on 

been furnished by horizontal shear of the basic velocity field rather 

than topography, in such a way as to produce similar potential vorticity 

gradients one woul d expect to see some barotropi c energy exchange wi th 

the mean flow occurring alongside the baroclinic conversion. This might 

either augment or reduce the growth rate of the baroclinic instability 

depending on the sign of the barotropic exchange. However, provided that 

the shear is such that the general properties of the potential vorticity 

gradients are unchanged and the minimum upper layer velocity remains pos

itive, the essential properties of this baroclinic mode of instability 

should remain unchanged. 

Neutral Modes 

So far attention has been focussed on the unstable mode of the system. 

The neutral modes, however, also have some interesting aspects. When k2 

is in the neighborhood of k6' one can divide the neutral modes into two 

distinct classes. The first class will consist of modes with c = 0(1) 

and streamfunctions that are 0(1) in both layers. They will not possess 

any internal layer structure and formally they will form an infinite set 

with progressively shorter meridional scales. These are simply analogues 

of the rJ = (l,y) sin n "frY exp(ikx) normal modes of Phillips' model and 

will not be considered further. 

The second cl~ss is an infinite set of neutral modes~ all having phase 

speeds of 0(1I2), an upper layer streamfunction of 0(1), an internal layer 

.,. 
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near the mid-line of the channel, and a lower layer streamfunction that 

is weak. The dispersion relations, for k2 near k~, are given by Equation 

(3.26) and are simply those branches of c1 (k~) that do not correspond to 

the stable/unstable mode pair discussed above. These branches are shown 

in Fi gure 3.9. These modes are nearly stationary (more generally, they 

propagate at velocities close to the speed of the lower layer). Thinking 

back to the analytical study, we see that for these modes the zonal struc

ture and fast time dependence (w = 0 in this case) are determined together 

in the leading order problem but that the meridional structure problem is 

degenerate, only the meridional structure of the leading order part of the 

upper layer streamfunction (i.e., sin ~y) is determined at this order. The 

full meridional structure, in particular the internal layer structure of 

each mode, is not determined until higher order. The neutral modes each 

have a di fferent internal 1 ayer structure whi ch depends on the c1 appro

priate to that mode, i.e., on the slow time scale behavior of the mode. 

The exi stence of this i nfi ni te set of neutral modes each havi ng a 

period comparable to the e-folding time of the unstable mode and differ-
I 

ing in their internal layer structures, has a significance for any weakly 

finite amplitude study. Heuristically, any non-linear interaction that 

produces a resultant that is "resonant" with the unstable wave will also 

be "resonant" with these neutral modes. The technical consequence of this 

is that the determination of the internal layer structure of the finite 

amplitude solution is coupled to the determination of the slow time scale 

behavior. This is to be contrasted with the weakly finite amplitude solu

tion for Phillips' model (away from minimum critical shear) where the 
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Fi gure 3.9: Di spers; on curves for the fi rs t three slow, neutral mode 
solutions of (3.26). 

-
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determination of the spatial structure and the slow evo1utton are 

separated. 

Concluding Remarks 

The resu1 ts of thi s chapter have reveal ed that the i ntroducti on of 

meridional variation into Phillips' model alters the structure of the 

slowly growing normal modes of the linear problem in a rather novel way. 

We see a "critical 1ayer" phenomenon in which the lower layer streamfunc

tion is concentrated in a narrow meridional strip in the region in which 

the potential vorticity gradient of the basic state, in that layer, is 

small. A similar development is not seen in the meridionally uniform 

Phillips model because, when the equilibrium flow is slightly supercriti

cal, the region of small lower layer potential vorticity gradient is not 

localized meridional1y. We have observed both a lengthening of the growth 

rate time scal e for the sl i ght1y supercri tical modes and a tendency for 

them to move with phase speeds that are almost the same as the velocity 

of the lower layer. 

Al though the di fferences between the meri dionally varying model and 

the uniform model become less pronounced as one moves away from the near

critical region of parameter space, the fact that the slightly unstable 

modes form the cornerstone of the weakly finite amplitude theory lends 

significance to the differences between the two 1 inear models. In addi

tion. the appearance of a set-of neutral modes having similar zonal struc

ture and fast time dependence as the unstab1 e mode can be expected to 

influence the finite amplitude dynamics. 
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In view of the small meridional scale and the reversal of sign of the 

heat flux associated with a slowly growing mode, a fairly closely spac~d 

set of point measurements of the heat flux associated with any experimen

tal or geophysical realization of such a mode, would be required before 

the flux could be adequately resolved. 

We note the curious feature that, while in this model the presence of 

topographic relief has a profound effect on the near-critical modes, both 

the mean flow and the disturbance velocities are weak in the lower layer. 

One might not, at first, anticipate the role played by topography in the 

behavior of such modes. 
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CHAPTER 4 

4. Baroc1inic instability in a meridiona11y varying two-layer model: 

Weakly non-linear theory. 

In this chapter we will describe some of the weakly finite amplitude 

behavior of slowly growing unstable modes in the meridiona11y varying 

two-layer model. The results of this should be compared with those of 

the weakly finite amplitude theory for a meridiona11y uniform model (Ped

losky, 1970). It will become apparent that there is a considerable dif

ference in the behavior of the two models. This is due to the differences 

in the structure of the normal mode solution of the two-linear models. 

We will not be ab1 e to present a comp1 ete sol uti on of the weakly 

finite amplitude problem. Instead, we shall develop a set of amplitude 

equations that govern the evolution of a slightly supercritica1 unstable 

mode in the period immediately following the linear phase of its growth. 

We shall include interactions between the unstable wave and some of the 

neutral Rossby waves supported by the system. However, only two neutral 

waves will be considered and these will be assumed to form a resonant 

triad with the unstable wave. Here we are selecting only one of the many 

resonant triads involving the unstable wave that actually exist. In this 

way, we discover something of the role which wave-wave interaction may 

play in the evolution of the unstable wave, yet retain some degree of 

tractability in the problem. In the 'real', physical problem one would 

have to include all such triads. Instead of solving this complete prob

lem in a consistent way, we are choosing to study a method. 

_. 
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One of the things to come out of the derivation of the amplitude 

equations will be the result that the contribution to the evolution of 

the unstable wave that is made by wave/mean flow interaction will be 

smaller than the terms that arise as a result of interaction with the 

neutral waves. This is a surprising result. It means that, in the asymp

totic limit of small supercriticality, the effects of modification to the 

~ean flow induced by the unstable wave, can be neglected in at least the 

early stages of t.~e non-linear evolution. In the corresponding theory 

for the meridionally uniform model, this wave/mean flow interaction was 

responsiole for the vacillation cycle into which the unstable wave was 

ensnared. If we are forced to neglect that mechanism here, we are left 

with the question of whether the interaction between the unstable wave 

and neutral waves can halt the growth of the unstable wave that is being 

driven by the baroclinic instability mechanism. In fact, we must also 

pose the question of whether the ampl itudes of the sidebands can grow 

from the very small levels that one might associate with noise-like ini

tial conditions, to levels at which the sidebands can begin to affect the 

evolution of the unstable wave. In order to do this the sidebands have 

to be able to extract energy from the unstable wave while it in turn is 

growing as a result of baroclinic instability. The mechanism of this 

will be discussed in more detail later. 

At the amplitude scales appropriate to a resonant triad interaction 

on the O(~-2) time scale, the harmonics of the three principle waves, 

including those of the slow, unstable wave, are not important in the 

determination of the evolution. Provided tilat the triad mechanism equil

ibrates the unstable wave, the effects of higher harmonics and of the mean 
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flow correction will be limited to time scales that are longer than 

O(A-2). If resonant triad interactions are inhibited, say by a quan-

tization of the zonal wavenumbers permitted in the system, then the 

linear instability mechanism will cause the unstable wave to grow beyond 

the ampli tude 1 eve1 at whi ch triad dynami cs woul d have been important 

[this level will turn out to be O(A2)]. As the unstable wave grows, 

the mean flow correcti on and hi gher harmoni cs that accompany it wi 11 

become larger until they reach an amplitude that enables them to affect 

the evolution of the unstable wave on the linear growth time scale, 

O(A-2). At this stage, non-linearity has become non-trivial and there 

arises the possibility of equilibration of the unstable wave by the 

action of the mean flow and the higher harmonics. It may be shown that 

the amplitude of the unstable wave at this point is O(A3/ 2). The 

triad interaction, when present, is a more powerful non-linear mechanism 

than the wave-mean flow/hi gher harmoni cs i nteracti on, in the sense that 

the former can affect the evol ution of the unstab1 e wave on the 1 i near 

growth time scale at a smaller unstable wave amplitude than can the 

latter process. We will consider the 'single-wave' problem in which the 

triad mechanism is excluded, in the latter part of this chapter. 

The amplitude equations that we derive for the triad problem are too 

difficult for us to solve analytically. To answer the two rhetorical 

questions raised earlier, we turn to numerical simulations of this weakly 

finite amplitude problem. Some of these are discussed below. They illu

strate the fact that some tri ads exist which do restrai n the unstable mode 

at an amplitude level at which the wave/mean flow interaction can be con

sistently neglected on the evolution time scale. It may be the case that 
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the effects of wave/mean flow interaction, though small, are important on 

a longer time scale. 

The remainder of this chapter is arranged in the following way. The 

section immediately below derives the equations that govern the amplitudes 

of the unstable wave and the sidebands in the limit of small supercriti

cality. The first part of this - the material up to Equation (4.1) -

explains the choice of temporal and spatial scales, the appropriate amp

litude scales for the three waves and the way in Which the streamfunction 

is broken up. The notation used in the rest of the chapter is introduced 

here. The analysis between Equations (4.1) and (4.26) is the routine 

application of perturbation methods to obtain the amplitude equations. 

Some comments on the inner layer structure of the lower layer streamfunc-

tion, an important feature of the solution, are made between Equations 

(4.24) and (4.25). Equation (4.27) summarizes the amplitude equations 

for the triad interaction which are the main objective of this section, 

while (4.28) offers an alternative form. The latter part of this section 

provides a heuristic demonstration that the changes to the mean flow are 

too small to affect the evolution described by (4.27) on the o(t.-2) 

time scale. 

The next section, beginning a little above equation (4.31), discusses 

the formal energy balance for the three wave system. This is followed by 

an account of some numerical simulations of the evolution of the unstable 

wave and its sidebands. After this, we turn to the question of the single 

wave evolution of the unstable mode. A brief prefatory secti;)n is suc

ceeded by a section summarizing the derivation of tne amplitude equations 

-
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for the single wave problem [(4.62), (4.53), (4.54) and (4.55)]. A more 

detailed account of this derivation is contained in Appendix B. Some 

aspects of the mean flow corrections and of the higher zonal har:nonics 

are pointed out in a section entitled "Features of the Asymptotic Solu

tion." Finally, the single-wave problem is modelled numerically. Two 

types of simulation were performed. The first, which is of the full 

single-wave problem, is related in the section "Numerical Simulations" 

while the second type, from which the higher harmonics were excluded in 

an attempt to di scover the effects of wave-mean flow i nteracti on alone, 

is considered in the last section of the chapter. 

Asymptotic Evolution Equations 

For a weakly supercritical flow with B = Bm - 6, 0 < 6 «1, the 

1 i near probl em suggests that the time seal e for the evol uti on of an un

stable mode should be 0(62). We therefore introduce a slow time scale 

2 T = 6 t , 

The quasigeostrophic potential vorticity equations become 

(4.0) 
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The y-domain is divided into two regions, an inner region of width 

OU.1/2) about the center 1 ine of the channel and the outer region made 

up of the remainder. We will use y as the meridional 'variable in the 

outer regi on but resort to the scal ed coordi nate, Tl = b. -1/2 (y - 1/2) 

in the inner region. 

We wish to consider a streamfunction dominated by three distinct zonal 

wavenumbers and we will develop the solution as an asymptotic series in b.. 

To keep track of wavenumbers, 1 ayers and positions in asymptotic series 

requires some cumbersome notation which will be explained here. 

~ will be used to denote a streamfunction when considered as a func

tion of x, y and t. It may also be used to refer to the y-dependent part 

of a separated modal component of a streamfunction, e.g., 

~ = r6 (x, y, t) 

~ = A(T) ~ (y) eik(x-ct) • 

The particular usage should be apparent from the context. 

~ will carry up to three affixes in the following positions (i)~~j). 

Here i is an index denoting a particular zonal wavenumber, either 0, 

1 or 2. 

j is an index denoting a position in an asymptotic expansion series. 

k is a suffix denoting the layer, ·either 1 or 2. 
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The abbreviation ~ denotes (~l' ~2). E.g. , -
n2 

«n),sl' (n),s ) ikn (x-cnt) 
~ = 2:- e 

n=n1 
2 

(n),s 
1 = (n)~(O) 1 

+ b.1/ 2 (n)~(l) 
1 

+ b.(n)~(2) 
1 + ••• 

The notation (i)t~j)(y) will be used for the y-structure of (i),s~j). It 

will not be necessary to include higher harmonics of the three waves nor 

correct; ons to the mean fl ow as these only become rel evant at hi gher 

orders in b. than those to which we need extend our calculations. After 

the amplitude equations have been obtained, we will indicate the sizes of 

the mean flow corrections. 

In the present problem, zonal wavenumbers are really parameters spec

ified in advance, however, it is convenient to make this specification in 

the form of a truncated expansion in b., thus, 

Recalling that the natural long time scale for the problem is O(b.-2), we 

write the phase speeds of the linear modes found at the above wavenumbers 

as expansions up to O(b.3/ 2): (j)c = (j )cO + b. (j )c1 + b. 3/2 (j )c2• Time-

scales up to and including O(b.-3/ 2) will be regarded as fast time scales. 

We require that the three principal waves satisfy the usual conditions for 

resonant triads on these fast time scales. These conditions are that the 

sums of the frequencies and wavenumbers vanish to O(b.3/2). If we assume 
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that (O)k is the wavenumber of the weakly unstable wave while (1)k and 

(2)k correspond to the neutral waves, the resonance conditions become 

(O)k + 
r 

(1)k + 
r 

(2)k r = 0 r = 0, 1, 2, 3 

(1 )k 
0 

(1)c + 
0 

(2)k 
0 

(2)cO = 0 

(1 )k 
0 

(1) c + 
1 

(2)k 
0 

(2)c1 - 1 ((1)c 
2" 0 

(1)k2j(1)k 
1 0 

+ (2) c 
0 

(2)k2j(2)k ) 
1 0 

(1)k 
0 

(1)c + 
2 

(2)k 
0 

(2)c + 
2 

1 ((1)c 
2" 0 

(1)k 2j(1)k 
2 0 

+ (2)c 
0 

(2\2j (2)k ) 
2 0 

= 0 

= 0 

An additional notational device that will sometimes be used but often 

omitted, is the employment of the suffixes lout l and lin l to denote the 

outer and inner regions of the y-domain. 

We re-define the streamfunctions to take into account the natural 

amplitude scales of the waves. With an obvious abuse of notation, 

(O)~ = ~3 (O)~ 
2 in 2 in 

Henceforth we will work with the scaled streamfunctions on the right-hand 

side of these expressions, unless otherwise indicated. 
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In comparison to the triad interaction problems considered by Loesch 

(1974), the amplitude scales for the sidebands are unusual. In this prob

lem, the sideband amplitudes are larger than that of the unstable wave. 

They are also larger than one would expect from a consideration of more 

traditional triad interaction problems. In a straightforward resonant 

triad interaction, the amplitudes of waves interacting on a A-2 time

scale would ordinarily be 0(A2). 

The streamfunctions will be expanded 

j = 1,2 

(O)~ _ (O)~ (0) + A (O)~ (1) + A3/ 2 (O)~ (2) + A2 (O)~ (3) + ••• 
lout - 1 1 1+ 1+ 

(O)~ (O)~ (1) + .1/2 (O)~ (2) + 
~2 out = ~2 u ~2 

... 

Because of symmetry considerations we need only solve the problem in 

1/2 ~y ~ 1. The 1+1 suffix is used in two of the terms in the expansion 

of (0)~1 out to make thi s expl icit since the functional form of these 

two terms is different in the two halves of the channel. 

Some further pieces of nomencl ature are: the use of J (j) (A,B) to 

denote the projection of the Jacobian of A and B onto the j(th) Fourier 
. (j)k 

component, e' x; the use of jl in some equations to denote the second 
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neutral wave when j denotes the fir·st; and the use of q to symbol ize the 

perturbation potential vorticity associated with ~. 

Substituting the neutral streamfunctions into the quasigeostro~hic 

potential vorticity equations yields the following equations for the 

Fourier components corresponding to the neutral waves: 

(U - (j)c ) [(a 2 Jj)k 2 - F)(j)~ + F(j)~] + (a + FU) (j)~ = 
o y 0 12m 1 

,[ [1 - (U -(j)co)(j)kil (j)-1 + (j)c1 [(a; -(j)k~ -F) (j)~1 + F (j)-21] + 

+ ,3/2 [(U -(j)co) (j)K~ (j)-1 + (j)c2 [(a; -(j)k~ -F) (j)-1 + F (j)-21] 

+ ,2 [(U Jj)co) (j)k~ (j)-1 + (j)c1 (j)ki (j)-1 - .(1I k aT (j\ 
, 0 

1 [J ( ( 0 ) ~ (j I ) q ) + J ( (j I ) ~ ( 0) q )]] 
- i(j)k (j) l' 1 (j) l' 1 

o 

-(j)co [(a; - (j)k6 -F)(j)~2 + F(j)~l] + (am - FU + hy) (j)~2 = 

, [11 + (j)co (j\i) (j)-2 + (j)c1 [(a; -(j)k~ -F) (j)-2 + F (jl_11J 
+ ,3/2 [-(j)co (jlk~ (j)-2 + (jlc2 [(a; Jj)k~ -F) (jl_2 + F (jl_11] 

+ A2 [(j)c (j)k2 (j),i + (j)c (j)k2 (j),i 1 (j) 
u - 0 3 P2 1· 1 P2 - i{j)k aT q2-

o 

j = 1,2 

Here am = FU - hy(1/2), as in Chapter 3, so that a = am - b.. 

r 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 
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We use the expansions of the streamfunctions and collect all the terms 

of sim1l ar 'order to produce a sequence of probl ems for the successive 

terms in the expansions. At leading order, 

{a2 _ {j}k2 F} {j}(6{O} {j}(6{O} + 
B + FU {j}(6{O} + F m = 0 y o - 1 2 U - (j)co 1 (4.2a) 

{a2 _ {j\~ - F} {j}(6{O} (j}(6{O) B - FU + h {j }(6(O) + F m 't. = 0 
Y 2 1 - (j)c 2 

0 

(4.2b) 

This pair of ODEs with y-dependent coefficients is an eigenvalue problem 

for the leading order part of the phase speed of the sideband, {j)co' 

Its solutions can be readily determined numerically. Solving (4.2) yields 

the dispersion relations for the side bands 

and the leading order meridional structure of the streamfunctions. There 

is, of course, an infinite set of possible meridional modes. We suppose 

that we have selected a particular meridional mode for each sideband. 

This fixes {j}co and the functions (j)'fl{y), {j)"f2{y}, in the leading 

order streamfunctions which we write 

The next two orders a{t.} and O{A3/ 2} serve only to determine the 

corrections to the phase speeds and meri dional structures due to the 
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differences at OL~) and 0(t.3 /2) between the true wavenumber (j)k and 

the leading order term (j)kO• At O(t.), the problem we obtain is 

uJ}J eo [[(j)e1 (a~-(j)k~-F)' 1- (u-(j)eo)(j\il(j)~fO) ,(j)e1 F(j)~~O)] 

1 [(j)c1 F (j){61(0) + [(j)c1 (Oy2 Jj)k02 -F) + (1 + (j)c (j)k2)](j){6(0)1 
- (J)c 0 1 2 J 

o 
(4.3) 

where Lj is the matrix differential operator on the left-hand side of 4.2. 

Since Lj is a self-adjoint singular operator, the forcing in (4.3) 

must satisfy a secularity condition, 

1 dy (j) t. ( r • h • s .) = 0 

This yields an auxiliary dispersion relation 

With this value of (j)c (4.3) can now be solved for the meridional 
l' 

structure of (j)t(l). Because of the singular nature of Lj this 

will take the form 

Here (j )..,,(1 ) - = (0, (j)1~1)), where (j)i'~l) can be determined from the 
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upper layer equation in (4.3), and an arbitrary multiple of (j)~(O) can be 
-

added to the sol uti on. We wi 11 choose the constant al so that· 

i .e. , 

The problem at 0(~3/2) is dealt with in a similar fashion. 

The first significant higher order problem occurs at 0(~2) where, 

1 J ((0)",(0) (jl)q(O» + [(j)c (j)k2 + (U-(j)co) (j)k 23] (j)"'l(O) 
- . (j )k (j ) JIll' 1 1 1 'fJ 

1 0 

(4.4) 
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The secularity condition for tllis differential problem yields an equation 

for tile evolution of the amplitude Aj on the slow time scale. This 

equation has the form 

j = 1,2 (4.5) 

Mj and 9 j are real constants whose form is rather compl i cated. They 

involve integrals of the functions (jtriO)(y) and (j)f~O)(y) amongst other 

tenns and their evaluation requires a full solution of (4.2) and 4.3). 

Some values for Mj pertaining to particular choices of triad will be 

noted later; these were obtained by solving (4.2) and (4.3) numeri-

cally, computing the necessary integrals and evaluating the expression 

for Mj . The formulae for 9 j and Mj are listed in Appendix A. AO(T) is the 

amplitude of the dominant part of the upper layer streamfunction associ

ated with the unstable wavenumber and, like Al and ~, varies on the 

long time scal e. 

As in the case of a resonant triad of neutral waves, Mj describes 

the extent of the non-linear interaction between wave (j) and its part

ners. A non-zero 9 j can be interpreted in terms of the dispersion rela

tion for the linear problem, w = w(k). We have chosen a wavenumber of 

the form (k6 - ~k~ + ~3/2 k~ + ~2 kj)1/2. In calculating cO' c1 and c2' 

we have been calculating successive terms in a Taylor series expansion for 

the phase speed of the true linear mode 
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In our specification of the wave-like part of the (j)~, that is~ 
ei(j)k(x-(j)ct), we specified a frequency u = (j)k(j)c in which we trunca-

ted our expansion of the phase speed at O(A3/2). If the O(A2) term in 

the expansion of the true linear phase speed is zero, then our specified 

frequency U t when expanded as a Taylor series, will match the Taylor expan

sion of the true linear frequency for a mode with wavenumber (k5 - Aki + 

A3/ 2 k~ + A2 kj)1/2 up to and including terms of O(A2). In general, how

ever, our truncated expansion for the phase speed will not be correct to 

O(A2) so that our specified frequency u will differ from the linear 

eigenfrequency u by an amount of O(A2), A2Q say. It is this differ

ence in frequency, since it corresponds to a difference in behavior on 

the long evolutionary time scale that occurs as Qj in the evolution 

equation (4.5). 

We now address the questi on of the evol ution of the unstabl e wave. 

As in the case of the neutral sidebands, we project the vorticity equa

tions onto the Fourier component corresponding to the unstable wavenumber. 

However, in the 1 i nea r problem (Chapter 3) we saw that the structure of 

the unstable wave exhibited two meridional scales, and it is again neces

sary for us to split the y-domain into an inner region of width O(A1/ 2) 

about the center of the channel and an outer region comprising the remain

der of the channel. In the inner region the meridional variable 11 will 

be used. The equations governing (O)~ are then, in the outer region, .... 
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+ ,1/2 F (O)~ _ 0 
L> ~ aT "1 - , 

m 
(4.6 ) 

in the inner region 

We have used the symbol k; in place of (O)k~ to emphasize that the lead

ing order term in the expression for the wavenumber of the unstable wave, 

is just the wavenumber of the marginal wave at maximum critical s, i.e., 

(4.8) 

The leading order problem for the upper layer streamfunction is then just 

.(4.9) 

_1 0) = d at y = 0 and 1 
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Thus (4.10) 

At O(~): 

(4.11) 

at y = 0, 1 

The solubility condition for (4.11) is that 

This can be interpreted as a requirement that, to O(~), the wavenumber of 

the unstabl e wave must coincide with that of the marginal mode on the 

left-hand branch of the marginal curve at the true value of 6, 6 = 8m - ~. 

It will turn out that the two wavenumbers mentioned can differ only at a 

still higher order, 0(~3/2). The import of this restriction on the O(~) 

approximation to the unstabl e wavenumber is that the fi ni te ampl itude 

analysi sis more directly an expansi on about the margi nal mode at 6 = 

8m - ~ ra ther than the margi na 1 mode at 6m• We choose to normal i ze 

the solution such that 

(4.12) 

The next probl em to consi der in the upper 1 ayer analysi sis that at 

0(~3/2), but we wi 11 postpone thi s unti 1 after we have exam; ned the 

lower layer vorticity equation. From (4.6) we have that at leading order 
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(a ~ FU+h ) ~(l) _ 1 [J . ({1)~{0) (2)q(0» + J ((2)~(0) (l)q(O»] 
m y .·2 - - n<;; (0) 2' 2 (0) 2' 2 

Replacing the expression enclosed.in brackets on the right with P~O)(T,y), 

we find that 

~~l) = 1 
- l1Cm am - FO+h y 

while solving the 0(~1/2) problem yields 

~ (2 ) = - ~ a ~ ( 0) / ( a - F U+h ) 
2 lkm T 1 m y 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

We can now return to the upper 1 ayer where the 0 (~3/2) terms in 

(4.6) imply 

We will again compress the formalism by defining 

P(O)(T y) _ J ((1)~(0) (2)q(0» + J ((2)~(0) (1)q1(0» 
1 ' - (a) ~1' 1 (a) ~l' 

Substitution for (O)~(O) and (O)~{l) in (4.15) yields ·12 

(4.15) 

P2{ 0) (T ,y) 
( ay2 + 11'2) ~ ( 2) k 2 A s i 1 P ( 0 ) ( T ) + F (4 16) 

~1 + = 2 0' n 1I'y - 1lCU" 1 ,y "'i'1L'"m (a - FO+h) • m m y 

At y = 1 we have the boundary condition ~I;) = O. As Y --> 1/2, we 
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must match this outer solution to a solution in the inner region near 

y = 1/2. This matching will be discussed later. 

A particular solution of (4.16) is 

(4.17) 

where 

1 

I J d ,[ F P2(0)(T,y') 1 (0) ]. I 
C = y ik (6 - FU+h ) - lEIT'm P1 (T,yl) S1n 1fY 

y m m y 

Y 

Is = ( dY'[ik (6 ~ FO+h) p~O)(T,yl) - 1~mO P1(0)(T,y')] cos 1fyl 
J1/ 2 m m y 

As y approaches 1/2 from above, say y = 1/2 + Ti, n --> 0 + , the asymp

totic form of -i;) is 

(4.18) 

where 

1 
f dy ((1) k (1 )t( 0) (2 )N,-( 0) J 2) k (1 )'t( 0) (2 )",,( 0) ) J 0 1 fly 0 ly . r 1 
1/2 (4.19) 
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Continuing to the 0(~2) problem for the upper layer we find from (4.6) 

that 

= _ F ~2(2) + (0)k32 ~1(0) + 3 + FU a ~(O) 
ikm u2 T 1 

Upon substitution for ~~2) and ~iO) this becomes 

2 + 2 (3) . [(0) 2 + ~s + FU + F2 ~ j (ay ~) ~1+ = S1n ~y k3 AO . 2 ik (s _ FO+h) AOT 
lkm U m y 

(4.20) 

The side conditions on ~i;) are similar to those on ~i;). A particu

lar solution of (4.20) in 1/2 < y s..1 is 

~(3) = 
1+ 

(4.21) 

We have now developed the outer probl em for the unstabl e wavenumber as 

far as will be required in the derivation of the amplitude equations. 

Next we must resolve the spatial structure of the unstable wave in the 

inner region near y = 1/2. 

In the inner region, the equations (4.7) apply which may be rewritten as 

2 2 = - ~ ~ ~1 - ~ F ~1 

(4.22) 
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We quickly realize that 

and 

= O(A) so that ~(1) is determined by 
2 

(4.23) 

This latter equation appeared in the linear problem. There the time 

dependence was simply exponential for a particular normal mode and so we 

could solve for ~~1). Here the time dependence is more general and 

we cannot expl icitly solve (4.24). Instead we will merely denote the 

fonnal solution that is bounded as Inl-->ooby ~~1) (n, T). Note 

that as n --> 00 

and 

~(1) _ 
2 

A significant feature of (4.24) is that it couples the spatial struc

ture of the lower 1 ayer streamfunction in the inner 1 ayer to the evol u

tion of the amplitude of the unstable wave. Recall that (O)~(l) is the 2 ln 
leading order contribution to the lower layer streamfunction of the 
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unstable wavenumber. Thus, notwithstanding the fact that the low~r layer 

streamfuncti on is weak when compared to that of the upper 1 ayer, the 

finite amplitude system possesses the feature that part of the leading 

order spati a 1 structure of the unstable wave evol ves on the non-1 i near 

interaction time sca1 e. Thi s shoul d be contrasted to the case of the 

meridionally uniform two-layer model in which the leading order structure 

of the unstable wave does not vary during the evolution cycle. In that 

problem, temporal variations in structure are relegated to the higher 

order correction to the streamfunction that is responsible for the exist

ence of a weak phase shift between the two streamfunctions, and hence for 

the ability of the unstable wave to exchange energy with the mean flow 

via the heat flux associated with the wave. 

One can heuristically account for the structural variations of the 

streamfunction in several ways • On the one hand, if we exploit the 

notion of the finite amplitude disturbance as being built up from a lead

ing order term, that has the structure of an adjacent marginal mode, and 

higher order corrections associated with finite amplitude effects and with 

the fact that we are located a small distance away from the marginal curve 

in parameter space, then we discover that the meridiona11y varying and 

unifonn cases are not very dissimilar. In each, the temporal variation 

of spatial structure is associated with the corrections to the marginal 

mode. The distinction is that the marginal mode in the meridional1y vary

ing model does not possess a non-zero lower layer streamfunction so that 

in the lower layer the IIcorrectionli term is the leading order contribution 

to the structure of the finite amplitude wave. 

-
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On the other hand, there is still a profound distinction between the 

two cases and thi sis ti ed to the exi stence of the slow neutral modes 

noted in the linear problem (Chapter 3). There we saw that at a slightly 

supercritica1 wavenumber (O)k at which we found a slowly growing un

stable mode, we also found an infinite set of neutral modes which shared 

with the unstable mode a lack of any dependence on the fast, 0(1), time

scale. Instead, their frequencies were of 0(~2). Like the unstable 

wave, these neutral modes had an upper layer streamfunction that 

resembled sin~y and a weak lower layer streamfunction, concentrated near 

the center of the channel. Roughly speaking, the way in which the two 

sidebands affect the evolution of the unstable wave is by producing, 

through the advection of one by the other, an interaction resultant that 
. (O)k 

contains a component with the same zonal dependence, e' x, as the un-

stable wave, and the same absence of fast time scale variation. This com-

ponent is therefore resonant with the unstable wave and forces a modifi

cation to the amplitude of the unstable wave on the longer evolutionary 

time scal e. Because the slow neutral modes have the same dependence on 

the zonal coordinate and the short time scale as the unstable mode, they, 

too, are forced resonantly by the product of the interaction between the 

sidebands. In general the meridional structure of the interaction product 

will have a projection on all of the slow neutral modes since the merid

ional structures of the eigenfunctions are non-trigonometric. In general 

then, the component of the finite amplitude disturbance with the wave

number (O)k will be a mixture of the unstable wave and the slow neutral 

modes in the sense of a generalized Fourier sum. The Fourier coefficients 
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depend On the sl.owtime vari able but thi s dependence is different for each 

mode. Consequently the mix of modes that make up this sum changes in time 

which is equivalent to an evolution in the spatial structure of the com

ponent with wavenumber (O)k. 

Before compl eti ng the derivati on of the ampl i tude equati ons, we must 

solve the OU.2) inner region problem for the upper layer. From (4.22) 

thi sis 

(4.25) 

Part of the forcing for ~i3) is proportional to the function ~~l)(T,n) 

described above so that the spatial structure of ~13) will also evolve 

in time. The solution of (4.25) is 

I 
n' n 

~P) = k-'lf4 n4 AO F f dn ' f dn" ~~1) (T, nil) + constant 
o 0 

As n --> 00 this has the asymptotic form 

~(3) _ 1 4 4 A _ n F 
\111 2if 'If n 0 'I 

where R is an unknown constant. 

We have omitted to solve for (0)~(2~ the term which 1 , n' 

red at 0[1\2 ln (lh)] in the expansion of (0)~1 in. There 

direct forcing for this term in (4.22) so that it must satisfy. 

occur-

is no 
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and hence be a constant, Q. Thi s term is indirectly forced by the 

condition that the inner and outer solutions match smoothly. 

To complete the solution, we must match the inner solution to the 

outer. To the orders considered, the lower layer matching yields no 

significant new information. Informally, in the upper layer, expanding 

the outer solution in the limit 11 --) 0 and the inner solution in the 

limit 11 --) ~yields asymptotic expressions 

+ ••• 

Matching terms proportional to 11 at O(A2 ) yields the crucial relation 

This, together with the differential equation for (O)~(l) (4.24), and 2 1 n' 

the two equations for the amplitudes of the sidebands, (4.5), form a 

closed set describing the slow, O{t.2), time scale evolution of the three 
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zonal Fourier components consisting of the unstable wave and two neutral 

Rossby waves. For conveni ence, these evol uti on equati ons are coll ected 

together here, after dropping some of the affixes to ~2' as (4.27). 

(4.27) 

The constants 9 1 and 92 are significant only to the extent that 

together they refl ect the amount by whi ch the th ree component waves 

depart from perfect resonance. To make this explicit, we can transform 

-i9.T 
J A. 

J 
j = 1, 2 

using 9 0 = - (91 + 9 2 ). Whence (4.27) becomes 
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(4.28) 

It remains for us to verify the initial assertion that the changes 

made in the mean flow, as a result of the heat fluxes associated with the 

three evolving waves, have a negligible effect on the evolution process 

on the 0(~-2) time scale. A change to the mean flow should be insig

nificant, if the perturbation to the meridional potential vorticity grad

ient of the mean flow due to that change is smaller than O(~). Referring 

to the compl ete perturbati on form of the potenti al vorti ci ty equati ons, 

(4.0), we can see that the changes in the mean flow are generated by the 

advection of the potential vorticity associated with each of the three 

main waves by the velocity field associated with that wave, and that the 

mean field correction (j~ associated with wave (j)~ satisfies - -
( .) -2 ((j)~l' (j)ql) aT J 'IT - ~ J (m) 1- -

j = 0, 1, 2 (4.29) 

(j) -2 ((j)~2' (j)q ) 
aT 'lT2= - ~ J (m) 2 
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Here .(j)1!: is the potential vorticity associated with the mean flow cor

rection (j)~, (j)~ is the potential vorticity o'f wave j and J(m)(A;B) 

denotes the x-i ndependent part of J (A, B), A mean flow correcti on is a 

hi gher order effect if 

In (4.29) we have reverted to the absolute scaling of dimensionless vari

ables. Thus (O)~l°) is O(~2), etc. From this point, we will again use the 

relative scaling, described in this chapter, for the wave variables and 

try to determine the scales of the mean flow corrections. 

We begin with the effects of the sidebands in the outer region. When 

j = 1 or 2, the first non-zero contribution to the Jacobi ans of (4.29) 

come from the i nteracti ons between (j)!6(O) and (j )q(3) [and 
.." 

(j)!6(3) with (j)q(O)] thus 
--

Hence (j) ... and (j) 
" '!y' in the outer region, are each of O(~7/2) and are 

therefore negligible. 

The sideband waves also develop some inner structure as a result of 

the non-linear interaction. Wnile this is too weak to affect the ampli

tude evolution, it should be considered when calculating the mean flow 

correction in the inner region. Because of the symmetry properties of 

the sidebands, the magnitudes of the inner structure that they develop 

will differ. Let us use j to refer to the anti-symmetric sideband and jl 
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to refer to the symmetric one. In the inner region, there will be a cor

recti on to the lower layer streamfuncti on of the anti -synvnetri c si deband 

that is of 0{11 17 / 4). The perturbation to the .lower layer potential 

vorticity that results from this, (j)qiO) say, will be 0{1113 / 4 ) 

and its meridional structure is given by 

(4.30) 

The corresponding correction to the lower layer streamfunction of the sym

metric sideband will be 0{1119 / 4 ) while the associated perturbation to 

the lower layer potential vorticity, (jl)q~O) will be 0(1115 / 4 ) 

and given by 

* A. * 
J (j'L,{0)(1/2) [n (0) .. (1) (j)k JO) .. {l)* (O)k JO)k F A*] 

- {j I }k (j I }c "T2y ""2 TITITI 0 "2 TITI O. 0 0 
o 0 

When these are substituted into the equations for the mean potential vor

ticity we find that the anti-symmetric mode gives 

while the symmetric mode gives 
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In both cases the correction to 11'2 is 0(A3) while the change in 11'2y 

is O(AS/2). Although larger than that produced in the outer region, 

the changes in the potential vorticity gradient of the mean flow that are 

produced by the sidebands are still too small to affect the triad 

dynami cs. 

Now we must calculate the size of the potential vorticity gradient 

correction produced by the heat flux of the unstable wave. As in the 

case of the si debands, the 1 argest change in the potenti al vorti ci ty 

gradient of the mean flow is produced in the inner region, although in 

both regions, the changes produced in the velocity of the mean flow are 

similar, 0(//2). In the inner region, the self-advection of vorticity 

in both the upper and the lower layer is 0(AS/ 2) so that, as a result 

Thus, (O)L - 0(AS/ 2) while (O)!y - 0(A2), in this inner region. Again, 

the change in the mean flow potential vorticity gradient is too small to 

affect the analysis leading to (4.27). 
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Although these small changes in the mean flow need not be considered 

in our calculation of the amplitude equations, they play an important role 

in the energy bal ance of the entire system. As the total energy of the, 

three waves fluctuates, energy is being transferred between the waves and 

the mean flow so that the total energy of the system (waves + mean flow) 

remains constant. This exchange is effected by the heat fluxes associated 

with the three waves, and the small perturbations to the mean flow that 

they produce account for energy lost or gained by the mean flow. 

Energy Balance for the Finite Amplitude System 

Each wave contributes an QU.712) change in the velocity and temper

ature fields of the mean flow over most of the width of the channel which 

1 ead to Q u.7 /2) changes in the energy of the mean flow. To produce 

such changes, each wave must give rise to a heat flux which, when inte

grated across the channel, has a net magnitude of QU.l112). We can 

examine these energy exchanges between the waves and the mean flow by 

studying the energy equation for the disturbance field. 

If we multiply the potential vorticity equations by the sum of the 

three principal Fourier modes of the streamfunctions 

zonally average the resul ting equati ons and then integrate them across the 

channel we obtain an energy equation for the three principal wavenumbers 

of the disturbance field. If we take out the leading order scales of each 
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. of the three waves, i.e., "make the transformations 

(O)~ = 62 (O)~ 
1 1 

(O)~ _ 67/2 (O)~ (O)~ = 63 (O)~ 
2 out - 2' 2 in 2 

then this energy equation takes the form 

(4.31) 

+ FU(O)k[ J dYlm((O)~l(O)~;)+ f dnlm((O)~l(O)~;)J 
outer inner 

~j is the energy associated with the jth wave 

The terms on the right-hand side of (4.31) are the baroclinic conversion 

rates associated with the three waves. Since the phase differences 

between (j)~l and (j)~2 are 0(62) when j = 1 or 2 but 0(1) when j = 0, all 

of the heat flux terms are of potentially similar magnitude. The con-
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tribution from wave 0, the wave with the unstable wavenumber, has been 

split into a contribution from the inner region and a second contribution 

from the outer region. For convenience we will label the conversion terms 

so that 

Using the results of the asymptotic expansion analysis, one can obtain 

expressions for the leading order parts of the baroclinic conversion 

rates. These are 

+ (!. _ 1 • ) [( 0) k J dy (j t •. ( 0) (j I )~( 0) sin try 
U U _ (J)co 0 lrl lly (4.32) 

(j' )kO' J (j )1tO) (j' ~tO) cos TY]] j = 1, 2 

In (4.32) we have reverted to the convention that jl = 3 - j. 
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(4.34) 

All of the three waves contribute conversion rates that are of 

Q(t:lll/2). Compare this to the rates that would be expected from linear 

theory for waves of the same amplitude. Wavenumbers 1 and 2 correspond to 

neutral modes in the linear theory and so have no associated heat fluxes 

or baroclinic conversion rates. Wavenumber Q is linearly unstable but 

the energy convers; on rate associ ated wi th a wave of ampl i tude QUI2) 

would be Q(~12/2) i.e., a factor ~1/2 smaller than the expected conversion 

rate in the finite amplitude problem. For all three waves the rate of 

exchange of energy with the mean flow is increased beyond the linear 

rates. Tnis increase is brought about by the vertical phase shifts pro

duced in each Fourier component as a result of tne forcing each wave mode 

receives from the interaction between the remaining pair of waves. Because 

it is the non-linear interaction between the waves that is responsible for 

the necessary heat fluxes, each of the conversion rates is proportional 

to the triple product AaA1A2. It is perhaps a little surprising that the 

conversion rate associated with the unstable mode should share this 

dependence. As we saw earlier, the conversion rate associated with the 

changes in structure of the unstable wave forced by nonlinear interaction 

dominates the conversi on rate that the 1 i near structure of the unstabl e 

wave would produce. In this respect, the three wa'le system here is 

perhaps more reminiscent of the triad composed of three neutral Rossby 

waves di scussed in Chapter 2 rather than the tri ad consi sti ng of two 

neutral waves and a weakly unstable wa'le in a meridionally uniform 

two-layer flow that is discussed later in the same chapter. 

-
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The way in which the energy conversion rate of the unstable wave is 

enhanced is perhaps worthy of comment. In the outer region, the interac

tion between the two neutral waves forces a correction of OU/ 12 ) to 

the lower layer streamfunction; this is much larger than the 0(~4) 

streamfunction that the linearized dynamics would dictate. In general, 

the phase of this correction differs by an 0(1) amount from the phase of 

the upper layer streamfunction and so the net heat flux produced can 

reach O(~l1/2). In the inner region, the non-linear interaction between 

the neutral waves forces a correction to the lower 1 ayer streamfuncti on 

that is of the same order as the streamfunction dictated by linear theory. 

However, the correct; on di ffers in shape from the 1 atter. The 1 i near, 

inner region, lower layer streamfunction has a rather special shape which 

means that the 0(~10/2) heat flux in the inner region nearly cancels, 

when integrated across the O(~l/2) width of this inner region, to leave 

only an 0(~12/2) residual. In general, the part of (0)_2 in forced 

by the interaction between the sidebands does not have a similar property. 

The local heat flux associated with this correction terms is also 0(~10/2) 

but this does not cancel out when integrated across the inner regi on so 

that the integrated heat flux is 0(~11/2). In short, the changes in 

shape of the inner region ( 0)_ 
2 caused by non-l i near effects, pro-

duce changes of shape in the inner heat flux, unbalancing the delicate 

cancellation process present in the linear problem. 

The presence of heat fluxes that are stronger than those required in 

the linear theory of an unstable wave is necessary because the energy of 

the triad is dominated by the energy in the sidebands. The energy fluc-
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tuations associ ated wi th the vacill ati on of the sideband ampl i tudes are 

1 arger than those associ ated wi th the changes in energy of the unstable 

wave that occur on the long, e-folding time scale. They require the 

enhanced energy exchanges noted above to support them. 

In this section, we have noted that the baroclinic conversion rates 

associated with the II neu tral li waves have, at least formally, a similar 

magnitude to that of the unstable wave. It will be observed in the numer

ical results below that, in the instances examined, the largest of the 

energy fluxes is associated with the unstable wave. 

Numerical Results 

The ampl itude equations, (4.27), that govern the evol ution of the 

finite amplitude system in tne asymptotic limit ~ --) 0, appear difficult 

to solve in any closed form. To learn something of the behavior of the 

solutions, we turn to a numerical study of the finite amplitude system. 

In view of the many degrees of freedom of (4.27), the detailed behavior 

of the solutions may be quite complicated. We do not expect to be able 

to explore much of this detail numerically. Rather, what we seek from 

the numerical results are answers to the two fairly basic questions out-

1 i ned in the introductory part of thi s chapter. The fi rst questi on asks 

whether the initial growth of the unstable wave, due to the linear insta

~ility mechanism, will trigger the growth of the neutral sidebands of any 

of the possible resonant triads. Such an effect is necessary if initially 

small perturbations at the sideband levels are to be able to reach ampli

tudes at which their interaction can affect the gro.wing unstable mode. 

-
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The second question seeks to discover whether any triads exist for which 

the non-linear interactions between the triad elements suffice to curb 

the growth of the unstable wave and hold its amplitude at an Q(fl2) 

level at which the theory behind (4.27) remains valid. A secondary pur

pose of the numerical simulation is to give some sort of general idea of 

the form that the three wave evolution might take. 

The numerical model used integrates the perturbation potential vor

ticity equations for a two-layer model in an infinitely long, zonal 

channel on a B-plane. The perturbation is restricted to contain only 

three zonal Fourier components. These correspond to the three waves of a 

resonant triad. The basic state corresponds to the one assumed thus far, 

namely, an upper 1 ayer vel oci ty of U and a topographi c gradi ent at the 

lower boundary proportional to cos 2 vy. The model includes non-linear 

interactions between the three zonal spectral components but alterations 

to the mean flow are neglected, so that the zonally independent flow is 

always just that of the basic equilibrium state. Similarly, harmonics of 

the three zonal wavenumbers are not included. These features are in 

keeping wi th our theoreti cal resul ts that i ndi cate that al terati ons to 

the mean flow have a negligible effect on the triad evolution when one is 

in the weakly supercritical regime. What the model is intended to show 

is what the three-wave evolution might look like in the true asymptotic 

limit when wave-mean flow interaction is negligible. For practical rea

sons (computing time required), we will look at cases in which the super

criticality is small but not really in the truly asymptotic regime. To 

isolate the three-wave dynamics, we are filtering out the wave-mean flow 

interaction by neglecting it entirely. 
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Some of the relevant technical detail s of the model are as ,follows. 

The main algorithm uses a spectral implementation of the two-layer, 

potential vorticity equations. The zonal spectral basis is a set of com

p1 ex exponentials, e ikx. Only three wavenumbers and the corresponding 

conjugate exponentials are included in the basis. The meridional spec

tral basis consists of sine functions, sin n TrY. Because of the merid

ional symmetry of the problem, the meridional structure associated with a 

particular zonal Fourier component will be either odd or even and so the 

number of sine functions required can be halved. The meridional trunca

tion used was varied. For most of the results presente~ here the trun

cation is at either sin 38Try/sin 39TrY or sin 58Try/sin 59TrY for the odd/ 

even modes. The non-linear interaction terms were calculated using a 

combi nati on of pseudo-spectral and di rect eva1 uati on techni ques. Each 

zonal component of each variable involved in a non-linear product was 

transformed into the physical y-domain, while retaining a purely spectral 

representation of the zonal dependence. The interaction terms were com

puted usi ng these half-transformed vari ab1 es and the resu1 ts were then 

transformed back into the full spectral domain. An alias-free technique 

was used for this step. A fourth-order temporal integration scheme was 

used to preserve the phases of the i ndivi dual Fouri er components accu

rately over periods of time equal to many sideband periods. The code was 

executed on a CRAY-1A processor. 

Several tests of the model were made. These included reproducing some 

of the vacillations of a neutral Rossby wave triad of small amplitude in 

a meri di onally uni form versi on of the model and reproduci ng some of the 

results of the linear theory for the meridiona11y varying conditions. 

-
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There are really four time scales of interest in the model runs. The 

shortest is that of the time step used. The second is that of the period 

of the neutral waves that the model system can support. These span a 

certain range, but the period of the two sideband waves involved in the 

main resonant triad interaction is fairly typical. The third scale is 

the e-fol di ng peri od of the unstabl e wave accordi ng to li near theory, 

while the fourth is the length of the model run. We are interested in 

the weak.ly supercritical regime in which there is a large separation 

between the two dynami cal time scal es, the neutral wave peri ods and the 

e-folding period. In order to approach the asymptotic theory as closely 

as possible, we would like to make this separation as large as possible. 

Si nce the rati os of the longer to the shorter peri od sca1 es as 0 (t. -2) , 

even a fairly large ratio amounts to only a moderately small value of A. 

For the results to be presented this ratio will be of 0(100). The asymp

totic theory suggests that the slow e-fol di ng time wi 11 be the natural 

time scale for the variations in amplitude of the three waves in our 

triad. For this reason we would like the total length of our modelling 

runs to be several times longer than the e-folding scale, Te' We have 

used runs of 0(10 Te). As a result of the relations between the latter 

three time scales, the model 1 i ng runs represent integration over 0(103) 

Rossby wave periods. Because we want to model weak non-linear interac

ti ons between the three components of the tri ad, we must represent the 

phases of the three waves rather accurately over the entire 1 ength of the 

run, tolerating only errors that are a small fraction of 2~. The param

eter that determines the accuracy of our time integration scheme is the 
.--
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ratio of the individual time step to the Rossby wave period scale. To 

achi eve the necessary accuracy we have used a fourth order time scheme 

and a rather short time step, 0(10-2 x Rossby wave period). The number 

of time steps in a full run is therefore of 0(105). 

Four numerical runs will be discussed below. These will be labelled 

A1, B1, A2, and B2. Two sets of model parameters (8, F, U) and wavenum

bers will be used; A1 and A2 will correspond to one set, while B1 and B2 

will refer to runs made with the second set. The difference between A1 

and A2 will be in the initial conditions used. The same will be true of 

B1 and B2. A1 and B1 will correspond to comparatively strong initial amp

litudes. In these the three waves show significant non-linear interaction 

from the beginning of the run. They serve to demonstrate that there exist 

triads that lead to containment of the growth of the unstable wave. A2 

and B2 will begin with very weak wave amplitudes and verify that for these 

triads the growth of the unstable wave, caused by the linear instability 

mechanism, is sufficient to trigger the growth of the sidebands. 

The sets of parameters used are as follows: 

A: F = 10.0, U = 1.0, h2 = 5.0 (8 = 15.0) m 

8 = 14.92, b. = .08 

kO = 2.261, k1 = -1.29806251, k2 = -0.96293749 

B: F = 6.6164376, U = 1.0, h2 = 9.8835624 (8m = 16.5) 

8 = 16.3, b. = .2 

kO = 2.544, k1 = -1.46881526, k2 = -1.07518474 
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The values of F, U and h2 in (A) correspond to those of Case 1 in the 

linear study of Chapter 3. Those in (B) match the values used in Case 2 

. of the linear study. The topography is rel afively stronger inCase B,. so 

that the slow growth rates and peaked ~2 structure characteri stic of 

the weakly supercritical regime can be found at slightly larger values of 

A in this case than for the values of F, U and h2 used in (Al. 

The time scal es of the linear modes associated wi th the wavenumbers 

listed above are as follows: 

A: The unstable wave «Olk) has an e-folding time, Te , of 4889.44. The 

sidebands «l)k and (2)k) have periods, TR, of 9.74. 

B: The unstable wave has an e-folding time of 1619.38. The sidebands 

have periods of length 8.2S. 

In both A and B the separation of time scales is quite marked: Tel 

TR is O(SOO) for A and 0(200) for B. The spatial structure of the 

unstable wave that is given by linear theory is shown in Figure 3.S for 

Case A and Figure 3.7 for Case B. In both 3.S(a) and 3.7(a), the sharp 

central peak of the lower layer streamfunction is well defined. 

In order to find the amplitudes at which the interaction between the 

unstable wave and the two neutral waves is sufficiently strong as to be 

comparable with the tendency of the unstable wave to grow as a result of 

the linear instability mechanism, some preliminary runs were made with 

different initial conditions. The first set of initial conditions used 

were very weak so that the waves were effectively independent 1 inear 

modes. The intensity of the initial conditions was repeatedly increased 

until significant non-linear 'interaction was observed. Once this 
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"tnreshol d" had been found, a longer run was made usi ng thi slatter set 

of initial conditions. It is this run that we will identify as runA1 

for Case A. A similar run using the parameters of Case B will be identi

fied as B1. Because we are beginning with non-linear initial conditions, 

the interaction between the two sidebands generates some of the higher 

meridional modes associated with wavenumber {O)k. These are not close 

to marginal and have both the smoother structures and shorter time scales 

of neutral Rossby waves. Their presence will be observed later as a high 

frequency no; se in some of the heat fl uxes. Because the ampl i tude of 

these "ringing" modes is small and their period much shorter than the 

evolutionary time scale, their averaged effects are negligible. 

Figure 4.1 shows the evolution of the kinetic energy of the upper 

layer streamfunction for the unstable wave during run Al. This is the 

larger part of the total energy associated with the unstable wave and is 

proportional to IAoI2. If the unstable wave was behaving according 

to linear theory, the energy would increase by a factor of e in a time of 

rough 1 y 2450, and hence by a factor of about 7.5 x 108 over the 1 ength 

of the run. Figure 4.1 clearly demonstrates that the interaction of the 

unstable wave with this particular pair of sidebands is sufficient to curb 

the growth that the linear instability mechanism alone would produce. The 

behavior of the energy is rather irregular which seems consistent with 

the large number of degrees of freedom that we know the asymptotic system 

(Equation 4.27) to possess. There seems to be no reason to think that 

the period of small energy near the end of the run is anything other than 

temporary. The time scale of the major fluctuations in amplitude remains 

-
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Figure 4.1: Kinetic energy of the (O)k Fourier component (wave 0) 
of the upper layer perturbation during run AI. 
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of O(Te)' (That it should initially be so is really a consequence of 

the way we selected the initial conditions.) 

Figure 4.2 shows the evolution of the upper layer kinetic energies of 

all three waves. Since, at leading order, the spatial structures of the 

sidebands do not change during the evolution, the upper layer kinetic 

energi es of the sidebands are proporti ona 1 to I All2 and I A212. 

We see that the energi es of the si debands are 1 arger than that of the 

unstable wave as the asymptotic theory suggested. The sideband energies 

fluctuate on the same time scale as the energy of the unstable wave: the 

tendency is for the sideband energies to vary in anti-phase with the 

energy of the unstable wave. The energy of the triad as a whole varies 

by amounts comparable with the energies of the sidebands. This variation 

is acni eved by exchanges of energy between the three waves and the mean 

flow. Since the fluctuations in total triad energy are larger than the 

energy associated with the unstable wave, the rate of exchange of energy 

between the triad and the mean flow exceeds that which would be observed 

between a mean flow and an unstable wave of similar amplitude to that of 

the unstable wave here, but which was evolving (growing) as linear theory 

alone would dictate. We have already seen, in our theoretical discussion 

of the energy balance of the triad, how non-line~r effects can both 

increase the rate at which the unstable wave exchanges energy 'IIith the 

mean flow and modify the structure of the neutral waves sufficiently that 

they, too, can exchange energy with the mean flow at similar rates. How

ever, computations of tne heat flux from the numerical results indicate 

that the energy exchange assoc.i ated wi th the unstabl e wave is the 1 argest 

- -
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contribution to the energy fluctuations of the triad. This will be taken 

up more below. 

Figure 4.3 is similar to Figure 4.1 but shows the results of run B1. 

The curve plotted is again tile Kinetic energy of the upper layer stream

function of the unstable wave. Again we see that the non-linear interac-

ti ons between the unstable wave and the si debands curtai 1 the growth of 

the unstable wave. For this run, 1 inear theory would give an e-fo1ding 

period for the energy of about 810. Over the length of time shown in 

Figure 4.3, this would imply an increase by a factor of about 2.5 x 1013• 

Again, the behavior of the energy is that of an irregular vacillation on 

a time scale comparable to the linear e-fo1ding period of the amplitude 

of the unstable wave. 

Figure 4.4 presents the evolution of the upper layer kinetic energies 

of all three waves for Bt. Again, on average, the energies of the side

bands are larger than those of the unstable wave, but the difference is 

not as pronounced as that in A1. 

The rates of barocl inic conversion of energy between each wave and 

the mean flow for run B1 are shown in Figure 4.5. The strongest is that 

associated with the unstable wave. This indicates the following picture 

of energy balances within the system. The largest fluctuations in energy 

are associated with the sideband energies. These dominate the fluctuation 

in the combined energies of the three waves. These fluctuations are bal

anced by transfers of energy between the tri ad and the mean flow. The 

maj or part of these transfers occurs between the unstable wave and the 

mean flow and takes place at a rate more rapid than the rate associated 
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with the linear instability of the unstable wave. This is achieved by 

modi fyi n9 the shape of the heat fl ux associ ated wi th the unstabl e wave 

(see below). At the same time that energy is being shifted between the 

unstable wave and the mean flow, wave-wave interactions are transferring 

energy between the unstable wave and the sidebands at a similar rate. 

The resul t of thi sis that the energy of the unstabl e wave changes only 

by amounts that are comparabl e wi th the rel atively small energy of that 

wave whi 1 e the mai n effect of the tri ad/mean flow energy exchanges is 

passed on to the sidebands. 

We noted that the energies of the side bands were generally decreasing 

whil e that of the unstabl e wave increases and vice versa. Because most 

of the tri ad/mean flow energy exchange occurs through the acti on of the 

heat flux associated with the unstable wave, this means that usually the 

sense of this heat flux opposes the rate of increase of the energy of the 

unstable wave. When the energy of the unstable wave 1s decreasing, it is 

often extracti ng energy from the mean flow. 

The larger magnitude of the integrated heat flux associated with the 

unstable wave, in comparison to the integrated heat flux of a growing 

wave governed by linear theory, 1s brought about by changes in shape of 

the heat flux. In the linear case, Figures 3.10 and 3.11, the zonally 

averaged heat fl ux was concentrated near the center of the channel and 

exhibited both positive and negative lobes which almost cancel each other 

when the meridional integral is computed. Figure 4.6 shows the meridional 

profile of the zonally averaged heat flux at various times during the 

non-linear run" B1. One can see that there are no. longer nearly equal 

.. -
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areas of positive and negative heat transport. The changes in shape of 

(O)¢(l) . that were produced by the action of the non-linear 
2 1 n 

interaction of the two sidebands have altered the shape of the heat flux 

and destroyed this balance. In doing so they permit the unstable wave to 

exchange more energy with the mean flow than was previously possible. 

So far, we have only looked at one set of initial conditions for each 

of two different sets of model parameters. To demonstrate that there is 

a certai n degree of robustness to the abil i ty of a tri ad to prevent the 

exponential growth of an unstable wave, we include Figure 4.7 which shows 

the evolution of the upper kinetic energy of the unstable wave for sev

eral runs made with the parameters similar to those used in Run Ai. The 

values of F, s, U and h2 remain as they were in Al. Two of the runs 

shown in Figure 4.7 use the same three waves as Ai but feature different 

initial conditions. For one, the amplitudes of the sidebands were twice 

as large as in Ai while for the other, the initial sideband amplitudes 

were twice as small as in Ai. Also included are two runs made using sim

ilar initial amplitudes to Ai but in which the wavenumbers of the triads 

have been changed slightly. In particular, this alters (O)k~. 

In the runs shown in Figure 4.7, the important property, that the 

growth of the unstable wave is curtailed by the '/lave-wave interactions 

remains. The time scale of the evolution continues to be of O(Te) , 

with the timescale of the higher energy run (the run with larger initial 

amplitudes for the sidebands) being slightly shorter than that of Al. 

The amplitude of the lIequilibrated ll unstable wave is of a similar mag

nitude for the experiments of Figure 4.7 and for Ai, although those of 

Figure 4.7 are a little larger than that of Al. 

" 
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Figure 4.7: The kinetic energy of the upper layer perturbation 
associated with wave 0 during several different runs. The initial 
amplitude of wave 0 was the same for each run. The values of F, U, B 
and h2 are the same as those used in run AI. The wavenumbers and/or 
the initial sideband amplitudes differ between runs. 

R22/24 is the first part of run Bl. 
R26 As R22/24 but with initial sideband amplitudes increased by 

a factor of 2. 
R27 As R22/24 but with initial sideband amplitudes decreased by 

a factor of 2. 
R31 Similar jnitial amplitudes as R22/24 but with (O)k = 2.253, 

(l)k = -1.2944, (2)k = -0.95858. This corresponds to a triad in 
which wave 0 has a smaller value of k~ than in R22/24. 

R32 Similar initial amplitudes as R22/24 b~t with (O)k = 2.267, 
(l)k = -1.3008, (2)k = -0.96622. Here k~ is larger than in 
R22/24. 
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E.xperiments, A1 and B1 have shown that it is possible to find a ,triad 

whi ch wi 11 prevent the continued growth of a weakly unstabl e wave that 

1 i near theory woul d call for. We have therefore answered one of the 

questions we posed at the outset of the numerical investigation. Note 

that not all possible triads involving the unstable wave possess this 

property. . There are other choi ces of si deband pai rs whi ch allow the 

unstable wave to grow more or less unchecked. 

We now turn to the second question; if we start with very weak (quasi

linear) initial conditions, will the at first exponential growth of the 

unstable wave be accompanied by the growth of the sidebands to such a 

1 evel that they become strong enough to curb the growth of the unstabl e 

wave To show that, in the instances of the parameter values used in 

Cases A and B, the answer to this is yes, we conducted experiments A2 and 

B2. These differ from A1 and B1 only in that the initial conditions are 

very much weaker. The initial upper layer kinetic energies for A2 were 

Wave~: 4.3147 x 10-11 

Wave 1: 6.4132 x 10-10 

Wave 2: 1.2841 x 10-10 

while those for B2 were 

Wave~: 8.1708 x 10-12 

Wave 1: 8.3272 x 10-11 

Wave 2: 2.2055 x 10-11 

The subsequent evolution of these energies is shown in Figures 4.8 (A2) 

and 4.9 (B2). In each case, much the same thing happens. At first the 
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unstable wave grows exponentially with the linear growth rate, while the 

amplitudes of the sidebands remain constant. Eventually the amplitude of 

the unstable wave reaches the level at which the asymptotic theory is ap

plicable. At this level the time scale of changes in the sideband ampli

tudes, that are forced by interactions between the unstable wave and the 

sidebands becomes comparable to the growth rate of the unstable wave. In 

other words, the unstable wave has reached a level at which its upper 

layer streamfunction is 0(fl2) so that resonant interactions between the 

unstable wave and the much weaker sidebands forces changes in the ampli

tudes of the sidebands on a time scale of 0(fl-2). The equations govern

ing the evolution of the sideband amplitudes are the first two equations 

in (4.28). Because the coefficients Ml and ~ in these equations have the 

same sign (for A2, Ml = 4.074, ~ = 1.852 while for B2, Ml = 4.915, ~ = 
1.725) the "large amp1itude" unstable wave is unstable to the two side

bands and these grow on the 0(fl-2) time scale. This process is analo

gous to the instability of a Rossby wave discussed by Gill (1974) in the 

weak interaction limit. 

As long as the sidebands are sufficiently weak that their influence 

on the unstable wave can be neglected, the amplitude of the unstable wave 

has the form 

The first two equations of (4.28) become 

(j, jl) = (1, 2) or (2, 1) 

From these 
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" while A2(T) is given by a similar expression. 

tions, the coefficients of exp [(Ml~)1/2 

For most i ni ti al condi

( I aO I I cr ) e crT] wi 11 be 

non-zero. The sideband amplitudes will therefore grow very rapidly, like 

an exponential of an exponential. This analysis becomes invalid once the 

amplitude of the sidebands approaches OU,?/4) because they then begin 

to affect the evolution of the unstable wave whose amplitude ceases to be 

given by AO = a O eaT. However, we see two things here. First, in 

the presence of an unstabl e wave whose growth is bei ng fed by 1 i near 

instability, the sidebands will also begin to grow whenever the triad 

chosen is such that the product of the two i nteracti ons coeffi ci ents Ml 

and ~ is positive. Second, this growth is faster than exponential so 

that the sidebands can catch up to the unstable wave. 

Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show the growth of the sidebands once the ampli

tude of the unstable wave becomes sufficiently large, O(~2), that the 

growth of the sidebands occurs on the same time scale as that of the expo

nential growth of the unstable wave. The energy of the sidebands in

creases beyond that of the unstable wave since it is not until the side

band amplitudes reach OU/ 14 ) that they strongly influence the unstable 

wave. The presence of the strong sidebands then inhibits tne further 

growth of the unstable wave and the evolution progresses in a similar way 

to those of Al and 81 " 
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In growing from very weak initial conditions. the average energies of 

each wave. once the triad has settled down into an "equilibrated" regime. 

are several times larger than the average energies in runs Ai andBi 

where we started with initial conditions close to the threshold at which 

an "equi1ibrated" state is possible. As a consequence of the higher en

ergies. the time scales of the energy fluctuations are a little shorter. 

being of 0(2000) in run A2. 

Runs A2 and B2 demonstrate that there are indeed triads which. start

i ng from very weak i ni ti a1 condi ti on s. neverthe1 ess resu1 tin a bounded 

energy state in which the growth of the unstable wave has been halted 

purely by the effects of wave-wave interactions between the e1 ements of 

the resonant triad. Our numerical study has shown that the dynamics of 

wave-wave interaction. which the earlier theoretical discussion suggested 

should become important before wave/mean flow interactions for weakly 

supercritica1 waves and be described by (4.27). is sufficient to produce 

a bounded energy state for some choi ces of tri ad. It was remarked ear

lier that not all triads will halt the growth of the unstable wave. In 

anY physical realization of our theoretical model. the unstable wave will 

be simultaneously a member of many resonant triads whose other elements 

are neutral waves. Some of these triads will be ones which. at least by 

themselves. will halt the growth of the unstable wave. We have confined 

thi s study to a ca se in whi ch on1 y one triad is consi dered. It is not 

clear what will happen when more than one triad is at work. modifying the 

evolution of the unstable wave. While it is. in principle. straightfor

ward to obtain the extension of equations (4.27) to the case in which a 
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finite number of triads, each involving the unstable ·wave and two neutral 

waves, are present, a more sophisticated (and slower) numerical model 

will be required to follow the evolution of this system. 

The Single-Wave Problem for the Meridionally Varying Model 

In the limit of small supercriticality, the effects of interactions 

between the unstable wave and modifications to the mean flow are of sec-

ondary importance when three-wave interactions of the sort discussed above 

are occurring. Similarly, interactions between the unstable wave and its 

zonal harmonics may be neglected in the three wave problem. Nevertheless, 

the single-wave problem, in which the evolution of a slightly supercriti

cal unstable wave is modified through its interaction with the mean flow 

and with higher harmonics of the unstable wave, retains some theoretical 

significance. It has practical relevance in instances when a quantization 

condition imposed on the zonal wavenumbers does not admit any stabilizing 

resonant triads. Such a condition could occur in the case of a spherical 

or annular domain. (In practice, such a condition might also fail to 

admit wavenumbers corresponding to weak. instability at minimum critical 

shear). It also has some pedagogic relevance: in regimes in which the 

supercriticality is small but not very small, both three-wave and wave

mean flow interactions can be expected to be present; a rather complicated 

situation, yet one that is still short of the fully non-linear case. By 

considering the three-wave and single-wave problems in isolation, we 

hopefully provide some basis for understanding this coupled regime. 
-

One of the aims of the s i n91 e-wave theory is to determi ne whether the 

comb·ined effects of wave-mean flow and, wave-harmonic interactions can 
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equilibrate the slightly supercritical wave at small amplitude. We will 

discover later, as a result of some numerical simulations, that the 

finite-amplitude processes can indeed equilibrate the weakly unstable 

1 i near mode. 

We saw that the amplitude scales used in the three-wave problem were 

too small to produce a wave-mean flow or a wave-harmonic interaction that 

eoul d affect the ampl i tude of the unstab1 e wave on the e-fol di ng time

seal e O(A -2). In the si ng1 e-wave case, it turns out that we must 

rescale the amplitude of the unstable wave to be O(A3/ 2 ) in the upper 

layer. Because of this amplitude scale, one of the differences between 

the single-wave case and the three-wave theory is that the energy density 

of the wave-field, in the "equilibrated state", is larger than was the 

case in the three-wave problem; O(A3) rather than O(A7/ 2). A second 

feature that we will discover is that the wave-mean flow interaction is 

accompanied by the generation of, and the interaction of the unstable 

wave with, the zonal harmonics of the unstable wave. This process seems 

analogous to the critical layer effect noted by Pedlosky (1982) in the 

meridionally uniform two-layer model at minimum critical shear. There 

are, however, some differences in the details of the manner in which the 

harmonics are created when one compares the two model s. In the meri d

ionally uniform situation, if one starts from initial conditions in which 

only the unstable linear mode is present, then one finds that the zonal 

harmonics are generated indirectly. The self-interaction of the unstable 

wave cannot generate a second harmonic, only a correction to the mean 

flow. However, the latter has a non-trigonometric structure. The inter-
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action between the unstable mode and the mean flow correction then gener

ates a series of meridional harmonics of the unstable wave. Lastly, these 

meridional harmonics interact with the unstable. wave. to produce higher 

zonal hannonics of the latter. We will see later that the introduction 

of meridional variation changes this. Since the eigenfunction structure 

of the unstable wave is no longer trigonometric, the self-interaction of 

the unstable wave directly generates a second zonal harmonic. The inter

action between the unstable wave and its second harmonic creates a third 

harmonic and so on. 

There are also differences in the way in which the harmonics affect 

the evolution of the unstable wave. In Phillips' model the sin 3wy merid

ional harmonic, with the same zonal structure as the fundamental, alters 

the mean flow through its interaction with the unstable wave. None of 

the hi gher meri di onal harmonics of the fundamental directly affect the 

mean flow, nor do any of the zonal harmonics. No harmonics appear explic

itly in the evolution equation for the amplitude of the unstable wave. 

Zonal harmonics are important but their influence is due to the changes 

they force in the third meridional harmonic at the fundamental zonal 

wavenumber. In the amplitude equations that we derive below, it will be 

seen that, in the meridionally varying case, the higher zonal harmonics 

enter both the equation for the mean flow and that determining the ampli

tude of the unstable wave. 

In Pedlosky's model, the meridional extent of the higher zonal har

monics involved in the dynamics of the unstable wave, was the .entire 

channel width •. For such a meridional.ly uniform model, the meridional 
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extent of the region of the small lower-layer potential vorticity grad

ient is also the width of the channel. In our meridionally varying model, 

we will find that the higher harmonlcs are strongest in the inner layer, 

region about the center of the channel that corresponds to small values 

of the potential vorticity gradient of the lower layer. 

In what follows, we shall show how the asymptotic governing equations 

for the weakly supercritical case may be obtained and indicate the gener

ation of higher harmonics. Again, these equations are rather complicated. 

We include a couple of numerical simulations to show that the unstable 

wave is equil ibrated. These al so show the producti on of the overtone 

spectrum. 

Amplitude Equations 

Most of the symbols used in this discussion and their definitions 

will be similar to those used in the earlier parts of this chapter. We 

will discard the leading superfixes used earlier to distinguish between 

the three principal waves of the triad problem. As in the three-wave 

case, we take 

B = B - fl m fl « 1 

and 

We expand the streamfunctions, 
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~ = ~3/2 [A{T) sin ~y e ikx + * + ~ ~1(2){X,y,T) lout 

+ ~S/2 [~iS) (x,y,T) + i'iS){y,T)] + •••• ] (4.3S) 

~2 out = ,7/2 [,-1/2fl-1)(Y,Tl + 1n (1/,) ®lO)(y,Tl + 

+ [~~O){x,y,T) +f~O){y,T)] 

+ ~1/2 1n (lh)~l){y,T) + ~1/2~~1){y,T) + 

+ ~ 1 n (1 h) ® ~ 2 ) (y , T) 

+ ~ [~~2)(x,y,T) + ~~2)(y,T)] 

3/2 [ (3)( T) + ®2(3){y,T)] 
+ ~ 1 n (lh) 9 2 x ,y, 

(4.36) 

3/2 ( 1 2 2 2 1 4 4 3 1 6 6 ..• ) eikx + * 
~l in = ~ A l-~ 2 ~ n + ~ vr ~ n - ~ 7!ID ~ n + 

_0 
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+ AS/ 2 1n (~/A)[~(S)(n,T) +)(S)(x,n,T)] + AS/2[(61S)(x,1l,T) +.PlS)(n,T)] 

+ A3 1n (1/AH1(6)(n,T) +')(6)(x,n,T)] + A3[(616)(x,1l,T) +.f1 6)(n,T)] + 

+ A4 [In (1/A)]2 [I~8,2)(n,T) + I18 ,2)(x,n,T)] + ••• 

+ AS [In (1/A)]3 [I~lO,3)(n,T) + II iO ,3)(x,1l,T)] + (4.37) 

(62 in = AS/ 2 [(6~O)(x,n,T) +!~O)(ll,T)] + Ai/2 [(6~l)(x,n,T) +~l)(ll,T)] 

+ A 1n (i/A) [p(2)(n,T) + R(2)(X,1l,T)] 

+ A [(6~2)(x,n,T) +f~2)(n,T)] + A3/ 2 1n (1/A)[p(3)(n,T) + R(3)(X,1l,T)] 

+ A3/2[(6~3)(x,n,T) +~~3)(n,T)] + A2[ln(1/A)]2[L~4,2)(n,T) + L14 ,2)(X,1l,T)] 

+ A2 1n (1/A)[p(4)(n,T) + R(4)(x,n,T)] + A2[(6~4)(X'1l,T) +~~4)(n,T)] + ••• 

(4.38) 

In the above, symbols such as f61 2) may refer to two distinct func

tions, one defined in the outer region and one in the inner. For clarity, 

we will not bother with additional notation to distinguish these two. 

Instead, it should be obvious from the context which function is implied. 

Some of the x-dependent terms contai n not on1 y a component propor

tional to e ikx , but also higher Fourier components; e inkx , n = 2, 3, 

The full resolution of the form of these harmonics of the primary 

wave and of the mean flow perturbation in all of the sub-domains of the 

problem is quite a lengthy process. Here we shall sketch the main steps 

necessary to determine the evolution of the amplitude of the primary, A. 
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These have much in common with the steps used in the three-wave problem. 

We will also list, but not derive, some of the terms in the expansion of 

the harmonics and the mean flow. A more detailed outline of the solution 

is postponed to Appendix B. 

We define k by 

k2 = km2 _ k2 3/2 k2 
8 1 + 8 2 

The inner meridional variable is 

n = 8-1/ 2 (y - 1/2) 

Rescaling the streamfunctions so that their leading terms are 0(1) 

and substituting them in the potential vorticity equations, we can obtain 

modified potential vorticity equations that show the relative importance 

of the several terms in them. In the outer part of the domain, the upper 

and lower layer equations become respectively, 

(4.39) 
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(4.40) 

In these equations qj is the potential vorticity in the jth layer that is 

associated with the x-dependent part of the disturbance field while Qj is 

a siml1 ar quanti ty associ ated wi th the x-i ndependent part of the di s

turbance. 

Substituting the tS expansions into these equations and considering 

each order in Il separately, we obtain a series of differential problems 

for the vari ous terms that compose the streamfuncti on. Taki ng the upper 

1 ayer first: 

At 0(1) 

which is satisfied by tSlO) = A sin 1fY eikx + * except for terms of 

0(1l). 

At 0(1l) 

which yields ki = l/U as a solvability condition. We normalize the 

solution so that tSl ll 0. 
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It is at this order that higher hannooics first appear in the outer solu

tion. They are not directly forced at this order, but we will see later 

that they are generated during the matching process. In general, we will 

make the Fourier decomposition: 

Then 
2 

wi 3) = ;:2 (y-1) cos TrY A 

and (4.41) 

W(3) = S(3) sin h An (y-1) 
n n 

where 

B~3) is as yet unknown. 

Switching now to the lower layer, we find that at 0(1) 

(a - FU + h ) ~(O) 
m y 2x = - F ~(O) = _ F sin TrY (A eikx + *) 

1T T 

thus F sin TrY (i A e i kx + *) 
K a - FU + h T m y 

(4.42) 

From here we return to the upper layer where, at 0(~2), we find 

U (v2 + a /U) ~(4) = _ FU ~2(XO) _ (~ _ F) ~(O) m 1x . , 1 T 

After making a Fourier decomposition of ~i4) this becomes 
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F sin 'Jfy 2 2 i Ar 
= - 2k h2 cos 21Ty 1 Ar - (k + 1T + F) UK s 1 n 1TY 

(a2 _ ,2)· W(4) 0 
Y An n = , n > 2 

Therefore 

(4.43) 

w(4) - B(4) sinh An (y-1) , n > 2 - n 

By now we have taken the potential vorticity equations in the outer region 

to the same order that we did when developing the linear solution. We 

have not yet seen any trace of non-l i neari ty. The 1 atter wi 11 fi nally 

make itself felt a couple of orders hence, but it does not significantly 

affect the evolution of A(T) on the A-2 time scale. It is the action of 

non-linearity in the inner region that is important in determining A(T) 

so we will leave the outer problem at this stage. 

Inner Region 

After scaling -1 in with A3/2 and -2 in with A5/ 2, the potential vor

ticity equations in the inner region become 

(4.44) 
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and 

(4.45) 

In the above equations J (a,b)::::'a b - a band 
x n n x 

q = a~ ~1 + ~ (a~ - F) ~1 + ~2 F ~2 (4.46) 

We turn fi rs t to the upper 1 ayer. Referri ng to the streamfuncti on 

expansions given in (4.37) and (4.38), we see that the first few terms in 

~1 are just the asymptotic il<x form of A sin ny e + *, the 1 eadi n9 

part of the outer solution, as y --> 1/2. The 0(1) and O(~) parts of 

(4.44) are automatically satisfied. There is no direct forcing for the 

0(~3/2) and 0[~2 In(l/~)] terms in the expansion of ~1 in' Rather 

these satisfy homogeneous equations, 

U ~2 ~ ~(3) = 0 
an ax Vl1 ' 

and so are linear in n, 

(4.47) 

~(4) -_~1'(4) (T) ..... (4) ( T) ..J' .;:r. x , n + .J'Q x , (4.48) 

These functions can contain several zonal harmonics, so we set 
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H(3) _ (H (3) e 1 nkx + * ) m -
n=l n,m 

(4) ( (4) e1 nkx + * ) m = 
n=l n,m 

The contr1but10n from the non-11near term be1ng 1dent1cally zero. As 1n 

the 1 1 near problem, _1 4) 1s g1ven 1n terms of the lower layer streamfunc

t10n by 

, 
n n 

,,14) = - F d n' (4.49) 
o 0 

After making the decomposit10n 

[z(m) y(m) G(m,n) G(m,n)] 1nkx + * 
n'n '1 '0 e 

(4.50) 

and not1ng the symmetry of the problem, th1s becomes 

, 
n n 

Z(4) _ - F d n 
, 

d n II y( 0) + G (4, 2n) 
2n - 2n 1 n 

0 0 

n > 1 (4.51) , 
n n 

(4) - F d n 
, 

d n II y(O) + G(4,2n-l) Z2n_l = 2n-l 1 
0 0 
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In contra st to the upper 1 ayer, everythi ng we .wi sh to determi ne from 

the lower layer potential vorticity balance will come out of the leading 

order equation. Thi sis 

(4.52) 

+ J( (0) a2 {6(0) + F ,s(0» + a a2 (0) + J(,s(O) a2 ,s(0) + F ,s(O» = 0 
2 11 2 1 T 11 2 2' 11 2 1 

The last term on the left side of (4.63) contains a component which is 

x-independent and components that are proportional to the zonal harmonics 

of the fundamental wave. We note two consequences of this. The first is 

that the mean flow in the lower layer has the same amplitude (in terms of 

~) a s that Fouri er component of ,s2 whi ch ha s the wavenumber of the 

unstable wave. The structure of this mean flow correction is determined 

at the same order as ,siO) The second consequence is that the 

leading order x-dependent part of the lower streamfunction, ,s~0) 

(X,l1,T), is not simply proportional to eikX , but contains all of the 
. i nkx zonal harmomcs e ,n ~ 1-

To clarify the way in which the zonal harmonics are forced, we will 

use the Fourier decomposition of ,s~0) indicated in (4.50). Substi

tuti ng thi s into (4.52) produces a rather compl icated equation. If we 

look at the part of this equation that is proportional to eipkx , p = 0, 

1,2, ... , taking each p in turn, we obtain 

a a2 (0) = ikF (Ay(O)*_A*Y(O» + ik 
T 11 2 111 111 

(4.53) 

-
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_ ik (y(O) + FA) i (0) + ik FA* y(O) 
1nn 2n 2n 

(4.54) 

+ ik ~ [(n+1) y(O) y(O)* _ n y(O)* y(O) 
n=1 n+1 nnnn n (n+1lnnn 

+ n y(O)* y(O) (n+1) y((nO+)1)nn yn(~)*] = 0 
nnn (n+1ln - "" " 

e ipkx , p ~ 2: 

2 ,..2h2n2 ikp yp(O) + y(O) _ ipk y(O) + ipk (y(O) flO) _ y(O) flO»~ 
PnnT P P 2nnn Pnn 2n 

_ i kF ( A Y (( 0 ) 1 ) - A *y (( 0) 1 ) ) + i k (~1 n ( Y ( 0 ) y (( 0 » _ y ( 0 ) y (( 0 ) ) ) 
P-,n P+,n n=1 n p-n nnn nnn p-n n 

(4.55) 

+ n(Y(O)* y(O) _ y(O)* y(O) )])= 0 
nnn (n+P)n n (n+P)nnn 

In each of the above equations, there is only one T derivative. (4.53) 

is an evolution equation for ~~O), (4.54) is an evolution equation for 

yiO) and (4.55) determines the evolution of y~O), p ~ 2. These equations 

are partial differential equations with n -derivatives. They determine 
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the meridional structure of ~~O) and y~O). These meridional structures are 

intimately coupled to the evolution of ~O) and y~O). The evolution of the 

mean flow and each harmonic, including the first, cannot be described by 

a T-dependent amplitude coefficient multiplying a stationary meridional 

structure. Instead, the meridional shape of each harmonic changes with 

time as well as its norm. Another feature of (4.53)-(4.55) is that they 

are coupled non-linear equations. The development of each y~O) and 

~~O) is inextricably linked to all of the others. 

We shoul d veri fy that all of the spectral components are directly 

forced. 

unstable 

We will consider an initial condition containing only the linear 

mode. Thus A and y(O) (and y(O» are non-zero while 1 111 
! (0) 

2 and y(O) 
P , pz.. 2 are all initially zero. The AY(O)* 

111 
A*Y(O) 

1n term in (4.53) will force the mean flow, <!(O) 2 • In 

(4.55), let us consider the ( 0) 
AY(p_l)11 term. The presence of the 

(p-1) th Fouri er component wi 11 force the next hi ghest component 
y(O) 
p • We know that y(O) 

1 is initially non-zero, hence y(O) 
2 ' 

y(O) 
3 ' ... wi 11 be successively forced. Moreover, we might expect 

that at a time not too far removed from zero, the energy associated with 

the pth Fourier component will progressively decrease with increasing p. 

Equations (4.53)-(4.55) possess some symmetry properties. As a 

result, all odd-numbered harmonics are even functions of 11 and vice versa. 

The central problem at hand is the determination of the evolution of 

A(T), at least in principle. We have not yet closed the system. To do 

so, we must link the inner solution to the outer. The necessary step is 

the same as the one used to complete the linear solution in Chapter 3. 

,-
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We match -1 in to -1 out to relative order ~2. We need only consider the 

eikx dependent part of ~1. From (4.51), for _~O~n this is 

(4.56) 

where G64,1) is an as yet undetermined function of T. 

From (4.53), as n --> ~ 

y(O) _ iF 
Ar 

-2 
1 2 n 

21T h2k 
(4.57) 

Z(4) -
CD F2iA 

Thus n F J dn viO) (n, T) + T 1 n n + R 1 2 
0 2k1T h2 

(4.58) 

where R is a free constant. 

We will perform the matching somewhat informally by comparing the 

asymptotic form of the outer solution in the limit y-1/2 - O(~), ~ --> 0 

with the form of the inner solution in the limit n __ >CIO. Using (4.35), 

(4.41) and (4.43), we find that the part of the outer solution that is 

proportional to eikx is asymptotically 

(4.59) 
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while (4.37), (4.47). and (4.58) imply that the same part of the inner 

solution is given by 

A-3/ 2 ~1 N A (1 1 2 2 + 1 A2 4 4 
U VI in -Z-fj,1\'Tl '24u1\'Tl + ••• ) 

(4.60) 

Matching these two forms tells us two things. Firstly, it shows that the 

term fj,2 1n (l/td ')i64,1) in the expansion of J61 in' which was not 

directly forced in the expansion of the vorticity equation, must be 

included in order to correctly fit the incoming outer solution. Thus 

)t(4,1) = 
o (4.61) 

The term H(3) is not forced by the matching conditions and so is 1,0 

zero. 

The second and more important matching condition comes from the A2Tl 

terms in (4.54) and (4.60). It is 

(4.62) 

The infinite set of equations (4.62), (4.53), (4.54) and (4.55) completely 

determine A(T), Y~O) (T,,,) and ~~O) (T,,,). Finding their solution will 

-
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1 d" h h i 1 d 11th A -2 t,"me enab e us to , scover ow t e s ng e-wave mo e evo ves on e .. 

scale. Unfortunately, obtaining such a solution analytically is very 

difficult. We will instead resort to a numerical procedure. 

Features of the Asymptotic Solution 

If one pursues the asymptotic analysis further, one can obtain details 

of the mean flow and harmonics in each of the sub-domains of the problem. 

The mean flow correcti on is most promi nent in the inner regi on of the 

lower layer where the associated streamfunction is O(A5/ 2). The 

attendant zonal velocity is O(A2) while the corresponding alteration in 

the mean meridional potential vorticity gradient for layer two is O(A). 

The changes in 1r2y are therefore of a simil ar sca1 e to the supercri

tica1ity in the inner region, as one might expect. In the inner part of 

the upper layer, the changes in the zonally independent streamfunction 

and mean velocity are O[A7/ 2 1n (l/A)] and O[A3 1n (l/A)], respectively. 

The alterations to the zonally independent part of the streamfunction 

in the outer region are similar in each layer, being of O(A3). The con

comitant changes in mean velocity are also of O(A3). The leading contribu

tions to the streamfunctions are ~f3) and f~-l). If we form barotropic 

and baroclinic streamfunctions, 

then these take the form 
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(c) [ i (6 +FU) (Sin 2TfY _ sinh [$(y-1/2).]) 
! = (4Tf2+2F)U2 m 2Tf ..f'lr cosh ..Jrr[ 

_e-...-zry( (tan:y _ y + }l e"ZF'"yJ] (IAf _ /A(OlI21 
1 

In the inner region, the amplitudes of the zonal harmonics of the 

primary wave, in the lower layer, are all similar and match that of the 

mean flo\-I correcti on. The meri di onal structures and evol uti onary behav-

i or of these harmoni cs are determi ned by the coupl ed system formed by 

(4.53), (4.54), (4.55) and (4.62). The corrections to ~2 in are 0(~5/2) 

while those to ~1 in are 0(~7/2) for even harmonics and 0(~3) for the odd 

harmonics. The leading contributions to the harmonic components in 

~l in are 

(even harmon; cs) 

and 

A ~ 
.3 ~tanh nJ d y(O) 
Ll A r n n 

n 0 
(odd harmonics) 

In the lower layer, the zonal velocities associated with the harmon

ics dominate the meridional velocities. The former are 0(62) while the 
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latter are 0(115 / 2). In the upper layer, the situation is a little dif

ferent. The zonal velocities are- 0(A3) for both even and odd hannoni.cs 

while the meridional velocities are 0(A3) for the odd hannonics, but 

0(A7/ 2) for the even harmonics. 

Let us move now to the outer domain. Here, too, the amplitudes of 

the 1 eadi ng order tenns are different for the two sets of hannoni cs. 

This time, however, the second harmonic differs from the remaining even 

hannonics. For the odd hannonics, the leading order contributions to the 

upper and lower layer streamfunctions are 

(upper) 
10 

3 F An. J (0) -A r- sech r smh An (y-l) d11 Y n ( 11) 
n 0 

(4.63) 

and 

(4.64) 

respectively. Associated perturbation velocities in the upper and lower 

1 ayers are a1 so O(A 3) and O(A 5), respectively. For each of the even 

harmonics except the second, the largest contributions to the streamfunc

tions are smaller than those above by a factor A1/2. They are 

(upper) 

~ 011 

-A 7/2F cosech ~ sinh An (y-1) J d11 j d111 y~O) 
o 11 

_A 11 /2 iF2 .· sec2 vy cosech ~ sinh An (y l)IODd J':t I y(O)( ) 2h2nk Co - 11 11 nT 11 
o 11 

(4.65) 

(4.66) 
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and produce upper and lower 1 ayer vel oci ty components of ,0{tJ 12) and 

O(t. ll /2). In the second harmonic component, the hi ghest order part of 

the upper layer streamfunction is given by (4.65) with n = 2 but that of 

the lower layer streamfunction is given by 

(4.67) 

which is A-1/ 2 larger than (4.66). 

The difference between the second harmonics and the higher overtones 

is a reflection of how non-linear processes are working in this system. 

In the outer region, we see the sort of phenomenon we might expect in a 

weak amplitude system containing quadratic interactions. With some over

simplification: a single (zonal) Fourier component eikx, is "forced" 

with some small amplitude O(e;) say, £« 1. In our model eikx is 

"forced" by the linear baroclinic instability mechanism. The meridional 

and verti cal structure of thi s mode are detenni ned by the 1 eadi ng order 

linear parts of the governing equations. The non-linear interaction of 

this mode with itself produces an ei2kx component of 0(£2) and suc

cessive quadratic interactions produce the higher harmonics with a hier

archical sequence of amplitudes; e;n einkx • Because of the difference 

in amplitudes between the upper and lower layer streamfunctions, the form 

of the coupling between the upper and lower layer potential vorticity 

e,quati ons and the nature of the meri di onal structures of the streamfunc

tions, the relative strengths of the non-linearly generated harmonics is 

a little different for the two streamfunctions. 
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The inner region presents a different picture. Although the stream

function amplitudes are still formally small, we have to take into account 

the critical layer effect. The linear balance in the lower layer is anom

alously small because -of the small size of the coefficient that corre

sponds to the lower potential vorticity gradient of the equilibrium flow. 

The non-linear perturbation terms are the same size as this weakened lin

ear balance. Despite the small streamfunction amplitudes, this is a fully 

non-linear sort of dynamics. The absence of any difference in size be

tween the non-1i near and 1 i near terms of the lower 1 ayer prevents the 

system from being able to rank the harmonics. Instead, all the harmonics 

i n ~2 in have the same amp1 itude as the fundamental. Their dynamics 

are intimately interwoven [see (4.53)-(4.55)]. The presence of ~2 in 

the upper layer potential vorticity equation forces the harmonic compon

ents of ~1. 

As we make the transition from the inner region to the outer region, 

"[f2y becomes 0(1) once more, the linear balance in layer two again be

comes dominant. However, the harmonics in ~1 in are related to the 

non-linear forcing (which ultimately resides in the lower layer potential 

vorticity equation) not by a simple algebraic relation but as the solu

tion of a forced, linear differential problem. The harmonics of ~1 in 

do not decay as one moves to the outer region even though the non-linear 

terms do become relatively less important. Harmonics in the outer region 

are therefore forced indirectly by the matching condition as a result of 

non-linear effects ,occur.ring within the inner region. This is the reason 

for the integrals of Y~O) that appear in (4.63)-(4.66). Direct non-
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1 i near forci ng in the outer regi on, is only strong enough to surpas.s .the 

effects of the indirect forcing in the case of the second harmonic in the 

lower 1 ayer , ( 4 .67) • 

Numerical Simulations 
The analysis above indicates that, once the amplitude of the unstable 

wave has grown to o(t.3/2), non-linear effects modify the hitherto expo-

nential growth of the former. For as long as the unstable wave amplitude 

remains at this order, the O(~-2) time scale behavior of A will be 

described by (4.53)-(4.55) and (4.62) which include the effects of inter-

actions with the mean flow perturbation and higher hannonics. Since we 

have not solved these equations we do not know whether these interactions 

are stabil i zi ng or destabi 1 i zi ng. We have therefore resorted to some 

numerical simulations of the single wave problem. While their results do 

not eliminate the possibility of there being some parameter choices for 

which equilibration does not occur, the cases examined seem to indicate 

stabilization. 

The numerical model used is a spectral model with aliasing removed. 

The equations solved are the non-linear quasigeostrophic potential vor

ticity equation for the two-layer model that we have been considering 

theoretically. Perturbations to the zonally independent flow, generated 

by non-linear effects are included, unlike the three-wave model consid

ered earlier. The x-dependent parts are spectrally decomposed both 

meridionally and zonally as 

n=N,m=M [(A(l) A(2)) eimkx 
~ = ~ n,m' n m sin n~y + *] 

n,m=l ' 
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where k is the wavenumber of the fundamental unstab1 e wave. Parameters 

such as U, a, F and h2 were chosen so that the equilibrium flow was 

only weakly supercri ti cal. The meri di ona1 structure of the mean flow 

perturbations was also resolved spectrally. 

We shall show results obtained for two different set of parameters, 

these are the single-wave counterparts of the three-wave runs shown ear

lier. We will therefore label these numerical experiments A3 and B3. 

For A3: 

F = 10.0, U = 1.0, a = 14.92, h2 = 5.0 (~= 0.08) k = 2.261 

The spectral series were truncated zonally at m = 5 and meridionally at 

sin 38 ny or sin 39 ny (according as the harmonic is even or odd). 

For B3: 

F = 6.6164, U = 1.0, a = 16.3, h2 = 9.8836 (~= 0.2) k = 2.254 

The spectral series were truncated zonally at m = 5 and meridionally at 

sin 38 ny or sin 39 ny. 

In A3, the initial conditions used consisted of setting the meridional 

spectrum of the eikx component equal to that of an unstable linear mode 

and choosing an amplitude equal to that used in the three-wave problem, 

A1. The initial amplitudes of the remaining zonal harmonics and the mean 

flow perturbati9n were chosen to be zero. The initial conditions for B3 

bore a similar relation to B1. 

In both A3 and B3, we start with the weakly unstable linear mode pres

ent at a small but finite amplitude. During the early stages of the com-
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puter runs the unstable wave should grow through the action of the linear 

instability mechanism, while non-linear interactions begintri generate 

higher harmonics and perturbations to the mean flow. Eventually the lat

ter should begin to modify the evolution of the former. 

We present, in Figures 4.10 and 4.11, the kinetic energy of the upper 

layer flow associated with the fundamental as it evolves during the com

puter run, for cases A3 and 83, respectively. Both of these show similar 

behavior. The unstable wave initially grows at a rate given by the linear 

gro\,/th rate. This is eventually overpowered by non-linear effects and 

the growth of the unstable wave hal ts. This suggests that the combined 

effects of the mean flow corrections and the higher har.monics are indeed 

stabilizing. 

It would be interesting to follow the evolution numerically for a 

longer period of time. This has not been done for two reasons. The first 

is that the model requires a substantial amount of computer resources. 

The second is more fundamental. We have shown that the dynamics of the 

non-linear evolution of the weakly supercritical system rapidly generate 

a large number of higher harmonics. Each of these harmonics is suffi

ciently strong, in the inner region, to affect the evolution of the fund

amental, in particular, and of the system as a whole. Our numerical model 

uses a fairly small zonal truncation limit. This spectral domain starts to 

fill fairly rapidly and so before long the finite truncation of the model 

begins to influence the evolution of the system. The subsequent develop

ment of the system should be sensitive to the truncation level used.Con

tinuing the computational runs further will furnish details not of the 
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physical system we wish to model but of a numerical system that departs 

more and more from the phys i ca 1 sys tern because of its failure to a 11 ow 

the appropriate cascade of energy through wavenumber space. 

In Table 4 • .1, we list the energies associated with the various har

monics at the end of run A3. These show both how, in the inner region of 

the lower layer, the harmonics are approaching levels comparable with the 

unstable wave and the differences in energies between the even and odd 

harmonics. We have listed the formal amplitude scales for the energies 

of each zonal mode that the asymptoti c theory suggests in Tabl e 4.2. The 

patterns of the two tables are similar. 
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Table 4.1: Energies of the Fourier Component e inkx at the End of A3 

n KEl+ KE2 PE -
1 1.5 x 10-7 2.8 x 10-10 9.8 x 10-8 

2 1.8 x 10-15 1.0 x 10-11 6.8 x 10-14 

3 4.1 x 10-14 3.4 x 10-11 3.6 x 10-13 

4 2.9 x 10-16 1. 7 x 10-11 3.8 x 10-14 

5 2.1 x 10-14 3.6 x 10-11 4.9 x 10-13 

+KEl is the kinetic energy per unit channel length of the sin (nkx) 
component of the velocity fluctuations in the upper layer., KE2 is the 
similar quantity in the lower layer. KE1, KE2 and PE contain contribu
tions from both the inner and outer regions of the flow. 
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Table 4.2: 

Scales for the Energies of Each Fourier Component 
Suggested by the Asymptotic Theory 

KE1+ KE2 PE -

1 t,3 t,9/2 t,3 

2 t,13/2 t,9/2 t,11/2 

3 t,1212 t,912 t,11/2 

4 t,1312 t,9/2 t,11/2 

5 t,12/2 t,912 t,11/2 
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The Single-Wave Problem With the Higher Harmonics Excluded 

The single-wave problem here contains the phenomenon of zonal harmonic 

production that is characteristic of non-linear critical layers (e.g., 

Pedlosky, 1982). The evolution of the unstable wave is modified by the 

infl uence of both the harmonics and of interactions with the mean flow. 

It would be interesting to obtain some feel for the way in which these 

two non-linear processes contribute to the evolutionary dynamics. Ana

lytically, this is rather difficult because of the complexity of the 

problem. Numerically, we can very easily remove the higher zonal har

moni cs of the fundamental from the computati onal model and exami ne how 

the unstable wave evolves when it is only influenced by the mean flow. 

One should introduce a note of caution at this point. The way in which 

higher harmonics influence the fundamental is rather complicated. Inter

actions between higher harmonics can influence the fundamental directly 

by appearing as a forcing term in (4.54) or indirectly by first of all 

modifying the mean flow. The dynamics of fundamentalfnarmonics are thus 

rather intricately linked to the fundamental/mean flow interactions. The 

modifications to the mean flow that will appear in the proposed numerical 

experiment will not bear a direct relation to those in the full experi

ments A3 and B3. 

Figure 4.12 shows the evolution of the upper layer kinetic energy 

associated with the fundamental in a numerical run lacking any higher 

zonal harmonics but including the mean flow. This run, which we will 

label 84, uses the same basic state, unstable wavenumber and initial 

conditions as B3, with which it should be compared. We see that t,he 
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maximum energy attained is less in B4 than in B3, the differences in 

energy between successive extrema are larger, and the time scale of the 

energy vacillation is longer. 

One could claim that the mean flow alone is more effective in coun

tering the linear instability mechanism than the combined action of the 

mean flow and the higher harmonics. However, the difference in peak per

turbation energy between the two runs B3 and B4 is only about 20 percent. 
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CHAPTER 5 

5. Concluding Remarks 

Examples of turbulent flows are often strongly non-linear, exhibiting 

large amplitude eddy motions. However, a small amplitude eddy field may 

also exhibit some of the aspects of turbulence, in particular, a broad 

content of spatial scales continuously exchanging energy in a temporally 

intricate fashion. From considerations similar to those involved in the 

non-interaction theorem of Charney and Orazin (1962), one can see that 

weak wave-like disturbances in a smooth background flow may evolve into a 

spectrally rich weak wave-field, if there are two or more linear modes 

initially present, or if tne amplitude of tne wave-mode initially present 

is time dependent due to external forcing or some intrinsic instability 

of the background flow. The time scale for the gener'ation of additional 

spatial scales would, in general, vary as the inverse of the amplitude of 

the wavefield. The subsequent evolution of this spatially complex field 

will occur on a simil ar time seal e, a seal e that is longer than the 

characteri stic time scale of t'1e wave periods. In possessing this 

separation of time scales, a complicated but weak eddy field differs 

noticeably from strongly non-linear turbulence. 

The weal< wave-like disturbances generated by baroclinic instability 

in an unstable flow that lies close to minimum critical shear follows 

this pattern, at least in the instance of Phillips model in an infinite 

zonal channel. We will pause here to consider how the production of a 

multi-scale flow occurs. In the case of the meridionally uniform model, 

the production of energy at scales other th·ln that which is directly 
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unstabl e occurs predominantly through resonant i nteracti ons between the 

unstable wave and neutral waves. Although harmonics of the unstable wave 

are generated by the cri ti cal 1 ayer dynami cs, they are weaker in ampl i

tude than the unstable wave [au.) cf. O(~1/2)]. The neutral waves that 

interact resonantly with the unstable wave have an amplitude similar to 

that of the unstable wave. What is more, this amplitude is sufficient 

for secondary transfers of energy to occur from the sidebands to other 

neutral waves on the same time scale as that of the linear instability. 

In general, each of the sidebands in the primary triad involving the 

unstable wave will also be an element in other resonant triads composed 

of the sideband and an additional pair of neutral waves. Let us call 

such a triad a secondary triad and the additional neutral waves, second

ary neutral waves. Some of the possible secondary triads will satisfy 

the confi gurati onal condi ti on necessary for the secondary neutral waves 

to be able to grow from very small amplitudes to amplitudes comparable to 

the sideband. Because the amplitudes of the sidebands are O(~1/2), 

energy transfers between a sideband and secondary neutral waves will 

t o 1 f O( -1/2) ° h ° 1 h f occur on a lme sca e 0 ~ ,1 .e., t e same tlme sca e as t at 0 

the evolution of the primary triad. In a similar fashion the secondary 

neutral waves can transfer energy to more neutral waves through more 

triad interactions. In this way we see that energy released from the 

mean flow at a particular scale by baroclinic instability can be transfer-

red ~o a broad range of scales producing a spatially complex eddy field. 

Loesch (1974) has indicated that there is a threshold value of F below 

which this energy cascade is quenched. For F < 2.fi 1T2 , there is only 
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one resonant triad possible that includes the unstable wave. For F below 

10.5, the uns tab 1 e wave is not uns tab 1 e to the s.i debands because of the 

signs of tne interaction coefficients. If we imagine initial conditions 

in which wave amplitudes are much less than 0(1l1/2), then the growth of 

the unstable wave to an 0(1l1/2) level will not be accompanied by any 

growth of the si debands. An energy cascade [on the O( A -1/2) time scal e 

cannot begin and the unstable wave (equilibrated by interaction with the 

mean flow) dominates the eddy field. 

Our work on the meri diona1ly varying problem has demonstrated that 

significant energy transfer from the unstable wavelength to other zonal 

scales can occur in that too. Again, the generation of harmonics of the 

unstable wave is not a major process in the production of energy at other 

scales. Instead, it is resonant interaction with neutral waves that is 

responsible for transferring energy from the unstable wave. Because, 

unliKe the meridionally uniform case, tne meridional structure of the 

linear normal modes were not trigonometric, more than one pair of neutral 

waves can form a resonant triad with the unstable wave. The sidebands of 

the primary tri ads will once agai n be abl e to take part in the dynami cs 

of secondary triads. 

In the meridiona11y varying model we expect baroclinic instability to 

generate a cascade of energy to other (neu tra 1) 1 ength scale s. However, 

it is not clear how to describe tllis process. The model discussed in 

chapter· four was artificially limited to an unstable wave and only two 

neutral waves. The predicted amplitudes for the sidebands, 0(1l+7/4), 

were larger than that of the unstable wave, 0(1l2). This suggests that 
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the propensity for, energy transfer to other lengtn scales is stronger in 

the meridionally varying model. However, a sideband of amplitude 

O(~7/4) that is taking part in a secondary triad interaction will tend 

to experience amplitude fluctuations on an O(~-7/4) time scale, i.e., 

more rapidly than the evolution of the primary triad. It is not clear 

how this will affect the evolution of the primary triad nor how to 

consistently formulate a description of energy transfers betwean the 

primary triad and the secondary neutral waves. 

If we prevent triad resonance, e.g., by introducing a suitable quan

tization condition, then as in the meridionally uniform model, we observe 

energy generation at other scales in the form of harmonics of tne funda

mental wave. Introducing meridional variation into the proolem has not 

removed the critical layer effect observed in Phillips' model. It has, 

however, changed the latter somewhat. The nigher harmonics, instead of 

being of uniform magnitude over the width of the channel and within each 

layer, are now strongest in the inner region of the lower layer flow, 

where their amplitude is similar to that of the unstable wave in that 

region. The harmonics are still, however, small compared to the 

amplitude of the unstable wave in the outer part of the upper layer. 

One point to be borne in mind is that the linear and non-linear 

results indicate that the neighborhood of minimum critical shear in which 

one can clearly differentiate between the single-wave and three-wave 

mechanisms is rather small. For Equations (4.27) to describe the evolu

ti on of the system requires a very small val ue of fl. For values of fl 

that are larger but still small, one would expect the evolution of tne 
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unstable wave to exhibit aspects of both three-wave and single-wave 

processes. 

Our entire analysis has been inviscid. It is likely that when the 

mechanisms that we have discussed are present in a physical system, they· 

will be modified by the action of dissipation. On the one hand, the 

structure of the unstable mode exhibits an interior region of small merid

ional scale which may be vulnerable to dissipation. Howe'ler, it should 

be noted that the meridional gradient of the background potential vortic

ity, which is responsible for the presence of the inner layer, does not 

itself contain small meridional scales. On the other hand, transfer of 

energy through the wavenumber spectrum that shoul d ari se as a resul t of 

the three-wave i nteracti on mechani sm wi 11 be i nfl uenced by the rate at 

which energy is dissipated at smaller scales. 
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Appendix A 

The constants 9j and Mj appearing in (4.5) are giving by the following 

expressions 

( 0 ) 

+ [_ (j)k2 + 1 J c1 (Sm + FU)] J(j) (0) (j) (1) 
'1 (i) - (j) 2 "1'1 t1 

U - J Co (U - cO) 

« j)k2+ 1 ) 
- 1 (j)c 

o 

(j) - } J(jl,,(O)(jW,(l) _ C1h2 f (1+ cos 2 y)(j)'III(O)(j)-u(l) 
-r2 nT2 (j)c2 ~ 12 12 

o 

__ 
[ Sm + FU I «J°).olAO))2 + h2 J (JO).J.(O) 2 ]-1 M r ( r2 ) (1+ cos 2~y) x 

j - (U - (j)co)2 1 (j)C02 

m (1 _ ~)[~(j')kol (j)t1(0)(j')i'1(0) cos ~y_ [ 
S + FU 

U - (j)co U - (j)co u 

In these, j = 1, 2 ; j'=3-j; J = J 1 dy 
o 
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APPEI~DIX B 

The following is a summary of the calculations which describe the 

weakly finite amplitude evolution of the single-wave; meridionally vary

ing problem discussed in Chapter 4. The goal of this is to predict the 

spatial structure and the evolution of the leading terms in the Fourier 

components whi ch correspond to hi gher zonal harmoni cs of the unstabl e 

wave. Some of the results of the analysis here were presented in Chap

ter 4, e.g., the evolution equations (4.62), (4.53), (4.54) and (4.55). 

The analysis is presented without comment for the most part. Perturbation 

expansion techniques are used to obtain an approximate solution to the 

non-linear) quasi-geostrophic potential vorticity equations under the 

assumption that the equilibrium state is only weakly unstable and that 

the disturbance amplitude is small. The expansion parameter is the super

criticality Il or equivalently the disturbance amplitude and the notation 

follows that used in Chapter 4. A multiple (two) time scale technique is 

used and the meridional domain is divided into an inner and outer domain 

as before. Asymptotic matching is used to link the solutions in these 

two domains. We will present this latter part informally, i.e., matching 

series that we obtain by allowing the inner variable to tend to infinity 

and the outer variable, to zero. 

Because of the interlocking nature of the method of solution, the 

reader who is intrepid enough to read on should be prepared for a calcu-

1 ation whi ch weaves backwards and forwards between the inner and outer 

regions and the upper and lower layers. 

Il = 6 - B .. m 
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Expansions 

~ = ~3/2 lA(T) sin ~y e ikx + * + ~ ~1(2)(x,y,T) 
lout 

+ ~5/2 [~i5) (x,y,T) + ~i5)(y,T)] + ] 

~ ~7/2 [~-1/2 ~2(-1)(y,T) + 1n (l/~) ®2(O)(y,T) + 
2 out = 

+ ~1/2 1n (l/~) ®~l)(y,T) + ~1/2 i~l)(y,T) + 

+ ~ 1n (l/~) ® ~2)(y,T) 

+ ~ [~~2)(X,y,T) + f~2)(y,T)] 

+ ~3/2 1n (1/~) [g~3)(x,y,T) + ® ~3)(y,T)] 
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+ 1::.2 In (lit::.) [tJ-(4)(n,T) + :r(4)(x,n,T)J + 1::.2 [¢i4 )(x,n,T) + f.i 4 )(n,T)J 

+ 1::.5/ 2 In (1/I::.)[~(5)(n,T) + ¥5)(x,n,T)J + 1::.5/ 2[¢i S)(x,n,T) + piS)(n,T)J 

+ 1::.31 n (1 It::. )[ 1 ( 6 ) ( n , T ) <Ii ( 6 ) ( x, n , T) J + 1::.3 [¢i 6 ) ( x , n , T) + ~ 6 ) ( n , T ) J + 

+ 1::.4 [In (1/I::.)J 2 [I68 ,2)(n,T) + Ii 8 ,2)(x,n,T)] + 

+ 1::. 5 [In (1/I::.)J 3 [I610 ,3)(n,T) + Ii 10 ,3)(x,n,T)J + ] 

¢2 in = 1::.5/ 2 [[¢~O)(x,n,T) + ~~O)(n,T)J + 1::. 1/ 2 [¢~l)(x,n,T) + g;;~l)(n,T)J 

Reseal i ng the streamfuncti ons to remove the outer seal i ngs shown above, 

the potential vorticity equations become 

Exterior Region 

"' 

//2 [J(¢I' F¢2) + 'T [.-3/2 (,; - Fltl + F .1/2 22]J - .4 F ;2T 
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l/2x 
(Bm - FU + hy) ¢2x = - F ¢IT + ~ [¢2x - J (~ 't2' F ¢l)] 

- ~3/2 [ J(tS2 , FtS1 ) + aT [~1/2 (a; - n<P2 + F~-3/2Pl]] 

where 

F),:f + F ~2 P 1 2 

Inner Region 

The wavenumber of the fundamental zonal Fourier component is given by 

k2 = Bm/U _ 11"2 m 

We proceed by substi tuting the streamfunct; on expans; ons into the poten

tial vorticity equations and considering the balance of terms at each suc-

cessive order . 
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Lower, O( 1 } 

Set 

Project: eiO •kx 

ikx e 
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~~O) = ~ [y~O)(n,T) e inkx + * ] 
n=l 

2 2h 2· ky (0) + y(O) _ ikY(O) + FA + ikY(O);;; (0) _ (y(O) + FA) r(O) 
11" 2n ' 1 1nnT 1 T 1 J:'2nnn inn ~2n 

_ (n+l) y(O) y(O)*] = 0 
(n+1lnn nn 

e ipkx , p > 1 
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y(O) - O( 11-(3p-1» 
p 
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~~O) __ F~ (IAI 2 _ IA(O) 12) (11-1 + ~ 11-3 
21T h2 61T h2 

The dominant balance in the equation for the exp(ikx) component is 

21T2h2112ikyiO) - ikyiO) + FAT - ikFAf~~) :: ° 
(0) "FA 2 '"F F3 2 2 4 • Y - ~ 111- +[ AT+ 42 A (IA\ -IA(O)I )J11-
1 21T h2k 41T4h~k 41T h2 

The zonally independent part of this is 

J (~(1) F~(O» 
- (0) 2 ' 1 
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so that 

Hence, as n -~ 

The x - dependent part of the potential vorticity balance yields 

Setti ng we find that 

Lower ,DUd 

• 
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~(2) _ -iF (A eikx *) + 1 2 2~(O) \112 ~ T - '! 11' n \112 as n -~ 00 

2 

y(2) _ 12 2y(O) 
n 3" 11' n n 

The mean flow is governed by 

• 
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where M(2)(T) is a free constant and .e denotes the zonally uniform part. 

• ~(2) - ~ (fA1 2 _ IA(0)1 2) n lnn + M(2)n + con st. + h.o.t. 
•• 2 A2 ~L h 

'II" 2 

M(2)(T) is a free constant. 

As n -~ 00 , the dominant balance for the exp(ikx) component is 

2 2h 2y (2) y(2) + h 2F 2A 2 h 4 4y (0) _ FA.+:..(2)+ F'II"22A .r(0) ~ 0 
'II" 2n 1 - 1 ~ n T - j 2'11" n 1 ~ 2n -z-n ~2n 

whence 

+ n -2 { 

Upper 

The 0(1) and O(~) balances are trivial 

O{ ~3/2) ua2 ax ~P) = 0 
n 

~(3) 
1 = Hi 3 )(x,T)n + H63)(X,T) 

0(~2ln 1h 2 (4) 
uan ax'Jr (x,n,T) = 0 
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U 2 ~(4) FU~(O) + J(~(O) 2(Ae ikx + * )) + J(~l(O), (k2 + F)~(O)) 
an 1II1x = - 1II2x 1II1' 1f 1 

Set 

I 

z(4) = _ F en Sn y(O) + G(4,2n)n 
2n JO 0 2n 1 

I 

Z(4) __ F In In y(O) + G(4,2n+1) 
2n+1 - 0 0 2n+1 0 
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_ i(~2 + k2 + F) (A eikx _ * ) 
ku T 

Set 

Define 

, , 
= - (8 / U _ k2) In In z(4) _ FIn [n y(2) + G(4,1)(T) 

mOO 1 00 1 0 

I , 

Z(6) = A2 fn In Z(4) _ F In In y(2) + nG1(4,2n)(T) 
2n 2n 0 0 2n 0 0 2n 

(6) 2 In In' (4) In In' (2) (4 2 +1) 
Z2n+1 = A2n+1 0 0 Z2n+1 - F 0 0 Y2n+1 + GO ' n (T) 

O(to3 In lit. ) Ua2 ,]tt(6) = - (ua2 + 8 ) .J(4) 
n x x m x 

3/2 Lower, O( to ) 

• 
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2 r~(l)(A ikx+ * ) + ~(2)~(1) _ ~(2)~(1) = 0 
- ~ n· ~2x e ~2x ~2nnn 2n 2nnx 

We will later see that Hi 3) = 0 so we will assume this here. Also 

"'" HO(3)(x,T) - 2:: [H(3) e;(2n+1)kx + * ] 
- n=l (2n+1),0 

Project onto e iO •kx , ;(2ii + 1 )kx 
e 
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[(n+1}y(3}y(O)* _ ny(3}*y(O} J _ [(n+1}Y(O) y(3}* 
n+1 nnnn n (n+1}nnn (n+1) nn 

_ [(n+1}y(3) y(O)* _ ny(3}*y(O} J + [(n+1}y(2}y(1)* 
(n+1}nn nn nnn (n+1}n n+1 nnnn 

_ nYn(2}*Y«n1+}1}nnnJ - [(n+1}y(1) y(2)* _ ny(1)*y(2} J 
(n+1}nn nn nnn (n+1}n 

-
ei2nkx: (p = 2n) 

2P1T2h2n2Yp(3} _ ~ 0To2n YP - py(3} - F(Ay«3}1} - A*y«3}1} } 
~ p p- n p+ n 
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+ ~ {[(n+p)y(3)y(O)* _ ny(3)*y(O) ] _ [(n+p)Y(O) y(3)* 
n+1 n+p nnnn n (p+nlnnn (n+P)nn nn 

_ ny(O)*y(3) ] + [(n+p)y(O)y(3)* _ ny(O)*y(3) ] 
nnn (p+n) n n+p nnnn n (p+n) nnn 

_ ny(2)*y(1) ] _ [(n+p)y(l) y(2)* _ ny(1)*y(2) ] 
n (p+n) nnn (n+p) nn nn nnn (p+n) n 

} 

+ p { y(3) ~(O) _ y(O) ,7.,(3) + y(O)4?(3) _ y(3) ~(O) + y(2) p(1) 
P 2nnn Pnn r2n P 2nnn Pnn 2n P 2nnn 

_ y(1) iP(2) + y(1) ~(2) _ y(2) p(1)} = 0 
Pnn 2n P 2nnn Pnn 2n 

-( p = 2n + 1 ) 

2 p~2h2n2y~3) - ~ aTa~ y~3) - py~3) - !t aTH~:~ - F(AY~;~l)n- A*Y(p+1)n) 

+i j [(n+p)y(3) y(O)* _ ny(3)*y(O) ] _ [(n+p)Y(O) y(3)* 
n=l l (n+p) nnnn n (p+n)nnn (n+P)nn nn 



~ 

• 
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_ [(n+p)y(3) y(b)* _ ny(3)*y(0) ] _ F [(n+p)H(3) . y(O)* 
(n+P)nn nn nnn (p+n)n (n+p),O nn 

_nH(3)*y(0) ] + [(n+p)y(2)y(1)* _ ny(2)*y(1) ] + [ny(1)*y(2) 
n,O (p+n)n n+p nnnn n (p+n)nnn nnn (p+n)n 

_ [(n+p)y(2) y(l)* _ ny(2)*y(1) ] 
(n+p) nn nnn (p+n)n nn 

+ p {y(3)~(0) _ y(O) ~(3) + y(O) ~(3) _ yO) ~(O) _ FH(3) p(O) 
p 2nnn Pnn 2n P 2nnn Pnn 2n p,O 2n 

Thus, for p odd, p ~ 1 , 

For p even, 

iF -2 a H(3) 
2 n T p,O ' 

2pk'lr h2 
n -~ 00 



• 
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~ 4 4",(2) + 4 h 6 6",(0) + J(",(4) a2 ",(0) + F"'l('O» 
- :r211' TJ "2x tl'5" 211' TJ "2x "2' TJ "2 " 

To obtain the 1 eadi n9 behavi or of Y (4) as TJ -~ ao , we note the n 
dominant balance 

2 2h 2",(4) - 1 F 4 4(A-eikx + * ) + 2 h 4 4",(2) 4 h 6 6",(0) 
11' 2 TJ "2x - - 21r 11' TJ • 'T 3" 211' TJ "2x - 2f."5" 211' TJ "2x 

Thus 

F",(4) 
- JIlT 

1 2 2y(2) 2 4 4y(0) + iF Z(4)-2 
j 11' TJ n - 2r5" 11' TJ n 2 nT TJ 

211' h2nk 
n > 1 
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The mean flow component of the above potential vorticity balance is 

a a2 45(4) + J (0(4) a2 0(0) + F0(0» + J . (0(3) a2 111(1» 
T 11-2 (0) 2 ' t) 2 1 (0) 2 ' n 2 

+ J (~(2) a2 ~(2) _ 1 F 2 2~(0» + J (~(1) a2 ~(3) + F~(3» 
( 0 ) Ji2 ' 11 Jl2 ~ 11 'IT Jl1 ( 0) Ji2 ' 11 Jl2 "'1 - --

+ J (~(2) a2 ~(O» + J (~(O) a2 ~(2» J (~(l) 2 ~(1» = 0 
( 0)"'2 ' x Jl2 (0)"'2' x Jl2 + ( O) Ji2 ,a x Jl2 

whence 

2 + 0(11 ln 11) 

Before proceeding further with this, we need to calculateJp) and ~i4). 

We return to the upper layer balance for the inner region and skip con

sideration of 0(67/ 2 ln 1/6 ), 0[64(ln 1/6)2] and 0[64(ln 1/6)]. 

0(67/2) 

Ua 2 111 1(7) = _ (Ua 2 + 6 ) !II(5) + 111(3) _ FUIII(3) 
11 x x m 1x 1x 2x 

_ J«(J(O), 111(5) + ~(5) + (a2 _ F)!II(3) _ F ~(3) + F!II(1) + F ~(1) 
1 1nn 1nn x 1 1 2 2 
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(3) . .(3) 
- aT¢1 - aT~1 nn - nn 

Taking the zonally independent component 

0(1l4) 

ua 2 ¢(8) = _ (Ua 2 + 8 ) ¢(~) + (¢(4) 1 2 4[Ae ikx + * ]) FU¢(4) 
n lx x m Ix Ix - 24 1T n x - 2x 

_ a [¢(4) + F¢(O)] _ a [~(4) + F f(O)] 
T Inn 2 T Inn 2 

Taking the zonally independent component 

==> g?(4) __ F~(O) 
lnnT - 2T 



• 

Hence 

;t;(4) 
'tIT 
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F MiO) 3 + N(4) 
- 0""[ n T n 

N(4)(T) is a free constant. 
T 

As n --> 00 

where ~ is a disposable constant. Thus, 

We can now substitute for~i+) -<l~i) in our expression forp~~) to obtain 

2 2 
+ [~(.J - k) 

2 

To improve our estimate of yi 4 ) as n --> 00 we use the fact that the 

most prominent terms in the potential vorticity balance give 

2 2h 2y(4) y(4) .FTI4 4A 2 h 44y(2)+ 4 h 66y(O) 
TI 2n 1 - 1 - 1m n T - j 2TI n 1 45" 2TI n 1 

FA ]:"(4) + 1 2F 2A A:"(2) 1 F 4 4A r(O) - 0 
- l:2n r n '±:2n - N TI n ~2n -
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From this, as n --> 00 

(4) _ .1T2F 7 2 F 
Y1 - 'IT 240 A-y-n + 22 A 

2 1T h2 

[ 17 iF ~F2 FM(2) F 
+ A A A (1 + -2) - 1440 ~ T - 2 - 4h2 

kh2 4h21T 1T 

3 
+ F A 

h7 2 

Outer Solution 

Set 

Define 

¢(O) A sin 1T eikx + * lout = 

(2) 
¢1 out = 0 

( 0) 
¢2 out = sin 1TY eikx + * 

¢i p) = (w(p) einkx + *) 
n 

U (a~ + 1T2) wi 3) = u k~ A sin 1TY 

2 
(3) k2 

==> W1 = - 21T (y-1) cos 1TY A 

p~3 
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==> W(4) - S(4) sh An (y-l) 
n - n 

LO\~er, 0 (6. ) 

(8 _ FU + h ) ~(2) = ~(O) + F ~(O) ~(-l) 
m y 2x 2x lx :t.2y 

F F ~ (-1) sin 1TY 
",(2) ~ sin 1TY (lOA eikx + *) + 2y (A eikx + *) 

==> VJ2 = 4kh~ 4 T 2 
2 cos 1TY 2h2 cos 1TY 

We will determine ~~;l) later. 

0(6.3/2) 

(8m - FU+hy,) ~~;) = - F~n) - J(~iO), F~iO» - ar [(V2-F) ~~-l) + FCPP)] 
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Set 

2 
+ Ff~~)sin lfY v(3) -Fk2 (y-1) iAT A = 4lfKh2 2 1 cos lfY 2h2 cos lfY 

v(3) F2lf tan3lfY .(A2) + iF shA2(y-l) S(3) 
2 = 8h2k COS2lfY 

, T ~ 
COS2lfY 2T 

, 2 2 

n > 3 

and from the mean flow component of the potential vorticity balance 

o[~ 3/21 n( l/~)] 

U (92 + a /U) "(5)" . m -lx 

The inverted commas denote the inclusion of terms like ki _1 n-2) and -k~ 

_1 n-3) in 9 2 _~!n)" for the eikx Fourier component. 



• 
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We normalize the solution by choosing wi S) = 0 

B(3) 

= 2~nU (y-1) ch An (y-1) + B~ 5) sh An (y-1) 

Projecting onto eikx yields 

while the projection onto einkx gives 

n > 2 

i .e. , 
B(4) 

(6) n (+B(6) ( Wn = 2A nU (y-1) ch An y-1) n sh An y-1) 

In pursuit of the mean flow we carryon to yet higher orders. 

0(£/ /2) 
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The zonally independent part of this yields 

while the eikx component gives 

and the einkx furnishes the relation 

O[~7/2 ln (1/~)] 

U rv2 + BJU) ei~) = - fU e~;) - J (®i4 ), qiO)) - J (lISiO) , 'Oi4)) 

where 

( B - FU + h ) lIS ( 4) = - F lIS ( 4) + lIS ( 2) - J (P2( 1 ), F lIS 1( ° ) ) m y 2x 1T 2x 
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Projecting onto eio •kx , eikx and einkx ; n ~ 2 in turn yields 

V(4) -F A [1 (y-1) ,Sm+FU F2) 
1 = ¥ TT z:rr co S-rry kl1 - 1<ll2 

F2 sin-rrY 
+ 2 2 1n( Icos-rry I)] 

2kh2-rr cos-rry 

(s - FU + h )Q(4) = _J(®(1) F(6(O» - aT[(ay2 - F)®2{O) + F@1(4)] 
m y 2x 2 ' 1 

Projecting onto eio •kx gives 
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Projecting this onto individual zonal components yields 

2 
k2F (-1) (Y-1>] 

- 2firfC2 ~lY 3 A 
cos 'lfY 

n') 3: 

[ F2 2· 3 2 2 k (1 ) 3 2 ] + 'If. S 1 n 'lfY (A) _ F 'If ! - ta n 'lfY i A 
8h23 COS7'1fY T 2h22 2y COS2'1fY 
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The zonally independent part of this yields 

We previously obtained the result, 

The x-dependent components of the O(~4) equation yield: 

e ikx : 

einkx : (after integration) 

(4) 

w(8) _ Bn [A n(y-l)2 sh An(y-l) - (y-l)ch An(y-l)] 
n - 8A 3U2 

n 
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U(~2 + Sm}g(8} FUg(4} J(®(5} q(O}} J(~(O} "Q'(5}} 
U Ix = - 2x - I' I - I' I 

_ 3 [(32 - F)®1(4} + F®(O}] 
T Y 2 

The x-independent part of this is 

With thi s impl i es 

®i 4 } = f(4} ch -v'2F'"(y-l} + 't'(4} ,®~O} = - r(4} ch ./2F'"(y-l} + -z:-(4} 

Upper, O(1I9/ 2} 

U (v 2 + : m ) ~ ~ ~ 9 } II = ~ i ~ } _ J (~i 6 ) ,'V2 ~ i 0 }} - J ( ~ i O) , ~l ~ i 6 }} - J ( ~ p ) ,V'2 ~ P } } 
-(3 [~2 _ F]~(5)+ FU~(5}} + q(O}l(6}+ q(3}p(3}_ ~(O}Q(6)_ ~(3}Q(3) 

T I 2x Ix In Ix In Ix In Ix In 

Taking the zonally independent portion of this we find that 
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We now have expressions for the O(~3) and O(~4) corrections to the 

mean potential vorticity for both layers. We will invert these to find 

the changes to the zonally independent streamfunctions. 

From above 

= -

In normal form, 

Thus, 
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Hence 

2 1 
(21f +F)(y - 2") 

2/sinh[ M(y - }J 
-------J 
-I2F cosh -IFT'l 

The next significant parts of the mean flow are governed by 
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{ 
B + FU F2 2 2 ( 

x ay t (y-1) sin2lrY[ m 2 - lOC] + F 2 si n lry 1 nf/coslrY I> J 
kU 2 2kh21r 

Setti ng we obtain 

2 ""() [ F2 2' 3 . (ay _ 2F)2 C = _ ~ ( s1n~ lrY + s1n3y ) + 

4h2 cos· lrY cos lrY 

[ 
B + FU 2 

+ k12k (~y-l) cos2lrY + k sin2lrY) ( m 2 - k) 
lr kU 2 
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Thus 

We do not intend to calculate any terms of the form 6n/ 2[ln(1/6)]m, 

m ~ 2, in the innter expansions of ~1 and ~2. However, we will have to 

try and obtain some information about the 0(6n/ 2ln(1/A» terms in ~2 which 

we have not yet dealt with. 

Inner, lower, 0[Aln(1/6)] 

Note that there is no direct forcing term in this equation; the 0(6ln 1/6) 

part of ~2 is forced by the matching conditions which join it to the 
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outer solution. The zonally uniform part of the.above equation is 

As n __ >0<:), p(2) - S(2)n + const. + h.o.t. where $(2)(1) is a disposable 

constant. Looking now at the x-dependent part of the potential vorticity 

balance gives 

Set 

+ R(2) a 3~(O) = a 
x n 2 

R(2) = i (R(2,n) e inkx + *) 

n=1 

To calculate the mean part of the O[~4 1n (l/~)] term in ~1 in' we 

must look at 

Upper, O[~4 ln (1/~)] 
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_ J [~(4), (a 2 _11'2 -F) (6(0)] _ a ""'"1..(4) _ a t:(4) 
J x . 1 . T ..:T'1111 X (1111 

Mean component is 

The next task is to try to match the inner and the outer solutions. 

MATCHING 

We will first try to match the x-independent parts of the inner and 

outer solutions 

(6 = ~3 ;r,(3) + ~7/2 1n (lfA) ® (4) + ,/12.1..(4) + ~4 ln (1/~) 1'i"i\1(S) 
lout 't.'l 1 ~l \DI 

+ ~ 4 ~i S) + •••• 

(6 = ~ 3 .:T- (-1) + ~ 7/2 1 n (1 fA) ® 2( 0) + / /2 l:2( 0) + ~ 4 1 n, (1 1 ~) ® 2( 1) 
2 out 'f'l 

+ ~ 4 ~~ 1) + •••• 
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We wi" not try to go so far as i ncl udi ng the t. 4 1 n (lit.) terms in the 

matching process. These terms are omitted henceforth 

~ t.3 ;;(3) + //2 1n Olt.) t: (4)+ /12 ~(4) + 
1 in = t'l J 1 

~l out 
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-1 F3 2 2 
+ const + n (/A/ - /A(O)/ )] 

2411"4h~ 

Il ;s a free constant and "const" ;s a determined constant of a complicated 

form 

Matching yields 

N(3) = 0 (and hence p(3~ ::.0) 
1 ln -

c(T) = 
2 

F -IF /2 (D - D ) 4 h2 + 

G(4) F3 
= - 2 1 

4h211" 

M(O) = 0 

In the lower layer 

16 2 out 
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-3] n + 

T 1>0 00 

+ .3 [M(l). +J dT J d.' f d." [J(O)(-P), a~_~O)) + J(O)(_~O), a~i~ll) 
o 0 nl 

+ ,/12 ln (lhH S(2)n + canst] 
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00 00 

- F I f [i~ 0) + -1 n 

o n 

-1 [ F2 
+ n 24h~1T 2 

Matching yields: 

- f(4) ch ~ + ~(4) = a known constant 

and is real. 
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00 00 2 
F J dId I [I (0) + I -1 _F_ - n n ~2 n 2 

o n 2w h2 

We will now match some of the eikx terms. For convenience we expand 

Upper 

:Jt ( p) (x, n, T) = ~ (E ~ p) e i nk x + *) 
n=l 

3/2 1 2 2 1 4'" 2 
- II A(1-2"w n 1l+24 w 'lll - .... ) 

•• " • )+ 
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3/2 1 2 2 1 44 2 7/2 (4) 
6 A (1 - ~ w n 6 + ~ w n 6 - .•• ) + 6 1n (1/6) E1 

Matching gives 

k2 00 

~ A = F J viOl as stated earlier 

° 

Lower layer 
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+ //2 ln (lh) 

~ ~5/2 y1(O} + ~3 y1(1} + ~7/2 ln (1/~) R(2.1) + ~7/2 y1(2) 
lfJ2 in -

... } 
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Using the forms that we have already derived for M(l), M(2) and 

S(2) it may be seen that all of the terms match correctly. 

We will now try to match the exp(i2kx) components in the upper layer 

¢(. ,2) = ~3 W(3) + ~7/2 W(4) + ~4 W(S) + ~9/2 W(6) 
lout 2 2 2 2 

B(4) 
- n2 } A~Bi3)Sh A2/2 ] + ~9/2 [(-Bi6)Sh A2/2 - 4~20 ch A2/2 ) 

B(3) 
+ n(A2B~3)Ch A2/2 + 4~2U [2 ch A2/2 - A2sh A2/2 ]) 

+ ~9/2 Z(6) + 
2 

+ F 
00 00 

f J y(O) ] 
o nt 2 

0() (lQ 

+ F J J y(l) ] 
o nt 2 

00 

+ ~ 
4 [1 3 2H(3) + (H(S) - F Jy~l)) b n A2 2,1 n 2,1 

0 

+ ~9/2ln(1/~)[1 3A2E(4) 
b n 2 2,1 + E(6) ] 

n 2,1 
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00 00 00 00 

(G(16 ,2) - F f Y2(2) - ,,2F J f f y(O» + n o 2 0 nl nil 2 

00 00 00 00 

+ (F"~ 10 J I S II J."Y~ 0) + F 
n n n 

Matching we find that 

E(4} - 0 
2,1 -

00 

G(4,2) _ t' f y(O) 
1 - ! 2 o 

00 00 

B ( 4) = -cosech ( A /2 ) F f f Y (0 ) 
2 2 0 nl 2 

00 

H~~l = F loy~l) + '23~4)Ch( '2/2 ) 

1)0 00 

J J y(2) ) ] 
o nl 2 

~ 00 ~ 

= F J Y2(1) - FA2coth( A /2 ) J J y(O) 
o 2 0 n' 2 

00 00 

B ~ 5) = - cosech ( A /2 ) F f J Y (1 ) 
2 0 nl 2 

E(6) - 0 
2,1 -
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00 00 Co<) I)Q 

G (6 ,2) = F J Y ( 2) + )..2 F J I J y ( 0) . 
1 a (2) 2 0 n' nil 2 

- Ot> 

3~6) = 4A~U cath{ '2/2 ) casech{ '2/2 ) 10 {. Y~O) 
CD co OOf co 00 DO 

- F cosech( )..2/2 ) fa f. y~2) - F)..~ cosech( )..2/2 ) fa I 111 /.:~O) 
n n n n 

In the lower layer, 

she ( )..2 )(y-1) ] 
+ 11/2 [ iF B(4) 2 ] 

6 4Kh2 2T cos TrY 

~(. ,2) - 65/ 2 Y2(0) + 63y2(1) + t:.7/ 2ln(1/t:.)R(2,2) + 67/ 2 y2(2) 
2in 

We have not calculated 9~3), 9~4), R(2,2), R(3,2) and R(4,2) so no attempt 

will be made to match those terms that include a factor of In(1/t:.). These 

will be omitted hereafter. 
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All of the calculated terms match correctly 

exp[i(2p+l)kx], upper, n = 2p + 1 

n2 1 A2 S(3) sh An/2] - 2'" n n 

S(4) 
+ 8 9/ 2 [(- S(6) sh A /2 - _n_ ch A /2) 

n n 4A nU n 

. S 
+ n( A B(S)Ch(An/2) + _n_ [2ch(A /2) - Ansh(An/2)]) 

n n 4A tl n 
n 
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)~dd) _ 3Z(3) + 7/2 1 (1/ ) E(4) + 7/2Z(4)+A 4 Z(5) + b.9/ 2 In(1/b.) E(6) 
~l'n - b. n b. n b. n . b. nUn n 

00 co co 

+ //2[_ 11F J y(O) + (G(4,n) + F r f y(O)] 
o n 0 0 11' n 

00 eo co 00 00 eo 

+ (FA2 f J f I y(O) + F f J y(2) + G(6,n)) ] 
n 0 I " m n 0 I n 0 

11 11 11 11 

On matching we obtain, 
co 

a(3) = - ~ sech(A /2) f y(O) 
n An nOn 

00 

H(3) F J y(O) = ~ th( An/2) n,O n o n 

E(4) 
n,O = 0 

B(4) = 0 n 
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G(4,n) 
o 

00 IX> 

= - F f J y(O) 
o nl n 

E(6) = 0 
n,O 

00 

+ ~3 [2sech(A /2) - A sech(A /2) th(A /2)] J y{O) 
4A U n n n nOn 

n 

00 oc 00 00 

H(5) = f. th(A /2) J y(2) + A F th{A /2) J J J y{O) 
n,O An nOn n n 0 nl n" n 

CD 00 ao 00 "'" /XI 

G{6,n) + FA2 J f J f y(O) + F J f y(2) = - s(6)sh(A /2) 
o n 0 I II III n 0 Inn n 

n n n n 

Lower Layer 

~(odd) 5 g(3) + .5 "F sh [An(y-l)] s(3) ] 
'II - tJ. In(1/tJ.) Ll [ 1 
20ut 2 2h2nk coS2~y nT 

+ tJ.6 [ F sh An(y-l} iB(3) + F 

4h22nk 4 nT 2h cos ~y 2 
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Again, since we have not calculated 9~3),9~4), R{2,n), R{3,n) etc., we 

cannot attempt to match those terms which include a factor of In{1/6). 

Once more we shall omit these in what follows. 

iFB (3) 
~(Odd) - 64 [n-2 (_ sh An/2 nT 2 ) 
2 out 2h2nk1f 

iF3 (3)sh(A /2) 
-4 ( nT n + n - --"'I'r""""'lIr---

4nkh~1f 4 

The leading order terms at 0(64) and 0(69/ 2) do indeed match correctly. 
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The form that the matching procedure takes in the case of the Fourier 

components exp(i2nkx), n > 1, may be inferred from the case n = 1 

At thi s poi nt the asymptoti c sol uti on has been developed suffi ci ently 

for the purposes of chapter four. 
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